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Foreword
The Thirteenth International Conference on Autonomic and Autonomous Systems (ICAS 2017),
held between May 21 - 25, 2017 - Barcelona, Spain, was a multi-track event covering related topics on
theory and practice on systems automation, autonomous systems and autonomic computing.
The main tracks referred to the general concepts of systems automation, and methodologies
and techniques for designing, implementing and deploying autonomous systems. The next tracks
developed around design and deployment of context-aware networks, services and applications, and
the design and management of self-behavioral networks and services. We also considered monitoring,
control, and management of autonomous self-aware and context-aware systems and topics dedicated
to specific autonomous entities, namely, satellite systems, nomadic code systems, mobile networks, and
robots. It has been recognized that modeling (in all forms this activity is known) is the fundamental for
autonomous subsystems, as both managed and management entities must communicate and
understand each other. Small-scale and large-scale virtualization and model-driven architecture, as well
as management challenges in such architectures are considered. Autonomic features and autonomy
requires a fundamental theory behind and solid control mechanisms. These topics gave credit to specific
advanced practical and theoretical aspects that allow subsystem to expose complex behavior. We aimed
to expose specific advancements on theory and tool in supporting advanced autonomous systems.
Domain case studies (policy, mobility, survivability, privacy, etc.) and specific technology (wireless,
wireline, optical, e-commerce, banking, etc.) case studies were targeted. A special track on mobile
environments was indented to cover examples and aspects from mobile systems, networks, codes, and
robotics.
Pervasive services and mobile computing are emerging as the next computing paradigm in
which infrastructure and services are seamlessly available anywhere, anytime, and in any format. This
move to a mobile and pervasive environment raises new opportunities and demands on the underlying
systems. In particular, they need to be adaptive, self-adaptive, and context-aware.
Adaptive and self-management context-aware systems are difficult to create, they must be able
to understand context information and dynamically change their behavior at runtime according to the
context. Context information can include the user location, his preferences, his activities, the
environmental conditions and the availability of computing and communication resources. Dynamic
reconfiguration of the context-aware systems can generate inconsistencies as well as integrity problems,
and combinatorial explosion of possible variants of these systems with a high degree of variability can
introduce great complexity.
Traditionally, user interface design is a knowledge-intensive task complying with specific
domains, yet being user friendly. Besides operational requirements, design recommendations refer to
standards of the application domain or corporate guidelines.
Commonly, there is a set of general user interface guidelines; the challenge is due to a need for
cross-team expertise. Required knowledge differs from one application domain to another, and the
core knowledge is subject to constant changes and to individual perception and skills.
Passive approaches allow designers to initiate the search for information in a knowledgedatabase to make accessible the design information for designers during the design process. Active
approaches, e.g., constraints and critics, have been also developed and tested. These mechanisms
deliver information (critics) or restrict the design space (constraints) actively, according to the rules and

guidelines. Active and passive approaches are usually combined to capture a useful user interface
design.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the ICAS 2017 Technical
Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a high quality conference
program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors
who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to ICAS 2017. We truly believe that, thanks
to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the ICAS 2017 organizing committee for
their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a success.
We hope that ICAS 2017 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and
results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the fields of autonomic and
autonomous systems.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very open.
We also hope that Barcelona provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone
saved some time for exploring this beautiful city.
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Towards a Framework for Applying the Visualization of Smart Monitoring
Architectures to a Distributed Ubiquity Mobility Platform

Djamel Khadraoui and Christophe Feltus
Luxembourg Institute of Science and Technology (LIST)
E-mail: djamel.khadraoui@list.lu

Abstract—Smart Mobility is proved to be a high priority topic
in regard to arising European societal challenges. Deploying
smart mobility required both technological and monitoring
knowledge, and one important key features of the initiative
stay in the multiplicity of the final users. Its goal is, depending
on the type of users, to provide the required accurate data
through a dynamic monitoring application. This implies to
collect data coming from physical sensors deployed in all the
parking areas of a region. Those sensors are simple, meaning
that the information that they can collect is limited to an entry
or exit signal of a vehicle. This paper presents an architecture
for applying the visualization of smart monitoring architecture
to a distributed ubiquity mobility platform and show a
deployment in the frame of a use case. The later has been
developed in a European region and consists in a smart
mobility monitoring project.
Keywords-Mobility; Visualisation; Model; Self-adaptability;
Self-management; Monitoring; Automatic Context-aware system.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Smart Mobility is proved to be a high priority topic in
regard to arising societal challenges. Deploying smart
mobility required both technological and monitoring
knowledge. In the frame of a use case, which has actually
been developed in a European region, and which consists in
a mobility monitoring project (actually implemented), one
important key feature of the initiative stay in the multiplicity
of the final users. Its goal is, depending on the type of users,
to give the wanted data through a dynamic monitoring
application. This implies to collect data coming from
physical sensors deployed in all the parking areas of a
region. Those sensors are simple, meaning that the
information that they can collect is limited to an entry or
exit signal of a vehicle. Another data that has to be collected
in this scenario is the live traffic data from the same
geographical region; once again, the type of data is simple;
the number of passing vehicles for each road of the region is
collected in a predefined and fixed period of time. The need
of monitoring is not a new challenge in computer science
since a lot of solutions are proposed until this day. The fact
is that the monitoring can be effective for a project only if it
is completely applied for the problem while it should give
the right information to a specific user (physical or not). For
our case, a famous delivery company needs an effective and
complete monitoring for all its parking spots around a big
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urban center. So, in collaboration with the city
administration, this company needs a platform to handle a
large amount of data and transform it into valuable
information for their daily operations, optimizing their
routines. This platform aims at monitoring the trips of their
employees around the urban area and to give them an exact
live situation. The solution responds to the business needs of
an organization and provides to the different users a
dynamic monitoring of the data combined with specific
business rules. Using one deployed platform, collected and
analyzed data are accessible from different final users with
distinctive needs. In parallel to the monitoring of their
employees, the targeted system is also able to provide
important information to the city administration around live
traffic levels and parking availability. Another view of the
system could also be the notification to citizens about the
roads congestion of the city. However, the interfaces must
be readjusted for each case and administration solutions
have to be adapted to the user and his rights among the
system. Therefore, it is obvious that the current solution
must be extended with new functionalities that should be
able to be added without any new implementation of the
gathering platform.
Smart monitoring systems consists in solutions which
monitor, control and support the decision making related to
security issue of complexes and critical systems (and
information systems) spread out over disseminated areas.
Hence, smart monitoring architecture seems to be the most
relevant approach for the monitoring and decision making
provided that they are designed to deal with increasingly
sensitive and crucial situations for an economy or country
(like the healthcare, the power distribution, the telecom,
etc.) and consists in complex, sophisticated and integrated
systems which support people in governing and monitoring
a plethora of knowledge generated by critical infrastructures
(CI – in military, energy, transport, industries, and
healthcare) [1]. In our previous work, we have first defined
a metamodel for the components of the smart monitoring
architecture [2]. This metamodel has been elaborated
acknowledging
traditional
enterprise
architecture
metamodel (EAM) and it allows modelling each component
according to a similar structure. Afterwards, we have
proposed a complement [2] to explore the enterprise
architecture model ArchiMate® and to redesign its structure
in order to comply with component software actors’
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characteristics, specificities and domain constraints. The
principal focus of this paper concerns the design and the
consideration of the policies that are centric concepts related
to the activation of component’s comportment. Our new
contribution consists in the modeling of the monitoring
system platform and the definition of the policies according
to these models.
The paper is structured as following: next section
presents the OCTOPUS platform (model and software) that
we designed, Section III presents the OCTOPUS platform
augmented with a smart monitoring solution. Section IV
illustrates the monitoring interface for Smart Mobility in the
frame of the augmented OCTOPUS platform and discusses
the approach. Section V presents related works and last
section concludes the paper and presents futures works.
II.

OCTOPUS PLATFORM

OCTOPUS is a multi-agent platform; all the
technologies related to agents are combined to provide a
system for solving a data gathering and monitoring problem
in an adaptive way. Being a multi-agent system, OCTOPUS
has basic MAS characteristics as autonomy, local view and
decentralization.
All the agents are autonomous and partially independent:
the shutdown of an agent does lead to a platform’s
deactivation. Furthermore, the agents can continue their
execution if the system has to reboot for any reason in order
to ensure that their behavior is unchanged and that the data
gathering is operational even if the remote communication
is temporary deactivated.
No local agent has a global view of the platform and the
main behavior aside from data gathering of the agents is to
communicate to remote agents. In this way, a
decentralization of the processes is effective; all the agents
collect specific data and spread information to a controlling
component of the system. This controlling component and
its particular communication with the remainder of the
system is the main defining characteristic of OCTOPUS.
OCTOPUS defines several components to achieve the
deployment of an adaptive multi-agent system with different
views of monitoring data and a particular communication
routine to implement the constraints of the problem. Those
constraints are the rules that each agent has to follow and
depending on them, each agent changes his behavior.
OCTOPUS platform presents a hierarchy between the
sub-platforms; containers grouping agents that are remotely
connected. Throughout this hierarchy, the system defines
types of agents that have a specific role. Each agent’s subplatform has an implemented behavior and specific role. A
Brain agent is implemented, which is the management
component, connected to all the agents of the sub-platform.
All data gathering agents are waiting for rules from this
Brain agent and are sending feedback in return. When
necessary, Brain agents can also be part of a global
hierarchy, in which a Super-Brain takes care of their
organization and management. This way, each Brain can
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provide a view for a specific level of work; a main,
administration view of the entire system is provided by the
Super-Brain (see Figure 1). The Pn components represent
agent’s sub-platform containing P type agents while the Tn
components represent implemented T type agent’s subplatform. In this case, the system is composed of a single
Brain, a communication and organizing instance subplatform.
This Brain is a sub-platform containing agents which
remotely connects all the agents existing in its network.
These agents are waiting for information collected from the
T and P sub-platforms. The Brain is able to send this data to
a monitoring interface through messages. The selection of
the view and the type of data to be sent to the monitoring
component remains at the sole discretion of the Brain. The
main purpose of the Brain is to send rules to the connected
sub-platforms of agents and receiving data from them. This
way, the untreated data is sent from lower levels (T and P
sub-platforms) to higher (Brain). Finally, this system
example is a lower level of OCTOPUS itself; it is only one
of the “tentacles” of the final architecture.

Figure 1. OCTOPUS global architecture

Obtaining a complete OCTOPUS instance is possible
with adding one hierarchical level to the previous example.
Figure 1 presents an architecture, in which all the Brains
(with their T and P connected sub-platforms) are linked to a
Super-Brain. Such a component has the same role as a
Brain, but the collected data is coming from Brain subplatforms. In this case, a global monitoring of the platform
is possible and the rules are sent to the Brains of the
network. The architecture is typically the same but with one
higher level of hierarchy.
Finally, such architecture introduces a two-way data and
rules flow: data collected from T and P type agents is sent to
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Brain sub-platforms and after analysis, forwarded to the
Super-Brain.
In return, rules are pushed from Super-Brain to the
others Brains and their establishment inside T and P subplatforms (through the agents). This bi-directional data flow
is yet another key functionality of OCTOPUS platform. The
generic examples presented in this section are only possible
instances of OCTOPUS, the system can be adapted to
different scenarios, data type and number of agents
following the same hierarchical architecture. The T and P
agents’ type is an example of generic implementation of
agents gathering data. Specific characteristics of agents and
their types are descripted in next sections.
III.

OCTOPUS PLATFORM AUGMENTED WITH A
MONITORING SOLUTION

This section introduced the monitoring approach
proposed by our OCTOPUS framework.
A. Smart monitoring platform metamodelling insights
The smart monitoring platform metamodel has been largely,
and with many details, presented in [2]. This section recalls
and summarizes the theoretic foundation and premise of our
research in this area. The goal in modelling the monitoring
system into a layered architecture metamodel is to furnish
CI actors with solutions for governing the platform
(monitoring and decision making support mechanism). In
our previous work [3], extended smart monitoring platform
metamodel using the ArchiMate® metamodel was elaborated
to provide and support the use of a multiple layered
approach of a monitoring component based on dynamic and
autonomous policies.
To generate the OCTOPUS platform, we realized a
specialization of the original ArchiMate® metamodel for the
monitoring components. First, we redefined and structure the
Core of the metamodel in order to figure out the semantic of
the Policy [14] [17] (see Figure 2). The Core represents the
handling of Passive Structures by Active Structures along the
realization of Behaviors.
Concerning the Active Structures and the Behavior, the
Core differentiates between external concepts which
represent the way, in which the architecture is being
perceived by the external elements (as a Sub-Brain of a type
T or P attainable by means of an Interface or communicating
with the Brain), and the internal elements which is composed
of Structure Elements (Roles, Components) and linked to a
Policy Execution concept. Passive Structures contains Object
(e.g., data or organizational object), which represents
architecture knowledge. Secondly, the concept of Policy has
been defined in accordance to the platform metamodeling
approach. The proposed representation is composed of three
elements which allow defining the Policy structure: (1) the
“Event” that is defined as a trigger generated by a Structural
component that generates the realization of a Policy, (2) the
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“Context” whish symbolizes a configuration of Passive
Structure that allows the Policy to be realized. In the case of
Octopus, the context includes the sub-region environment
specificities (3) the “Responsibility” [4][5][12][13][16]
which is the more rich semantic concept and which is
defined as a state assigned to a component (human or
software) to specify obligations and rights in a specific
context (Feltus et al., 2014).
Thereby, the responsibility corresponds to a set of
behaviors that have to be realized by means of Structure
Elements. That behavior may also use Objects of y type
Passive Structure or modify values. With these three
elements, we generate an auxiliary Policy artefact that
mirrors the fulfilment of a set of Responsibilities [2] in a
specific monitoring Context and in response to a predefined
Event. Through the Policy Concept, we show that each
operation done by the monitoring components can be
transferred into a Policy Execution.
Although there is a clear semantic difference in
ArchiMate® between the business user (human or machine)
which exploits an application, and the application itself, in
the smart monitoring field, we consider that actors and roles
are played by components that we define as being a specific
Structure Elements acting in Critical Infrastructure
environment. As a result, three level are necessary to
structure the metamodel for the monitoring domain: (1) The
Organizational Layer offers services and products to
external customers that are represented in the organization by
organizational processes performed by Organizational Roles
according to Organizational Policies. (2) The Application
Layer supports the Organizational Layer with Application
Services which are realized by Applications according to
Application Policies. (3) The Technology Layer which offers
Infrastructure Services needed to run applications,
performed by system software, computer and communication
hardware.
Concepts and colors were taken from the original
ArchiMate® language, except for Organizational Function
and the Application Function which were switched with the
Organizational Policy component and the Application Policy
component. Based on the following analysis, we have
defined the Organizational Policy as “the rules which define
the organizational responsibilities and govern the execution
of behaviors, at the organization domain, that serve the
product domain in response to a process domain occurring
in a specific context, which is symbolized by a configuration
of the information domain”
And we have defined the Application Policy as “the rules
that define the application responsibilities and govern the
execution, at the application domain, of behaviors that serve
the data domain to achieve the application strategy.”
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B. Smart monitoring system metamodel layers
The three layers which structure the smart monitoring
platform metamodel (see Figure 2) are from down to top:
the technical level, the applicative level and the
organization or business level.
The Technical Layer is used to represent the structural
aspect of the system and highlights the links between the
Technical Layer and the Application Layer and how physical
pieces of information called Artefacts are produced or used.
The main concept of the Technical layer is the Node which
represents a computational resource, on which Artefacts can
be deployed and executed. The Node can be accessed by
other Nodes or by components of the Application Layer. A
Node is composed of a Device and a System Software [6].
Devices are physical computational resources where
Artefacts are deployed when the System Software represents
a software environment for types of components and objects.
Communication between the Nodes of the Technology Layer
is defined logically by the Communication Path and
physically by the Network.
An Organizational Object defines unit of information
which relates to an aspect of the organization. At the
Application layer, this is used to represent the Application
Components and their interactions with the Application
Service derived from the Organizational Policy of the
Organizational Layer. The concept of the components in the
metamodel is very similar to the components concept of
UML (UML 2) and allows representing any part of the
program. Components use Data Object, which is a modelling
concept of objects and object types of UML. Interconnection
between components is modelled by the Application
Interface in order to represent the availability of a
component to the outside [3] (implementing a part or all of
the services defined in the Application Service). The concept
of Collaboration from the Organizational Layer is present in
the Application Layer as the Application Collaboration and
can be used to symbolize the cooperation (temporary)
between components for the realization of behavior.
Application Policy represents the behavior that is carried out
by the components.
The Organizational Layer highlights the organizational
processes and the associations with the Application Layer.
Firstly, the Organizational Layer is defined as an
Organizational Role (e.g.: Alert Detection Concept). This
role, accessible from outside the monitoring behavioral
structure through an Organizational Interface, performs
behavior based on and according to organization's policy
(Organizational Policy component), which are associated
with the role. Afterwards, the components are able
(depending on their roles – but also function is some cases)
to interact with other roles to perform behavior; this is
symbolized by the concept of Role Collaboration outside.
Organizational Policies are behavioral components of
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Figure 2. Smart monitoring platform metamodel

the organization whose goal is to achieve an Organizational
Service to a role following Events. Organizational Services
are contained in Products accompanied by Contracts.
Contracts are formal or informal specifications of the rights
and obligations associated with a Product. Values are
defined as an appreciation of a Service or a Product that the
Organization attempts to provide or acquire. The complete
smart monitoring platform metamodel is the union of the
three layers. As shown below, new connections between the
layers have appeared.
For the Passive Structure, we observe that Artefact of the
Technical Layer realizes Data Object of the Application
Layer which, itself, realizes Organizational Object of the
Organizational layer.
The Behaviour concept association shows that the
Application Service uses the Organizational Policy to
determine the services that it sustain. In the same manner, the
Technical Layer bases its Infrastructure Service upon the
Application Policy of the Application Layer. Concerning the
Active Structure connections, the Role concept determines,
together whit the Application Component, the Interface
provided in the Application layer. The Interface of the
Technical Layer is also based on the components of the
Application Layer. The modelling language related to the
above artefact is available in The Open Group [19].
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Figure 3. Smart Mobility management and sub-region interfaces

IV.

VALIDATION IN THE FRAME OF A MONITORING
INTERFACE AUGMENTED FOR SMART MOBILITY

This section aims at reporting and evaluating how
OCTOPUS augmented has been designed for a specific
Mobility management steering interface. Therefore, we
review and validate the advantages and the improvements
provided by the implementation that has been specifically
required for this use case in the mobility domain.
As explained earlier, the monitoring architecture is
defined based on generic agents easily instantiable for
whatever cases, but steering interface is always dependent
of the type of monitoring developed. Figure 3 shows the
interface for the implementation of the smart mobility
solution in the region. This interface content a monitoring
frame including static information (e.g., map of the region,
frames for the parking monitoring, etc.) and dynamic
information (e.g., level of traffic jam on specific road,
amount of places available at each parking, etc.)
Aside the monitoring interface, additional management
functionalities are also available. These functionalities are
not presented in the paper. They concern the management of
the users of the solution, the creation of specialized
viewpoints for each type of user requirements, the dynamic
definition of “business rules” in order to configure the
behavior of the different agents and hence, to suggest user
mobility decisions.
This needs to be put in parallel with the three constraints
related to the key management broadcasting mechanism
related to the smart monitoring platform architecture have
been defined by Bailey et al., 2003 [7] and need to be
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considered along the modelling of the policies: (1) the
computational capacity limit, which may be represented as
an artefact of a type data object at the application layer of the
MTU, (2) the low data transmission rate which is also a
concept related to the MTU by means of a data object, and
(3) the real-time processing that needs to be consider to
prevent data processing delay and which may be represented
as a data object from the RTUs structures.
The definition and the exploitation of the proposed
augmented OCTOPUS framework in the mobility area has
demonstrate to what extend the solution offers flexibility and
usability to the business administrators. Indeed, most of the
manipulations (e.g., traffic decisions, road optimization,
informed communication, etc.) performed by the platform
operators has been realized more intuitively and with more
accuracy than with previous version of the frameworks.
V.

RELATED WORKS

Literatures explain methodologies to model Multi-Agent
System (MAS) [18] and their environments as a one layer
model and give complete solutions or frameworks. Gaia [8]
is a framework for the development of agent architectures
based
on
a
lifecycle
approach.
AUML
(http://www.auml.org), and MAS-ML [9] are extensions of
the UML language for the modelling of MAS but do no
longer exist following the release by the OMG of UML 2.0
supporting MAS. Prometheus defines a metamodel of the
application layer and allows generating organizational
diagrams, roles diagrams, classes’ diagrams, sequences
diagrams and so forth.
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The Prometheus approach permits hence to generate
codes but does not provide links between diagrams and
therefore makes it difficult to use for alignment purposes or
with other languages (e.g., MOF, DSML4MAS [10]).
CARBA provides a dynamic architecture for MAS similar
to the middleware CORBA based on the role played by the
agent. Globally, we observe that these solutions aim at
modelling the application layer of MAS [11]. CARBA goes
one step further introduces the concept of Interface and
Service. This approach is closed to the solution based on
ArchiMate® that we design in our proposal but offers less
modelling features. As we have notice that agent systems
are organized in a way close to the enterprises system, our
proposal analyses how an enterprise architecture model may
be slightly reworked and adapted for MAS. Therefore, we
exploit ArchiMate® which has the following advantages to
be supported by The Open Group. It has a large community
and proposes a uniform structure to model enterprise
architecture. Another advantage of ArchiMate® is that it
uses referenced existing modelling languages like UML.
As a conclusion of the related work, we may consider
that our approach may be used in parallel to existing
solutions while, in the same time, complete their added
value in a set of business driven dimensions like the
visualization of the system or the elaboration of integrated
and self-contain two types of policies. The evolution of our
approach may also be regarded following the performance
generated at the metric level. Indeed, contrarily to solutions
presented through the state of the art, our proposal fit fully
with the measurement theory requirement and, hence, may
be more pragmatically devoted to performance based design
of critical and highly sensitive infrastructures.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Monitoring systems are important solutions to secure
critical infrastructures against traditional and cyber-attacks
threats. Those systems need to be accurately managed and
protected in terms of interconnection, homogeneity and real
time reaction. Therefore, the paper proposes an integrated
approach for modelling the monitoring architecture based on
the enterprise architecture modelling language and more
specially ArchiMate® which has been particularly tailored
for smart monitoring systems.
Based on a dedicated metamodel, the paper has
demonstrated how technical, application and organization
policies could be designed and metamodeled, especially
regarding the policy management for interconnected
monitoring systems for two of its functions. All along the
modelling of the platform model and the definition of the
policies according to these models, we have illustrated the
theory with a business case study related to the petroleum
supply chain, and more specially the specific functions of
crude oil supply and crude oil storage and distribution.
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Abstract—In order to find the best execution plan for an
SQL query, a DBMS uses information regarding the cost of
disk operations, notably the cost of a sequential page reading
(seq page cost or just spc) and the cost of random pages reading
(random page cost or just rpc). Such information is predefined
by DBMS vendors and are rarely changed - although it can cause
inaccuracies in the optimization phase. This paper lists some
typical scenarios where disk access costs miscalculations can lead
to sub-optimal query plans and presents the OptPLAN, a tool for
the PostgreSQL DBMS that calculates the correct relationship
between spc and rpc and automatically set their values at the
configuration properties. In our experiments, we obtained up to
69% of query speed up after spc and rpc adjustment.
Keywords—OptPlan;
RDBMS.

I.

Query

Optimization;

Autonomous

I NTRODUCTION

Because Relational Database Management Systems
(RDBMS) provide a convenient and secure way to store
and retrieve data, they became crucial components for many
modern systems [1]. Also, RDBMS are a result of decades of
joint efforts from both scientific and industry research teams
[2], which provides a solid and well-formed theory behind
them.
The Structured Query Language (SQL) is the most used
tool for manipulating data stored by RDBMS [3]. Commands
written in SQL are first parsed and validated. If no errors are
found, the commands are then translated to an internal logical
tree representation of the query, denoted as execution plan or
just plan.
Several plans can be derived from a single SQL statement [3], each using different strategies and algorithms for
performing relational operations, e.g., a joint operation could
be represented using a Nested Loop Join algorithm in one tree
and using a Hash Join in another tree. While the algorithm
choosing process does not impact on query’s semantics, it
does directly impact on query’s cost, i.e., the amount of disk
blocks the RDBMS will transfer from/to memory during query
execution.
Finding the cheapest tree is not a trivial task – in fact, [4]
claims this problem is NP-complete. Each RDBMS has one
or more optimization algorithms implemented for this specific
problem and they vary greatly from one vendor to another.
The open-source RDBMS PostgreSQL, for instance, uses a
genetic query optimization approach. In addition, PostgreSQL
provides a classic optimization engine based on Dynamic
Programming [5]. Regardless the optimization strategy, the
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RDBMS server hardware configuration influences the search
for the optimal plan. For instance, the same SQL statement
might result in different plans depending where data is stored:
in a fast SSD or in a slow HDD. Ignoring this hardware
dependency can result in sub-optimal execution plans due to
inefficient optimizations phases which, in turn, can result in
poor query performance.
This paper presents OptPLAN, a tool that calculates both
sequential and random disk read costs for a PostgreSQL
RDBMS host and set those values on the configurations
file, providing the optimization algorithm correct costs which
results in better optimal plan search. Our results show that
all example queries presented reduced costs after OptPLAN
adjust the configurations file when compared to default values
provided by RDBMS vendor.
The remainder of this paper is as following: Section II
describes a few related works we found most relevant, while
Section III reviews the steps taken by a query executor engine
from a typical RDBMS. Our tool OptPLAN is defined in
Section IV, the experiments we conducted along with their
results are described in Section V. Finally, Section VI lists
our conclusions and possible future works.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

The research presented in [6] discusses self-adaptable
database systems based on Microsoft’s AutoAdmin project.
That work focuses primarily on the design of automatized
databases. Other approaches for query optimization are described in [7], where the authors describe a log inspection tool, which provides several statistics for the database
administrator (DBA). Those statistics are collected through
Machine Learning techniques. Also using changes in the query
optimizer, the work on [8] explains ORACLE 10g’s capability
of optimize SQL queries automatically. Such optimization is
possible due to longer than usual SQL statement analysis,
validating statistics used on the search for the optimal plan.
Finally, Chaudhuri et al. [9] describe the advances made on
self-adjustment on Microsoft’s SQL Server RDBMS, which
is achieved through automatic indexes creation and more
efficient memory management and dynamic resource allocation
approaches.
All those works do not pursuit finding the correct values
for sequential and random page disks reads, neither do they
have an open implementation that can be used on more than
one DBMS. Our work exploits hardware-related factors from
the DBMS host, enhancing the searching for the optimal plan
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for the SQL queries without the need of any modifications at
the DBMS core.
III.

Q UERY P ROCESSING

Data is typically manipulated on a RDBMS through a series
of SQL statements issued by a user or a system. Upon its
arrival, each SQL statement is checked for syntax correctness
and, whether no errors are found, an internal representation
(using a tree format) of the statement is created. Each node of
the tree represents a Logic Relational Operator (LGO) that can
have several implementations, one for each specific scenario.
For instance, a Join LGO can be implemented physically as
Nested Loop Join (NLJ), Hash Join (HJ) or Sort-Merge Join
(SMJ). The decision of which implementation should be picked
is responsibility of the Query Optimizer, that searches for the
cheapest execution plan that physically represents the tree.
After the optimal plan is found, it gets executed by the Query
Executor Engine (Figure 1).

Consider there is an B-Tree index on column ’Address.city’. The following SQL statement is used to retrieve
the names of all clients that live in the city of ’Nova Iguaçu’:
SELECT C . name
FROM CLIENT C , ADDRESS A
WHERE C . i d a d d r e s s = A . i d a d d r e s s
AND A . c i t y = ” Nova I g u a c u ” ;
One of the possible plans that represents the SQL statement
in Section III-A is shown in Figure 2(a). Now consider the
Figure 2(b) is the histogram that counts how many clients live
on each city.

(a) Execution Query Plan.

Fig. 1: Query Execution [3]
Internally, the most widespread implementation of an execution plan is through the Iterator pattern, described in [10].
Also, each LGO includes an annotation regarding which physical implementation shall be used.
A. Query Optimization
A typical query optimizer relies on host hardware information and relations statistics to find the cheapest execution plan
for an SQL statement. RDBMSs often store those metadata
within an internal structure called catalog. It is a common
practice to store information about column values, such as
histograms, ordering, among others. When combined with
some hardware information, such as sequential page read cost
(SPC), random page read cost (RPC), data transfer rate, etc.
The Query Optimizer can correctly determine which physical
relational operator should be used in order to find the cheapest
plan. It is important to notice that hardware information are
often represented as normalized cost values instead of absolute
values, i.e., the amount of time for the hardware to process a
task.
As an example, consider the following database schema:
CLIENT ( i d c l i e n t , name , e m a i l , g e n d e r ,
age , i d a d d r e s s ) ;
ADDRESS( i d a d d r e s s , s t r e e t n a m e , number ,
borough , c i t y , s t a t e , z i p ) ;
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(b) Clients distribution among cities.

Fig. 2: Information used by the Query Optimizer.

Finally, consider that there are 1000 tuples in each table.
The cost for reading a whole table – sequentially or
randomly – can be expressed by:
C = (blc ∗ cl) + (t ∗ cc),

(1)

where C is the total cost; blc is the total number of disk
blocks where tuples are stored; cl is the cost for a block read.
The read can be performed sequentially (cls ) or randomly
(clr ); t is total tuples of a relation; and cc is the CPU cost
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for processing each tuple [11]. It is worth noting cls , clr and
cc are hardware related parameters.
For the first example, let us assume the following values
for the variables (the variable blc has the same value for both
tables):
cls = 1; clr = 4; blc = 10.

(2)

However, as PostgreSQL can be used on a plethora of
different platforms, those variables should be adjusted to
reflect the host’s hardware. Whether the PostgreSQL server
is attached to a Storage Area Network or using a conventional
HDD, those relative values will vary from one configuration
to another. In the next section, we present OptPLAN, a tool
that computes the correct values for both SPC and RPC and
sets them in the configuration file.

Worth noting that those are default values for clean PostgreSQL installations.
When the process of selecting all Address tuples that have
city values equal to ’Nova Iguaçu’ (point 1 at 2(a)) is evaluated,
both sequential (CSequential ) and random (CRandom ) reads are
considered. The cost for CSequential is computed as follows:
CSequential = (blc ∗ cls ) + (t ∗ cc)
CSequential = (10 ∗ 1) + (1000 ∗ 0.01) = 20

(3)
(4)

IV.

O PT PLAN

We developed a tool named OptPLAN that executes a
series of tests on the hardware where the PostgreSQL is being
installed and determines the up-to-date relative values for SPC
and RPC, setting those values on postgresql.conf file. The
Query Optimizer will then use correct values when searching
for optimal plans, avoiding query slow down. In addition,
OptPLAN is invoked periodically to detect hardware changes.
A. Implementation

On the other hand, to compute the cost for CRandom , the
Query Optimizer can use the histogram depicted in Figure 2(b)
to retrieve an estimate of how many tuples will be read, as
random reads use indexes to perform direct access to the data.
As the frequency of Address tuples having city equals to ’Nova
Iguaçu’ is 0.25, hence fN ovaIguaçu = 0, 25. So, t = 1000 ∗
0, 25 = 250 and the expression is as follows:

CRandom

CRandom = (blc ∗ clr ) + (t ∗ cc)
= (10 ∗ 4) + (250 ∗ 0.01) = 42.5

(5)
(6)

which is 4 times greater than CSequential . Hence, the
Optimizer will prefer to perform a table scan instead of random
reads using the index.
However, let us consider that clr variable value is 1.5, i.e.
a random read is one and a half times slower than a sequential
read. Hence:

CRandom = (10 ∗ 1.5) + (250 ∗ 0.01) = 17.5

(7)

and the Optimizer now should prefer using the index
instead of a full table scan to perform the query! It becomes
clear that inaccuracies on both SPC and RPC values can cause
the Query Optimizer to choose a suboptimal execution plan for
any SQL statement.

OptPLAN was written in C, taking advantage of lowlevel capabilities provided by the Operating System for that
language. As the Linux Kernel is also written in C, its API
opens room for using disk read functions with very little
overhead [12]. Hence, OptPLAN creates two test files (one
for sequential reads and the other for random reads) with the
same number of pages but with different contents, a strategy
planned to avoid the Operating System caching mechanism.
Those files are split in contiguous blocks with 512 bytes each
– which are the same size of a standard disk page on Ext4, the
file system used in our experiments. Nevertheless sequential
reads or random reads are in use, the system reads one page
at a time.
The second step in OptPLAN is to read those files. The
sequential scan is performed first, by positioning the read
pointer to the file beginning, i.e., to the first byte of the file.
Sequential read operations are performed within a loop and
the system halts when all pages were read.
Random read tests are more complex, because the pointer
should not read contiguous pages. To simulate this behaviour,
OptPLAN uses a array with the same number of positions that
the number of pages kept in the file. That array is then shuffled
and is seen as holding the positions to where the pointer should
be moved. After the shuffle process is over, the array is scanned
sequentially and, for each iteration, the page corresponding to
the value kept on the current position is read. This process
successfully simulates a table scan using a complete index
transverse.

B. PostgreSQL Hardware Specific Variables
Among PostgreSQL configuration files, postgresql.conf is
the one that holds default values for SPC (seq page cost)
and RPC (random page cost) [5]. The first parameter refers
to reading a single page from disk sequentially and its value
is normalized to 1. On the other hand, the second parameter
refers to randomly reading a single page from disk and its
value defaults to 4 – which means that RPC is 4 times
greater than SPC by default. As those are normalized values,
increasing SPC and RPC values proportionally will not change
the execution plan.
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V.

E XPERIMENTS

This section explains how the experiments were conducted,
their setup and the obtained results.
A. Setup
We conducted the experiments on 3 different hardware
configurations, denoted here as Maq1, Maq2 and Maq 3 (All
computers were running the Ubuntu Linux OS, version 14.04
LTS):
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TABLE I: TEST RESULTS OF OPTPLAN READS.
File \Server
102.4MB
204.8MB
307.2MB
409.4MB
512MB
1024MB
Mean

Maq1
1.359
1.419
1.423
1.461
1.491
1.540
1.449

Maq2
1.332
1.417
1.429
1.467
1.483
1.522
1.441

Maq3
1.334
1.551
1.556
1.650
1.605
1.707
1.567

•

Maq 1: a notebook with an Intel Core i7 Quad Core
Mobile Processor i7-4700MQ, clocked at 2.40GHz
6MB of cache, 8GB RAM DDR3 (1600MHz) and
with a 120GB Samsung SSD 120GB;

•

Maq 2: a desktop with AMD Phenom(tm) II X4 955
Quad Core with 512KB cache, 4GB RAM and a 1TB
Seagate HDD 7200 RPM;

•

Maq 3: a desktop with an Intel Core i5 Dual-Core
Processor 4210U clocked at 1.7GHz, 3MB cache, 4GB
RAM DDR (1600MHz) and a 500GB HD Seagte 5400
RPM.

Each server was running a stable version of PostgreSQL
9.4 and populated with the sample database DVD Rental [13].

RPC value is lower than the default in all hardware configurations. Also, note that for different hardware configurations,
OptPLAN calculated different RPC values, which leads to
different costs. That is not true whether the default value of
RPC is used, where all hardware configurations calculated the
same execution plan.

Fig. 3: Q1 - Best case
Figure 4 shows the cost values for the worst cases, where
updated configurations have up to 15.3% of cost drop.

We used three SQL statements on our experiments, each
one with different complexity. Query Q1 returns all clients
that rented any movies starring the actor with name Nick
Stallone (a simple query example). On the other hand, Query
Q2 retrieves the tuples containing clients that never rented
any movies where the actor Nick Stallone starred (A subquery
example). Finally, Query Q3 returns the names of those clients
that rented all movies where actor Nick Stallone starred (a
complex DIVIDE example). All SQL statements were analyzed using the PostgreSQL’s EXPLAIN command, which
prints the chosen execution plan calculated by the RDBMS
along with the best and worst costs.
In order to detect the correct values for SPC and RPC,
we conducted a series of experiments on each hardware
configuration. The size of files used on our experiments varied
from 102.4MB to 1024MB. Those values correspond to the
number of pages in each file: the 102.4MB file has a total of
200,000 512 bytes pages. Each file was read 5 times, using
both sequential and random reads strategies. At the end, the
we calculated the median for each round to avoid anomalies on
the final result. Finally, the mean of the values obtained using
all files were used on postgresql.conf to replace the default
values of seq page cost and random page cost.

Fig. 4: Q1 - Worst case

B. Results
The results of our experiments comparing the execution
plans generated using PostgreSQL default values for SPC and
RPC against those values corrected by OptPLAN appear on
the next graphics and table below. Table I describes the ratio
between random and sequential reads median values in each
server. We used 6 different files to simulate accessing tables
of different sizes. The mean is calculated and the updated
random page cost value is set at postgresql.conf.
Figure 3 shows the results we obtained for the best case for
Q1. Note that the costs for executing the query after updating
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Fig. 5: Q2 - Best case
Figure 5 compares the costs for executing Q2 in the best
case. Again, the scenarios where OptPLAN were used obtained
better results – up to 13.9% of cost drop. Figure 6 compares
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affected by the hardware configurations where the RDBMS
is deployed, as cost-based Query Optimizers highly depends
on the capacity of that hardware to transfer data from disk to
memory sequentially and randomly, execute in-memory comparisons, etc.. We focused our discussion on the PostgreSQL
RDBMS due to its open source nature.

Fig. 6: Q2 - Worst case

the costs for the worst case, where OptPLAN caused a drop
of up to 13.75% on the costs.
Finally, Figure 7 compares the results for the best cases
on each server when executing Q3. Once again, OptPLAN
utitlization resulted on better, (up to 33.4%) cheaper plans.
The worst cases of Q3 plans are compared in Figure 8 and the
modified RPC values resulted in up to 69% of cost drop.

In that direction, we developed a tool called OptPLAN, that
computes the speed that data is read from disk both sequentially and randomly – permitting to compute their normalized
values that are used by PostgreSQL, seq page cost (SPC) and
random page cost (RPC). Afterwards, we compared the costs
of three SQL queries using both default and rectified SPC and
RPC values in three RBDMS servers using different hardware
configurations. Our results showed a performance gain of up to
69% and confirmed that is possible to obtain cheaper costs for
SQL queries only by adjusting hardware related parameters.
As future works, we intend to implement a hybrid read
approach, where sequential reads and random reads are performed in the same OptPLAN run. The main advantage of
this combined method would be representing a more real
behaviour of disk access. Also, we plan to better examine the
effect of cache mechanisms on file access patterns and their
impacts on OptPLAN. Finally, as our tool is tightly coupled to
some functions provided by the Kernel of the Linux Operating
System, we are currently evaluating the possibility to provide
alternate OptPLAN implementations that work with MacOS
and Windows.
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Abstract — Norms in multi-agent systems are used as a
mechanism to regulate the behavior of autonomous and
heterogeneous agents and to maintain the social order of the
society of agents. Norms describe actions that must be
performed, actions that can be performed and actions that
cannot be performed by a given entity in a certain situation. One
of the challenges in designing and managing systems governed
by norms is that they can conflict with another. Two norms are
in conflict when the fulfillment of one causes the violation of the
other. When that happens, whatever the agent does or refrains
from doing will lead to a social constraint being broken. Several
researches have proposed mechanisms to detect conflicts
between norms. However, there is a kind of normative conflict
not investigated yet in the design phase, here called runtime
conflicts, that can only be detected if we know information about
the runtime execution of the system. This paper presents an
approach based on execution scenarios to detect normative
conflicts that depends on execution order of runtime events in
multi-agent systems. The designer are able to provide examples
of execution scenarios and evaluate the conflicts that may arise
if those scenarios would be executed in the system. The conflict
verification proposed in this paper occurs in the design phase.

doing) will lead to a social constraint being broken [14]. For
example, there is a conflict when a norm prohibits an agent
from performing a particular action and another that requires
the same agent to perform the same action at the same period
of time.
There are many approaches in the literature that deal with
conflicts between norms in MAS. However, there is another
kind of normative conflict not investigated yet in the design
phase that can only be detected when we know information
about the runtime execution of the system. We will call this
kind of conflict as runtime conflict. This kind of conflict
depends on events that only happen at runtime. For example,
let us suppose that N1 is a norm that prohibits an agent Ag
from performing the action Ac after the execution of action
X. Moreover, suppose that N2 is another norm that obligates
the same agent to perform the same action before the
execution of another action Y. The execution of the actions X
and Y are runtime situations and we do not know when they
will be performed by the agents in the system. However,
analyzing the execution order of them, we can say that if
event Y would happen first compared to event X, we could
assert that N1 and N2 will be not in conflict. Otherwise, there
will be a conflict between N1 and N2. Therefore, if we have
information about the time of when the conditions that make
the norms active will happen in the system, i.e., information
about the moment the events will occur in the systems, it
would be possible to detect the existence of the conflict. In
this paper, we defined six types of conditions that define the
activation period of a norm, which are (i) the execution of an
action by an agent, (ii) a fact that become true for an agent,
(iii) the fulfillment or (iv) violation of a norm and (v) the
activation or (vi) deactivation of a norm. The proposed
approach considers norms with before condition, after
condition, both of them and norms with no condition.
In this paper, we propose an approach based on execution
scenarios to detect normative conflicts that depend on
execution order of runtime events in MAS. The system
designer may want to evaluate a possible sequence of actions
in the system and know if that sequence would cause any
normative conflict. The conflict detection approach identifies
normative conflicts in case such scenario would be executed
in the system. The proposed approach uses Semantic Web
technologies, such as, Semantic Web Rule Language
(SWRL) rules, OWL DL and SPARQL query language. The
Web Ontology Language (OWL) is an expressive knowledge
representation language endorsed by the World Wide Web

Keywords-Norms; Normative Conflict; Multi-agent Systems;
OWL; SWRL.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Norms have been used in open multi-agent systems
(MAS) as a mechanism to regulate the behavior of
autonomous and heterogeneous agents without directly
interfering with their autonomy. They are system-level
constraints that are independent from the implementation of
specific agents and represent the ideals of behavior of these
agents [1]. They represent a way for agents to understand
their responsibilities and the responsibilities of the others.
Norms define what is permitted, prohibited and obligatory.
Norm’s specification relates entities, the actions that they
execute, and the period during while the actions are being
regulated [4].
An important issue that must be considered while
specifying the norms is the conflicts that may arise between
them. Due to the numeral norms that may be necessary to
govern a normative MAS, the normative conflict might not
be immediately obvious to the system designer. Two norms
are in conflict when the fulfillment of one causes the violation
of the other, and vice-versa. In other words, the agent will be
in a position in which whatever it does (or refrains from
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Consortium (W3C). OWL DL is a sublanguage of OWL that
is based on Description Logic (DL), a decidable fragment of
the first-order logic [9]. The SWRL is a Horn clause rules
extension to OWL [6]. One of the most powerful features of
SWRL is its support for built-ins functions to perform
operations for comparisons, mathematical, strings, date, and
others.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
related work. Section III formalizes the ontology-based norm
definition adopted in this paper and, in Section IV, the
execution scenario ontology are presented. Section V
describes the normative conflict detection approach and gives
an example of detection of this kind of conflict. The
conclusions and future works are presented in Section VI.
II.

RELATED WORK

Several researchers have investigated mechanisms to
detect normative conflicts in multi-agent systems. Some of
them deals with the identification of direct conflicts, such as
in [3][8][12][13]. Direct conflict involves two norms that are
associated with the same entity, regulate the same behavior,
have contradictory deontic concepts, and are defined in the
same context. The detection of this conflict can be done by
simply comparing the norm elements (i.e., entity, behavior,
context of the norm) in order to check if they apply to the
same elements. There are other mechanisms that also detect
indirect conflicts, such as in [1][2][7][10][11]. Indirect
conflict involves two norms whose elements are not the same
but are related. The detection of indirect conflicts can be done
only when the relationships among elements of the norms are
identified. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of
them is able to detect in the design phase normative conflicts
that may occur depending on execution order of runtime
events.
Lam et al. [7] proposed an approach that uses SWRL and
OWL DL to represent norm-governed organizations,
including roles and their relationship and various kinds of
normative notions, such as permissions, prohibitions,
obligations, power and norm violation detection. A
conditional norm with deadlines was specified where the
condition is only a xsd:dateTime associated with either before
or after object properties. However, the authors did not show
how to detect a conflict between norms with conditions. Their
approach does not allowed a norm to have a relationship with
both before and after properties. Moreover, runtime
conditions, such as those described in this paper are not
supported. Their approach can only detect direct and indirect
conflicts.
Sensoy et al. [11] developed a framework for representing
OWL-based policies for distributed agent-based systems
called OWL-POLAR. The activation and expiration
conditions of a norm in OWL-POLAR are represented by a
conjunctive semantic formula, which are facts in the
knowledge base. However, the authors did not take into
account before and after conditions and their approach cannot
detect normative conflicts that may occur in runtime.
Uszok et al. [12] developed a policy framework called
KAoS that uses OWL ontology-based representation and
reasoning to specify, deconflict, and enforce policies. KAoS
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supports two main types of norms: (positive and negative)
authorization and (positive and negative) obligation.
However, KAoS does not provide mechanisms to represent
deactivation condition of a norm. Also, before and after
conditions are not supported and their framework only
detects direct conflicts.
III.

NORM DEFINITION

The main classes represented in the norm ontology are
Norm, Context, DeonticConcept, Entity, Action, Condition,
FulfillmentStatus and ActivationStatus. The class Norm
represents a norm definition used as a mechanism to regulate
the behavior of agents in MAS and is defined in DL in Figure
1, as follows.
Norm
=1
=1
=1
≤1
≤1
=1
=1
∀

≡ ∀ hasContext.Context ⊓
hasDeonticConcept.DeonticConcept ⊓
hasEntity.Entity ⊓
hasAction.Action ⊓
hasBefore.Condition ⊓
hasAfter.Condition ⊓
hasActivationStatus.ActivationStatus ⊓
hasFulfillmentStatus.FulfillmentStatus ⊓
hasConflict.Norm
Figure 1. Definition of the Norm class

According to the definition above, a norm can be related
to instances of the classes Context, DeonticConcept, Entity,
Action, ActivationStatus and FulfillmentStatus through the
object properties hasContext, hasDeonticConcept, hasEntity,
hasAction, hasActivationStatus and hasFulfillmentStatus,
respectively. It also can be connected to the Condition class
via two object properties: hasBefore and hasAfter. Moreover,
a norm can have a relationship to order instances of norm by
using the hasConflict property. The symbol “=” stands for
cardinality restriction and “≤” represents the maximum
cardinality restriction. The first one specifies the exact
number of relationships that an individual must participate in
for a given property, while the second specifies the maximum
number of relationships that an individual can participate in
for a given property. The symbol “∀” represents universal
restriction. It constrains the relationship along a given
property to individuals that are members of a specific class.
It does not specify the existence of a relationship, i.e., the
universal restriction also describes the individuals that do not
participate in any relationship.
The class Context determines the application area of a
norm. Norms can be defined usually in two different
contexts: Environment and Organization contexts. They are
defined in the norm ontology as subclasses of the Context
class, as shown in Figure 2.
Organization ⊑ Context
Environment ⊑ Context
Figure 2. Subclasses of Context

The class DeonticConcept describes behavior restrictions
for agents in the form of obligations, permissions and
prohibitions. Thus, the individuals Obligation, Permission
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and Prohibition were introduced in the norm ontology, and
the class DeonticConcept was defined as the enumeration of
its members using Nominals in DL, as shown in Figure 3.
DeonticConcept ≡
{Obligation,Permission,Prohibition}
Figure 3. Definition of the DeonticConcept class

The Entity class describes the entities whose behavior is
being controlled by a norm. An entity is the subject of a normcontrolled action. It has a relationship with a context, via the
actsIn object property, to determine in which context an
entity is acting. The entities represented in this paper are
single agents. Instances of the Entity class can perform an
action in the MAS. Thus, they can have a relationship along
the object property perfomAction to individuals that are
members of the Action class. An entity can also participate in
a situation, instance of Situation class. A situation is one kind
of activation condition that represents a fact in the knowledge
base (e.g., an agent has a car, lives in New York or is
graduated from a college). An agent can participate in zero,
one or many situations by using the object property
participateIn. Activation conditions will be explained latter
in this section. The class Entity is defined in DL in Figure 4.
Entity ⊑ ∀ actsIn.Context ⊓
∀ perfomAction.Action ⊓
∀ participateIn.Situation
Figure 4. Definition of the Entity class

The behavior been controlled by the norm is defined by
the Action class. An action can be performed by individuals
that are members of the Entity class via isPerformedBy object
property, which is the inverse property of the perfomAction
property. The Action class is defined in Figure 5.
Action ⊑ ∀ isPerformedBy.Entity
Figure 5. Definition of the Action class

The class Condition determines the period during which a
norm is active. A norm has a relationship with a condition via
two object properties, namely, hasBefore and hasAfter, which
are used to delimitate its activation period. For example, let n1
and n2 be two norms, and n1 is defined to be activated after
norm n2 has been fulfilled. Thus, the fulfilment of n2 is the
condition of norm n1 and the activation period of n1 is
whenever norm n2 is fulfilled until +infinite.
A norm can have no relationship with any condition.
When that happens, its activation period is since the beginning
of the system’s execution until +infinite, i.e., the norm is
always active. There are six types of conditions defined in the
norm ontology as subclasses of the Condition class. They are
ExecutionOfAction, ActivationOfNorm, DeactivationOfNorm,
FulfillmentOfNorm, ViolationOfNorm and Situation, and are
defined in Figure 6.
ActivationOfNorm ⊑ Condition ⊓
=1 hasRelatedNorm.Norm
DeactivationOfNorm ⊑ Condition ⊓
=1 hasRelatedNorm.Norm
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FulfillmentOfNorm ⊑ Condition ⊓
=1 hasRelatedNorm.Norm
ViolationOfNorm ⊑ Condition ⊓
=1 hasRelatedNorm.Norm
ExecutionOfAction ⊑ Condition ⊓
=1 hasRelatedAction.Action ⊓
=1 hasRelatedEntity.Entity
Situation ⊑ Condition
Figure 6. Definition of the six types of norm condition

Individuals that are members of any of the classes
ActivationOfNorm, DeactivationOfNorm, FulfillmentOfNorm
and ViolationOfNorm must specify a norm that is related to
the condition through the object property hasRelatedNorm.
The class ExecutionOfAction was defined as subclass of
Condition that has exactly one relationship to Action and
Entity classes through hasRelatedAction and hasRelatedEntity
object properties, respectively. The Situation class is one type
of condition that represents a fact in the knowledge base.
The class ActivationStatus represents the activation status
of a norm and can be either activated, deactivated or none.
When a norm is activated, it means the norm becomes active
and must be somehow fulfilled. Once a norm is activated, it
can be deactivated at some time and no action is required
anymore. The none activation status means that the norm has
not been neither activated nor deactivated yet. All instance of
Norm are started in the system with none value for its
activation status. This status is useful to let the agents know
about the existences of the norms. The individuals Activated,
Deactivated and None were introduced in the ontology, and
the class ActivationStatus was defined as the enumeration of
its members, as shown in Figure 7.
ActivationStatus ≡
{Activated,Deactivated,None}
Figure 7. Definition of the ActivationStatus class

The class FulfillmentStatus describes the fulfillment status
of a norm, which can be either fulfilled, violated or unknown.
The unknown fulfillment status means that the norm has not
been neither fulfilled nor violated yet. For example, let us
suppose we have an activated obligation norm stating that a
given action must be performed, but that action has not been
execute yet. Hence, in that case, the fulfillment status is
unknown. However, if that action is executed, the fulfillment
status will become fulfilled. But, if that norm turns into
deactivated and the action has not been executed yet, then the
fulfillment status would be violated. All norms are started with
unknown value for its fulfillment status. The individuals
Fulfilled, Violated and Unknown were introduced in the
ontology, and the class FulfillmentStatus was defined as the
enumeration of its members, as shown in Figure 8.
FulfillmentStatus ≡
{Fulfilled,Violated,Unknown}
Figure 8. Definition of the FulfillmentStatus class

A norm can have a relationship to individuals that are
members of the Norm class by using the object property
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hasConflict, which represents a normative conflict between
two instances of norms.
In order to classify the norms regarding their compliance,
the FulfilledObligationNorm, ViolatedObligationNorm,
FulfilledProhibitionNorm, ViolatedProhibitionNorm and
ViolatedPermissionNorm classes were introduced in the norm
ontology as subclasses of the Norm class (Figure 9).
FulfilledObligationNorm ⊑ Norm ⊓
hasDeonticConcept.(Obligation) ⊓
hasFulfillmentStatus.(Fulfilled)
ViolatedObligationNorm ⊑ Norm ⊓
hasDeonticConcept.(Obligation) ⊓
hasActivationStatus.(Deactivated) ⊓
¬ FulfilledObligationNorm
FulfilledProhibitionNorm ⊑ Norm ⊓
hasDeonticConcept.(Prohibition) ⊓
hasActivationStatus.(Deactivated) ⊓
¬ ViolatedProhibitionNorm
ViolatedProhibitionNorm ⊑ Norm ⊓
hasDeonticConcept.(Prohibition) ⊓
hasFulfillmentStatus.(Violated)
ViolatedPermissionNorm ⊑ Norm ⊓
hasDeonticConcept.(Permission) ⊓
hasFulfillmentStatus.(Violated)
Figure 9. Classes used to classify the norms according to their compliance

Due to the open word assumption of OWL, in order to the
classification of the classes ViolatedObligationNorm,
FulfilledProhibitionNorm work properly, it is necessary to
explicitly limit the universe of known individuals of the
FulfilledObligationNorm and ViolatedProhibitionNorm
classes by setting them equivalent to the enumeration of their
members. Suppose that the FulfilledObligationNorm class has
two individuals, called oblig1 and oblig2. Thus, the following
axiom is added to the norm ontology (Figure 10).
FulfilledObligationNorm ≡ {oblig1, oblig2}
Figure 10. Limiting the universe of known individuals of the
FulfilledObligationNorm class

IV.

EXECUTION SCENARIO ONTOLOGY

The norm ontology allows to represent an agent
performing an action, participating in a situation, and a norm
being fulfilled, violated, activated and deactivated. However,
in order to detect normative conflict that depends on execution
order of runtime events in MAS, it is not enough to know only
that those events occurred in the system. More them that, it is
necessary to know when such events were executed in the
system and if they happened before or after another one. In
other words, if we know the moment when each condition of
the system norms happens in the system, then it will be
possible to ensure if such norms are in conflict or not.
Therefore, the execution scenario ontology extends the
norm ontology in order to add the notion of time. The moment
when a condition of a norm happens in the system is captured
by the hasConditionTime datatype property and is represented
by an integer value. The range of this property is an
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xsd:integer. The following axiom was added to the Condition
class (Figure 11).
Condition ⊑ ∀ hasConditionTime.Integer
Figure 11. Datatype property hasConditionTime added to Condition class

The execution scenario ontology also introduced the class
Time to represent the moment when an action is performed by
an agent and when a situation becomes true in the system for
an agent. The Time class is related to hasTime datatype
property, which range is an xsd:integer. The following axioms
were added to the classes Entity, Action and Situation, and the
Time class is defined as follows (Figure 12).
Entity ⊑ ∀ entityTime.Time
Action ⊑ ∀ actionTime.Time
Situation ⊑ ∀ situationTime.Time
Time ⊑ ∀ hasTime.Integer ⊓
(∀ timeEntity.Entity ⊔
∀ timeAction.Action ⊔
∀ timeSituation.Situation)
Figure 12. Definion of Time class

As described in section III, a norm is activated during a
period of time, which is determined by the Condition class
along with hasBefore and hasAfter object properties. An agent
can perform an action at any time in the system. However, in
order to an obligation norm to be fulfilled by the agent, the
regulated action must be performed only while the norm is
active, i.e., during the period of time where the norm is active.
It is necessary to know when the activation period of the norm
starts and ends. Therefore, the datatype properties hasStart
and hasEnd were included to the execution scenario ontology.
Their domain and range are the ActivationPeriod class and
xsd:integer, respectively. The class ActivationPeriod
represents the timeline period during which a norm is active.
The following axiom was added to the Norm class and the
ActivationPeriod class is defined as follows (Figure 13).
Norm ⊑ ∀ hasActvPrd.ActivationPeriod
ActivationPeriod ⊑
∀ hasStart.Integer ⊓
∀ hasEnd.Integer
Figure 13. Definition of ActivationPeriod class

In this paper, we are considering that a norm can have at
most one before condition and one after condition. Therefore,
a norm can have one of the five types of activation intervals
showed in Figure 14. The first type is when a norm has no
condition and is always active, i.e., its activation interval starts
at time zero and lasts until +infinite. The second type refers to
a norm associated with only one before condition. This
interval starts from zero and lasts until whenever that
condition happens in the system. The third type represents a
norm with only one after condition and the interval starts
whenever that condition happens and lasts until +infinite. The
fourth and fifth types refer to a norm associated with both
before and after conditions. They differ each other by the
moment the conditions happen in the system. If the before
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condition happens first, then the norm activation period is
characterized by the fourth interval type. Otherwise, the norm
activation period is represented by the fifth interval type.

Rule1: ExecutionOfAction(?c) ∧
hasRelatedAction(?c, ?a) ∧ Action(?a) ∧
hasRelatedEntity(?c, ?e) ∧ Entity(?e) ∧
entityTime(?e, ?t) ∧ Time(?t) ∧
timeAction(?t, ?a) ∧ hasTime(?t, ?ti)
⟶ hasConditionTime(?c, ?ti)
Rule2: Situation(?c) ∧ participateIn(?e, ?c) ∧
Entity(?e) ∧ entityTime(?e, ?t) ∧ Time(?t) ∧
timeSituation(?t, ?c) ∧ hasTime(?t, ?ti)
⟶ hasConditionTime(?c, ?ti)

Figure 14. Five types of activation intervals.

The fourth interval type is the only one which a norm has
two activation periods, i.e., from zero to whenever the before
condition happens and from whenever the after condition
happens to +infinite. Therefore, the norms can have one or at
most two activation intervals. The classes and properties of
the execution scenario ontology are graphically represented in
Figure 15.

Figure 15. Graphical representation of the execution scenario ontology.

In the norm ontology, six conditions were defined as
subclass of Condition class, which were the classes
ExecutionOfAction, ActivationOfNorm, DeactivationOfNorm,
FulfillmentOfNorm, ViolationOfNorm and Situation. The time
when such conditions happen in the system can be inferred
automatically from the normative system, if the time when an
action was performed by an agent and the time when a
situation became true to an agent are known in advance.
Assuming these times are known, the remaining times can be
inferred by using SWRL rules, as follows.
The times of the ExecutionOfAction and Situation
conditions can be easily inferred by using the rules 1 and 2,
respectively. These rules verify, respectively, the actions
executed and the situations participated by an entity, and
check whether the times of those events were provided by the
designer. If so, the value of the hasConditionTime object
property is updated.
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The norm’s fulfillment depends on its deontic concept,
i.e., if the norm is an obligation, prohibition or permission. As
described in section III, the fulfillment can be unknown,
fulfilled or violated. When the norm is an obligation, it
becomes fulfilled when the agent performed the action while
the norm is active. If the norm was deactivated, but the agent
did not perform the action, then the norm becomes violated. If
the norm is a prohibition, then the opposite behavior can be
observed. It becomes violated when the agent performed the
action while the norm is active, and fulfilled when the norm
was deactivated, but the agent did not perform the action.
When the norm is a permission, it becomes violated when the
agent performed the action, but it has no permission to do that,
i.e., the norm is not active. A permission norm never becomes
fulfilled because a permission is an authorization and it is not
expected to be perform by the agent.
The condition’s time for fulfilment and violation of an
obligation norm are shown in rules 3 and 4, respectively. Rule
3 tests whether the FulfillmentOfNorm condition is satisfied,
i.e., whether an action ?a was executed by an entity ?e, both
defined by an obligation norm ?n, and whether ?a happened
during which ?n was active. In other words, it checks whether
?ti happened after ?ts and before ?te by using the SWRL
comparison
built-in
functions
swrlb:greaterThan
OrEqual(?ti, ?ts) and swrlb:lessThan(?ti, ?te), where ?ti is the
time when action ?a happened and ?ts and ?te are the start and
end times of the norm activation period, respectively. As a
result, the value of the hasConditionTime object property is
updated to ?ti.
Rule3: FulfillmentOfNorm(?c) ∧
hasRelatedNorm(?c, ?n) ∧ Norm(?n) ∧
hasDeonticConcept(?n, Obligation) ∧
hasAction(?n, ?a) ∧ Action(?a) ∧
hasEntity(?n, ?e) ∧ Entity(?e) ∧
entityTime(?e, ?t) ∧ Time(?t) ∧
timeAction(?t, ?a) ∧ hasTime(?t, ?ti) ∧
hasActvPrd(?n, ?ap) ∧ hasStart(?ap, ?ts) ∧
hasEnd(?ap, ?te) ∧
swrlb:greaterThanOrEqual(?ti, ?ts) ∧
swrlb:lessThan(?ti, ?te)
⟶ hasConditionTime(?c, ?ti) ∧
hasFulfillmentStatus(?n, Fulfilled)

Rule 4 tests whether the related norm of a
ViolationOfNorm
condition
was
classified
as
ViolatedObligationNorm. If so, the value of the
hasConditionTime object property is updated with the ?te
value, which is the end time of the norm activation period.
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Rule4: ViolationOfNorm(?c) ∧
hasRelatedNorm(?c, ?n) ∧
ViolatedObligationNorm(?n) ∧
hasActvPrd(?n, ?ap) ∧ hasEnd(?ap, ?te)
⟶ hasConditionTime(?c, ?te) ∧
hasFulfillmentStatus(?n, Violated)

In a similar manner, the condition’s time for fulfilment and
violation of a prohibition norm can be inferred, but in the
opposite way. The rules 5 and 6 calculate the condition’s time
for activation and deactivation of a norm. These rules get the
time when a norm starts and ends its activation period,
respectively, and update the value of the hasConditionTime
object property.
Rule5: ActivationOfNorm(?c) ∧
hasRelatedNorm(?c, ?n) ∧ Norm(?n) ∧
hasActvPrd(?n, ?ap) ∧ hasStart(?ap, ?ts)
⟶ hasConditionTime(?c, ?ts)
Rule6: DeactivationOfNorm(?c) ∧
hasRelatedNorm(?c, ?n) ∧ Norm(?n) ∧
hasActvPrd(?n, ?ap) ∧ hasEnd(?ap, ?te)
⟶ hasConditionTime(?c, ?te)

The start and end times of a norm activation period cannot
be inferred by using SWRL, because in SWRL there is no way
to check the existence of these relationships: hasBefore and
hasAfter. This verification can be done by using NOT
EXISTS filter expression in SPARQL queries [5]. For
example, suppose that n1 is a norm that has only a relationship
with hasBefore condition, named c1. The activation interval
of that norm starts at time zero and the end time will depend
on whether or not the condition c1 was satisfied. If not, the
end time is unknown. Otherwise, the end time is the time when
the condition c1 became true in the knowledge base.
V.

CONFLICT DETECTION

The execution scenario ontology can be used by the
system designer as a means for providing an example of
execution scenario performed by the agents in the system. The
system designer may want to evaluate a possible sequence of
actions in the system and know if that sequence would cause
any normative conflict. The conflict detection rule uses the
times provided by the execution scenario ontology in order to
detect conflicts between the norms in case such execution
scenario would be executed in the system. As described in
section IV, the designer only needs to provide the time when
an action would be performed by an agent and when a
situation would become true to an agent. The remaining times
are automatically calculated.
Two norms are said to be in conflict when they are active,
have contradictory deontic concepts (i.e., prohibition versus
permission or prohibition versus obligation), are defined in
the same context, govern the same behavior and are executed
by the same entity. To detect conflict between two norms that
depends on execution order of runtime events, we have to
compare the activation periods two by two in order to find
intersections between them. Rule 7 shows the detection of
normative conflict between an obligation and a prohibition.
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Rule7: Norm(?n1) ∧ Norm(?n2) ∧ hasEntity(?n1,
?e) ∧ hasEntity(?n2, ?e) ∧ hasAction(?n1, ?a)
∧ hasAction(?n2, ?a) hasContext(?n1, ?c) ∧
hasContext(?n2, ?c) ∧ hasDeonticConcept(?n1,
Obligation) ∧ hasDeonticConcept(?n2,
Prohibition) ∧ hasActvPrd(?n1, ?ac1) ∧
hasStart(?ac1, ?st1) ∧ hasEnd(?ac1, ?ed1) ∧
hasActvPrd(?n2, ?ac2) ∧ hasStart(?ac2, ?st2)
∧ hasEnd(?ac2, ?ed2) ∧ swrlb:lessThan(?st1,
?st2) ∧ swrlb:greaterThanOrEqual(?ed1, ?st2)
⟶ hasConflict(?n1, ?n2)

This rule verifies if any activation periods of two norms
intersects each other by comparing the initial and final times
of their activation intervals. If that happen, then they are in
conflict. A similar rule must be created in order to identify
conflicts between a permission and a prohibition. The
consistencies of the norm and execution scenario ontologies
and the SWRL rules were checked by making use of existing
DL reasoners such as Pellet [15].
A. Conflicting Norms Example
This section presents an example of the detection of this
kind of conflict. Let us assume a daily home rules for a family
with a child called Riley. The following norms are defined for
him.
Norm1 (N1): Agent Riley is obligated to perform the
action doHomework.
Norm2 (N2): Agent Riley is permitted to perform the
action playGame after fulfill the norm Norm1.
Norm3 (N3): Agent Riley is prohibited to perform
playGame after he performs haveLunch action and before the
situation doneLunching becomes true for him.
Norm4 (N4): Agent Riley is obligated to perform the
action cleanRoom before he performs haveLunch.
Norm5 (N5): Agent Riley is prohibited to perform the
action playGame if he violates the norm norm4.
Let us suppose now that the designer provided the
following execution scenario and wanted to know if there is
any normative conflict in case this scenario would be executed
in the system.
 Riley performs action doHomework at time 10;
 Riley performs action haveLunch at time 20, and;
 The situation doneLunching becomes true for Riley at
time 30.
The activation periods for each norm are depicted in
Figure 16. Since norm1 does not have activation condition, its
activation period starts at the beginning of the system’s
execution and lasts until +infinite, i.e., the norm is always
active. The time of the fulfilment of Norm1 is inferred by rule
3, when Riley performs the doHomework action at time 10.
Thus, the activation of norm2 starts at time 10. According to
the execution scenario, norm3 prohibits Riley to perform the
action playGame from time 20 to 30, and norm4 obligates him
to perform cleanRoom action until time 20. The times of the
conditions ExecutionOfAction haveLunch and Situation
doneLunching are inferred by rules 1 and 2, respectively.
Since no information about the execution of cleanRoom
action was mentioned in the execution scenario during which
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norm4 was active, the fulfillment status of norm4 became
violated at time 20, when it became deactivated, and it is
captured by rule 4. Therefore, the activation of norm5 starts at
this time.
According to the proposed conflict detection approach,
rule7 identifies two normative conflicts, one between the
norms N2 and N3, and the other between norms N2 and N5,
because they are applied to the same agent and action, have
contradictory deontic concept, and their activation intervals
intersect each other. Thereby, it provides to the system
designer a way to reevaluate the system norms according to
an example of an expected execution scenario of the system.
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[3]

[4]

[5]
[6]

[7]

[8]

Figure 16. Example of norms in conflict.

VI.

CONCLUSIONS
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Abstract— This paper proposes a discrete-time Linear
Quadratic Gaussian controller (LQG) for speed control in a
steam turbine coupled to a DC generator. The goal is to keep the
speed constant despite the changes of pressure in the steam
pipeline and the field resistance of DC generator. In the first
part, the mathematical model that describes the dynamic
behavior of a steam turbine coupled to a DC generator and their
parameters are calculated using an optimization algorithm. In
the second part, the discrete LQG controller is designed to
eliminate the influence of the disturbance in the output signal.
Finally, in the last part the controller was implemented on a
distributed control system (DCS), called Delta V (Emerson), and
tested for different set points.
Keywords- LQG Controller; steam turbine; distributed control
system (DCS)

I.
INTRODUCTION
Industrial steam turbines have many applications such as
driving electric generators, small and large ship propellers,
pumps and compressors. A steam turbine extracts thermal
energy from pressurized steam to convert it into mechanical
work using a shaft to drive an electrical generator. The steam
turbine is a kind of heat engine that derives much of its
improvement in thermodynamic efficiency through the use of
multiple stages in the expansion of the steam, which results in
a closer approach to the most efficient reversible process. An
ideal steam turbine is considered an isentropic process or a
constant entropy process, in which the entropy of the steam
entering the turbine is equal to the entropy of the steam leaving
the turbine, however, based on the steam turbine application,
it’s considered a typical isentropic efficiency ranges from 20%
to 90%.
The interior of a turbine is composed of several sets of
blades, commonly named buckets. One set of stationary
blades is connected to the casing and one set of rotating blades
is connected to the shaft. The efficiency of the turbine can vary
depending on the size and configuration of the sets. This inner
structure of the steam turbine allows it tasks that require high
rotational speeds, even with widely fluctuating loads.
The mechanical speed control of the turbine, the governor,
is essential, as turbines need to be run up slowly to prevent
damage in some applications (such as the generation of
alternating current electricity). Uncontrolled acceleration of
the turbine rotor can lead to an overspeed, which causes the
nozzle valves that control the flow of steam to the turbine to
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close. If this fails, the turbine may continue accelerating until
the governor can break. Instead of that, an electronic
controller and a control valve can be implemented to regulate
the amount of steam that is going to the turbine. Some
techniques for regulating the speed of shaft in a steam turbine
are PID [1][2], FUZZY [3][4] and MPC [5][6].
This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, dynamic
models of steam turbine and DC generator are presented.
Section 3 presents the design of the LQG control. In Section
4, the experimental validation of the control system is
presented, and Section 5 resumes the conclusions of this
research.
II.

DYNAMIC MODEL

The dynamic model of the system relates the differential
equations of the steam turbine and the separately excited Dc
generator.
A. Steam turbine
In many cases, the steam turbine models are simplified,
many intermediate variables are omitted and only map input
variables to outputs as outlined in [7]. In these conditions, the
input-output mathematical model (the transfer function) of a
steam turbine and the expression for mechanical power
developed by a turbine are based on the continuity equation:
𝜕𝑊
𝜕𝑡

𝜕𝜌

= 𝑉 𝜕𝑡 = 𝐹𝑖𝑛 (𝑡) − 𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑡)

(1)

where 𝑊 is the weight of steam in turbine [ 𝑘𝑔 ]; 𝑉 –
volume of turbine [𝑚3]; 𝜌 – density of steam [𝑘𝑔/𝑚3]; 𝐹 –
steam mass flow rate [𝑘𝑔/𝑠]; 𝑡 – time [𝑠𝑒𝑐.].
Assuming the flow out of the turbine to be proportional to
pressure in the turbine:
𝐹

𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑃 𝑃0

0

(2)

where 𝑃 – pressure of steam in the turbine [𝑘𝑃𝑎]; 𝑃0 –
rated pressure; 𝐹0 – rated flow out of turbine. With constant
temperature in the turbine:
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𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡

=

𝜕𝑃 𝜕𝜌

(3)

𝜕𝑡 𝜕𝑃

From (1)-(3), it results the differential equation:
𝐹𝑖𝑛 (𝑡) − 𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑡) = 𝑉

𝜕𝑃 𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡 𝜕𝑃

𝜕𝜌 𝑃 𝜕𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡
0 𝜕𝑡

= 𝑉 𝜕𝑃 𝐹0

= 𝑇𝑇

𝜕𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝜕𝑡

C. Parameters of the mathematical model
The following transfer function corresponds to the type
Terry steam turbine coupled to a DC generator with a power
of 1 kW:

(4)

𝑇𝑚 (𝑠)
𝑢(𝑠)

𝑇𝑇

𝜕𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝜕𝑡

+ 𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑡) = 𝐹𝑖𝑛 (𝑡)

(5)

𝜔(𝑠)
𝑇𝑚 (𝑠)

and, after a Laplace transform, the transfer function of a
steam turbine unit:
𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑠)
𝐹𝑖𝑛 (𝑠)

=

1

(6)

𝑇𝑇 𝑠+1

𝑃 𝜕𝜌

where 𝑇𝑇 = 𝑉 𝐹0 𝜕𝑃 is the time constant [seconds.]. The
0

turbine torque is proportional to the steam flow rate:
𝑇𝑚 (𝑡) = 𝑘𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑡)

(7)

where 𝑘 is a proportional constant. The change in density
of steam respecting to pressure (𝜕𝜌⁄𝜕𝑃) at a given
temperature may be determined from tables. The steam flow
(𝐹𝑖𝑛 (𝑡)) is regulated by a proportional valve:
𝐹𝑖𝑛 (𝑡) = 𝑘𝑝 𝑒 −𝑇𝑑𝑠 𝑢(𝑡)

=

𝑘𝑝 𝑘𝑒 −𝑇𝑑 𝑠
𝑇𝑇 𝑠+1

𝐿𝑎 𝑠+ 𝑅𝑇
)(𝐿
𝑚
𝑎𝑠+𝑅𝑇 )+𝐾𝑣 𝐾𝐼 𝐼𝑓_𝑠𝑠

= (𝐽𝑠+𝐵

(12)
(13)

where 𝑅𝑇 is the sum of the armature resistance and load
resistance, 𝐼𝑓_𝑠𝑠 = 𝑉𝑓 ⁄𝑅𝑓 is the current in the field coil in
stable state. The following parameters are given by the
technical sheet of the generator: 𝑅𝑓 = 367 Ω , 𝐿𝑓 =
20.6 𝐻 , 𝑅𝑎 = 7.4 Ω , 𝐿𝑎 = 11.38 𝑚𝐻 , 𝑅𝐿 = 20.8 Ω y 𝑉𝑓 =
213. To evaluate the unknown parameters of the model, an
optimization algorithm was programmed, the algorithm is
based on Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method.
The optimization function is the mean square error between
experimental data and simulated data, for a control signal
𝑢(𝑡). Figure 1 shows the data used for optimization
algorithm: generator speed (revolutions per minute - RPM)
and percentage of valve opening. Table 1 presents the values
obtained for each parameter.

(8)

where 𝑘𝑝 is a proportional constant, 𝑇𝑑 is time delay
[seconds] and 𝑢(𝑡) is percentage of valve opening.
B. Separately excited Dc generator
Separately excited DC generators are those whose field
magnets are energized by some external DC source, such as
a battery. The dynamic of this type of machines is represented
by the following differential equations:
𝑉𝑓 (𝑡) = 𝑅𝑓 𝐼𝑓 (𝑡) + 𝐿𝑓

𝑑𝐼𝑓 (𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

𝐾𝑣 𝜔(𝑡) = (𝑅𝑎 + 𝑅𝐿 )𝐼𝑎 (𝑡) + 𝐿𝑎
𝑇𝑚 (𝑡) = 𝐽

𝑑𝜔(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

(9)
𝑑𝐼𝑎 (𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

+ 𝐵𝑚 𝜔(𝑡) + 𝐾𝐼 𝐼𝑓 (𝑡)𝐼𝑎 (𝑡)

(10)
(11)

where 𝑉𝑓 is the voltage applied to field coil, 𝐼𝑓 is the
current in field coil, 𝑅𝑓 is the resistance in the field coil, 𝐿𝑓
is the inductance of the field coil, 𝐾𝑣 is the speed constant, 𝜔
is the shaft speed, 𝑅𝑎 is the resistance in the armature coil, 𝐿𝑎
is the inductance in the armature coil, 𝐼𝑎 is the armature
current, 𝑅𝐿 is the load resistor connected to generator, 𝑇𝑚 is
the mechanical torque of the steam turbine, 𝐽 is the inertia of
shaft that joins the DC generator to the steam turbine, 𝐵𝑚 is
the viscous friction coefficient and 𝐾𝐼 is the torque constant.
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Figure 1. Experimental data. a) Percentage of valve opening, b) Generator
speed

The transfer function of the system is:
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𝜔(𝑠)
𝑇𝑚(𝑠)

=

(0.01879𝑠+46.56)𝑒 −9𝑠
0.02574𝑠 3 +63.8𝑠 2 +124.5𝑠+1.036

(14)

[

𝑥(𝑘 + 1)
𝐺
]=[ 𝐿
−𝐶𝐿 𝐺𝐿
𝑣(𝑘 + 1)

To simplify the model, the delay was approximated to a
transfer function of first order (Pade approximation).
𝑒
TABLE I.

−9𝑠

=

−𝑠+2⁄9
𝑠+2⁄9

(15)

𝑇𝑇
𝑘𝑝 𝑘

119.7 [𝑠𝑔]
9 [𝑠𝑔]
0.006015527721586 [𝐾𝑔 ∙ 𝑚 2]
0.843524807917543 [𝑁 ∙ 𝑚⁄𝐴2 ]

𝐾𝑣

0.620330916257256 [𝑁 ∙ 𝑚⁄𝐴2 ]

𝐵𝑚

𝑥(∞)
𝐺
]=[ 𝐿
−𝐶𝐿 𝐺𝐿
𝑣(∞)

0.055031[𝑁𝑚⁄%]

𝑇𝑑
𝐽
𝐾𝑖

𝑁∙𝑚

0.000922377688340 [𝑟𝑎𝑑

𝑥 (𝑘 + 1)
𝐺
[ 𝑒
]=[ 𝐿
−𝐶𝐿 𝐺𝐿
𝑣𝑒 (𝑘 + 1)

0 𝑥(∞)
𝐻𝐿
][
]+[
] 𝑢(∞) +
1 𝑣(∞)
−𝐶𝐿 𝐻𝐿
0
[ ] 𝑟(∞)
(21)
1

0 𝑥𝑒 (𝑘)
𝐻𝐿
][
]+[
] 𝑢 (𝑘) (22)
1 𝑣𝑒 (𝑘)
−𝐶𝐿 𝐻𝐿 𝑒

]

⁄𝑠𝑔

𝑥(𝑘 + 1) = 𝐺𝐿 𝑥(𝑘) + 𝐻𝐿 𝑢(𝑘)
𝑦(𝑘) = 𝐶𝐿 𝑥(𝑘)

where

(16)

Define a new (𝑛 + 1) th-order error vector 𝜉(𝑘) by:
𝜉(𝑘) = [

−0.000102 −0.000003
−0.042968 −0.001370 ]
0.880884 −0.003809
0.238425 0.999629

0.000089
𝐻𝐿 = [0.039239]
0.109044
0.010605
𝐶 = [0 −0.002851 −1.766304 1.570189]

(17)

(18)
(19)

III. LINEAR QUADRATIC GAUSSIAN (LQG) CONTROLLER
For plants with no integrator, the basic principle of the
design is to insert an integrator in the feedforward path
between the error comparator and the plant [8], as shown in
Figure 2.

𝑥𝑒 (𝑘)
] = (𝑛 + 1) − 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑣𝑒 (𝑘)

̂ 𝜉(𝑘) + 𝑯
̂ 𝑢𝑒 (𝑘)
𝜉(𝑘 + 1) = 𝑮
̂ 𝜉(𝑘)
𝑢𝑒 (𝑘) = 𝑲

(27)
(28)

0 ̂
𝐻𝐿
̂ = [𝐾
] 𝐻=[
] 𝐾
1
−𝐶𝐿 𝐻𝐿

−𝐾𝐼 ] (29)

where
𝐺
𝐺̂ = [ 𝐿
−𝐶𝐿 𝐺𝐿

The LQG regulator consists in an optimal state-feedback
gain and a Kalman state estimator [9]. The first design step is
to seek a state-feedback law that minimizes the cost function
of regulation performance, (30), it is measured by a quadratic
performance criterion with user-specified weighting matrices,
𝑄 and 𝑅 , which define the trade-off between regulation
performance and control effort, respectively. The gain matrix
̂ , to minimize the function 𝐽 , is obtained by solving an
𝑲
algebraic Riccati equation.
1

Assume that a reference input (step function) is applied at
𝑡 = 0 where 𝑡 is the time [seconds]. Then, for 𝑡 > 0, the
system dynamic can be described by:
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(26)

Then (22) becomes:

𝑇
𝑇
𝐽 = 2 ∑∞
𝑘=0(𝜉 𝑄𝜉 + 𝑢𝑒 𝑅𝑢𝑒 )

Figure 2. Block diagram of tracking system

(23)
(24)
(25)

𝑥𝑒 (𝑘) = 𝑥(𝑘) − 𝑥(∞)
𝑣𝑒 (𝑘) = 𝑣(𝑘) − 𝑣(∞)
𝑢𝑒 (𝑘) = −𝑲𝑥𝑒 (𝑘) + 𝑲𝑰 𝑣𝑒 (𝑘)

where
−0.004559
0.055065
1.519927
0.264122

(20)

By subtracting (20) from (21), we obtain:

The model of the steam turbine coupled to DC generator
was discretized with a sampling period of one second and
represented in state space.

−0.000117
𝐺𝐿 = [ 0.001424
0.039239
0.006815

[0] 𝑟(𝑘 + 1)
1

Remark that 𝑟(𝑘) is a step input, so we have 𝑟(𝑘) =
𝑟(𝑘 + 1) = 𝑟. When 𝑘 approaches to infinity:
[

PARAMETERS OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL

0 𝑥(𝑘)
𝐻𝐿
][
]+[
] 𝑢(𝑘) +
1 𝑣(𝑘)
−𝐶𝐿 𝐻𝐿

(30)

The next design step is to derive a state estimator using a
Kalman filter because the optimal state feedback cannot be
implemented without full state measurement. Since the
Kalman filter is an optimal estimator when dealing with
Gaussian white noise, it minimizes the asymptotic covariance
of the estimation error. Mathematically, the Kalman state
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estimator can be expressed by (31), with two inputs, controls
u(k) and measurements y (k). The gain matrix 𝐿 of the
Kalman filter is determined solving the Riccati algebraic
equation.
𝑥̂(𝑘 + 1) = 𝐺𝐿 𝑥̂(𝑘) + 𝐻𝐿 𝑢(𝑘) + 𝐿(𝑦(𝑘) − 𝐶𝐿 𝑥̂(𝑘)) (31)

The following values are assumed for the controller
design: Q = diag(1, 1, 1, 8.5, 0.009) and R = 5. By solving
̂ = [0.061111, 2.367096,
the Riccati equation gives K
1.369298, 1.786684, -0.037269]. To design the observer, the
variance of experimental data of the control signal and the
generator speed are determined. The values are Qn =
176.9876 and R n = 21225 , respectively. By solving the
Riccati equation gives L = 10-8 [37.59397, -1129.21097, 51464.655, 1617969.98].
Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the control strategy.
An anti-windup gain is implemented because integral term
accumulates a significant error during the rise (windup), this
creates a large overshoot, a slow settling time, and,
sometimes, even instability in the speed response. A method
used to compensate this phenomenon is tracking back
calculation [10]. In the linear range, the error is integrated and
the difference between the saturated and the unsaturated
control signal is used to generate a feedback signal. This
signal can control properly the integral state in the saturation
range. It may seem advantageous to choose a very large value
for the anti-windup gain 𝐾𝑎 because the integrator can be
limited quickly. If the anti-windup gain is big, a spurious error
can cause input saturation and accidentally reset the
integrator. For the design of the control system, it is assumed
an anti-windup gain of 𝐾𝑎 = 10 . Evaluating closed loop
response to a step input, it gets an overshoot of 2.22 % and a
setting time of 130 seconds.

TABLE II.

PSEUDOCODE LQG CONTROLLER

SP = Read Setpoint
PV = Read process value
en = SP – PV
% Anti-windup gain
Vk = en + Vk_1 – Ka*Du
un = Ki*Vk – K*Xob_1
if un > Umax
U = Umax
If un > Umin & U<Umax
U = un
If un < Umin
U = Umin
% Observer
Xob = (GL – L*CL)*Xob_1 + HL*U + L*PV
Vk_ 1 = Vk
Du = un - U
Xob_1 = Xob
The strategy of control is suitable for startup procedure
and it can be applied for nominal work point (the range of
speed is 0 RPM to 1500 RPM). Figure 4 shows the transient
response of the generator speed and the signal control for
different values of the reference signal. As seen in Figure 4,
the signal that corresponds to generator speed, oscillates
around the set point when steady state value is reached, this
oscillations are due to changes of steam pressure in the
pipeline as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4. Transient response of LQG control. a) Speed generator b)
Control signal

Figure 3. Block diagram of the control strategy

IV. RESULTS
The LQG controller is implemented in Delta V DCS. The
pseudocode that depicts the operating principle of the
algorithm is shown in Table 2, where the matrices 𝐺𝐿 , 𝐻𝐿 and
𝐶𝐿 correspond to the state space representation of the
mathematical model.
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The transient response of the LQG controller is analyzed
by making variations in the field resistance of the DC
generator. By decreasing this parameter, the mechanical speed
of the turbine increases, therefore, it is expected that the
proportional valve should decrease its opening percentage. As
seen in Figure 6, for a set point of 1000 RPM, at the 120
seconds, the field resistance is changed to 60 % over its
nominal value and the controller stabilizes the signal in 70
seconds. At the 950 seconds, the resistance value is changed
to 20 % over its nominal value and the signal stabilizes in 120
seconds. At the 1400 seconds, the resistance is set to its
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nominal value and the speed has a strong transient response,
then the controller stabilizes the signal in 200 seconds.

Figure 5. Steam pressure in pipeline

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, it was presented the design, test and
comparison of two different control strategies applied to a
steam turbine coupled to a DC generator. The dynamic model
of the system was obtained using an optimization algorithm
that is based on the quadratic sequential programming
method. The turbine model was approached to a first order
system with delay and the DC generator model was
approached to a second order transfer function. Then, two
control strategies were designed based on the dynamic model:
PI control and LQG control. The obtained results show that
the LQG controller has a better performance than the PI
controller considering three main points: changing the set
point, the transient response is quicker and smoother with the
LQG controller; if the pressure changes in the steam line, the
speed variations around the set point are smaller with the LQG
controller; making changes in the value of the field resistance
of the DC generator, results in oscillations in the speed, such
oscillations are smaller with the LQG controller. For further
research, it can develop a dynamic model that contemplates
the thermal effects present in the elements inside the turbine
and test other control strategies like fuzzy logic and predictive
control.
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Figure 6. Transient response of the speed generator due to changes of
field resistance in the generator

A proportional integral (PI) controller (32) was designed
based on the dynamic model of steam turbine coupled to the
DC generator. Figure 7 shows the transient response of
generator speed and the control action, for the same speed
range. The PI controller has a greater overshoot than the LQG
control and the changes in the steam pressure in the pipeline
considerably affect the speed around the reference point.
𝐺𝑐 (𝑧) = 0.1188 +

0.0012
1−𝑧 −1

(32)

Figure 7. Transient response of PID control. a) Speed generator b)
Control signal
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Abstract—In this paper, we present a control method for bipedal
robotic walking with compliant legs and upright trunk. The
proposed method is validated with dynamic simulation of a
planar, reduced-order biped walking model, consisting of a rigid
trunk and compliant legs. Existing literatures have found that
simple mass-spring model can describe dynamic characteristics
of bipedal locomotion, in terms of Ground Reaction Force (GRF)
and the Center of Mass (CoM) profile. In order to explain trunkupright walking mechanics, a control method named the Virtual
Pivot Point (VPP) method based on the Virtual Pendulum (VP)
concept has been previously introduced. In this method, the axial
force of a compliant leg is redirected towards the VPP of the
model, which is located above the CoM of the model, in order
to provide restoring moment about trunk motion. The resulting
behaviour of the model would resemble a virtual pendulum
rotating about the VPP, thus upright trunk while walking is
pursued. However, we have found that for some cases this
method provides upsetting moment, instead of restoring moment,
which degrades the performance of the control. Inspired from
this analysis, we propose a new force-redirecting method as a
controller for robotic biped walking. We consider a dynamic
simulation of a simple, planar simple walking model to validate
the performance of the proposed method under random initial
condition and under the presence of force disturbance. The
proposed method shows stable and robust walking performance
compared to the VPP method.
Keywords–Bipedal walking control; compliant leg; reducedorder walking model; force redirection rule.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Bipedal robotic locomotion has been an extensive field
of research for many years in robotics research community.
Zero-moment-point (ZMP) approaches have been successful
in demonstrating robust and versatile bipedal locomotion due
to its mathematical tractability [1]–[4]. The joint trajectories
are planned assuming level-height motion of the center of
mass (CoM) of the robot with zero angular momentum and
fully-actuated legs (i.e., at least one foot is always flat on
the ground with ankle actuation), while in practice underactuation is common in bipedal robot. In order to handle
nonlinear, underactuated, hybrid dynamics of bipedal robot,
a formal method such as hybrid zero dynamics (HZD)-based
approaches [5]–[7], or model-based trajectory optimization and
stabilization [8] have been studied deeply. However, these
methods usually require precise dynamic models. They also
require to compute periodic trajectories based on the model and
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transition among different trajectories for versatile locomotion
is not a trivial problem [9]. On the other hand, some end
up with an idea that the bipedal walking controller does not
need to be complex and one can find proper target physical
behaviours based on simple reduced-order models; then, joint
trajectories will be determined by dynamic interaction of the
robot, controller, and the environment [10]–[13].
Traditionally, the mechanics of walking and running have
been modelled with different paradigm, i.e., inverted pendulum
model for walking [14] and spring-mass model for running
[15]. After many evidences that the inverted pendulum model
cannot reproduce mechanical characteristics of walking ( [10],
[16], [17]), Geyer et al. [18] have suggested the springmass model as a unifying template for bipedal locomotion;
both the fundamental characteristics of walking and running
could be reproduced by the same model with different set
of parameters. However, the point-mass conceptual models
cannot explain the upright posture of walking with non-zero
angular momentum. Therefore, robots based on the springmass model concept controlled trunk position be zero and this
control was independent from the compliant leg behavior [9],
[19], [20].
Regarding this issue, Maus et al. [21] and Gruben and
Boehm [22] have investigated experimental results of different
animals and propose that the ground reaction forces (GRF) are
intersecting a single fixed point above the CoM. This point is
called either the virtual pivot point (VPP) [21], or the divergent
point (DP) [22]. According to these studies, the GRFs directing
to this point generate uprighting torque to trunk, thus upright
posture is maintained while walking or running. As the force
direction could be calculated by geometrical property only,
without global orientation of the trunk, the upright posture
could be achieved with inherent mechanical property without
complex control algorithms. The concept affected controller
for biped hopping [23] but required a high-level stabilizing
controller around a pre-computed periodic trajectory as in the
formal method. Stable robotic walking with a simple controller
based on the VPP method seems hard to achieve yet [24].
In this paper, we propose a very simple form of control for
bipedal walking with trunk, inspired by the Virtual Pendulum
(VP) concept. We first argue that having GRF towards a single
fixed point such as VPP or DP is not sufficient for maintaining
upright posture, even in a simple model with massless legs; a
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where k is the stiffness of the leg and L0 is the rest length
of the spring. L is the length of the leg. In the VPP method,
the hip torque is controlled to generate tangential force Ft in
order to redirect the ground reaction force towards the VPP
located above the CoM,
Mh = LFt = LFr tan β,
where β is geometrically computed because the VPP is fixed
on the trunk.
rh sin ψ + rVPP sin(ψ − γ)
tan β =
.
(2)
L + rh cos ψ + rVPP cos(ψ − γ)

Figure 1. BTSLIP model (a). The VPP model suggested by [21] (b).
Notations for parameters and variables are redefined in this paper.

simple analysis supports this argument. Based on this analysis,
we propose a new GRF-redirecting control method for hip
torques; the law no longer constrains the direction of GRF
towards a single point but to the direction which is always providing a restoring moment to the body. A dynamic simulation
result demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Here, we only consider a planar simple bipedal model with
massless springy legs. The simulation results indicate that the
proposed method is a promising method for achieving stable
and robust bipedal walking.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we
first analyse the previous VPP method and propose a new
method. Section III gives the main results of this paper, i.e.,
planar bipedal walking simulation. Finally, we state concluding
remarks in Section
II. C ONTROL FOR U PRIGHT T RUNK
We seek for a control strategy for bipedal walking with
upright trunk that is compatible with the compliant leg scheme,
originated from spring-mass model. This type of model is
called a bipedal trunk spring loaded inverted pendulum model
(BTSLIP model [25]). An intriguing strategy named the VP
concept and the VPP method [21] have inspired our method
proposed in this section. We first review the VPP method and
then proceed to a new method.
A. The VPP Model
The VPP model presented in [21] is illustrated in Figure
1. A planar bipedal walking model consists of a rigid trunk,
of which center of mass (CoM) is located above hip, and
two massless springy legs. This model is named the Bipedal
Trunk Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum (BTSLIP) model
[25]. The springy legs are assumed to produce axial forces
dependent on leg deflection from its rest length, and each
leg is assumed to have hip torques that eventually generates
tangential component of the GRF, perpendicular to its axial
direction, between its point foot and the ground.
By introducing a variable β, a representative angle between
the direction of the GRF and the leg axis, two components of
the GRF (axial force Fr and tangential force Ft ) are described
as

Fr = k(L0 − L)
(1)
Ft = Fr tan β,
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Here, rh is the distance between CoM and hip, rVPP is the
distance between CoM and VPP, and γ is angle between torso
longitudinal axis and a line connecting CoM and VPP. L and
ψ are current leg length and angle, respectively. As originally
proposed in [21], we regard γ = 0 throughout this paper. The
insight behind the method is that the resultant GRF will always
provide restoring moment about body tilting and the model
can walk with upright trunk with this inherent mechanical
property. Although a direct feedback of orientation of the trunk
is not input to the hip torque controller, the trunk can maintain
upright position with small oscillation as if a pendulum has a
stable equilibrium point at its downright position. However, we
have found that having a single intersection point for GRFs is
not sufficient to always provide restoring moment to the body.
In Figure 2, we present all possible postures of the
schematic model (trunk with a single compliant leg). The
trunk may be upright or tilted in clockwise/counter-clockwise
(CW/CCW) direction. At the same time, the foot of its stance
leg (leg in touch with the ground) may be located right below
or posterior/anterior the hip. Three possible postures of the
trunk and three possible locations of foot relative to hip give
eleven different postures to analyse. Mostly, as intended, the
GRF pointing the VPP provides restoring moment, or at worst,
zero moment. This allows the trunk be settle down in some
region without specifying a desired posture. However, in some
cases, the GRF pointing the VPP provides upsetting moment,
which would cause the trunk to fall. The postures correspond
to this case are depicted with red and shaded cells in the figure.
Although this is an analysis to a static posture, we interpret
that this property limits the performance of the model as will
be shown in Section III.
In order to provide mathematical criterion, we introduce
two variables φ̃ and β̃, pitch orientation from upright posture
and the angle between GRF and a virtual line connecting foot
and CoM, respectively, as shown in Figure 3 (a). Note that
the direction of the GRFs with respect to the CoM direction
(β̃) is considered rather than β, because eventually this will
determine the direction of the moment applied. Then, it can be
shown that the cases which would destabilize the trunk, shown
in Figure 2, can be represented by the following condition,
φ̃ · β̃ > 0.

(3)

For example, if we examine a posture in the left column
and bottom row of the Figure 2, the trunk is tilted in clockwise direction and foot is posterior to the hip in both postures.
However, if the controller tends to generate GRF towards the
fixed VPP above the hip, in one model the resultant GRF
would provide moment in counter-clockwise direction, which
is a righting moment, whereas the moment in the other model
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(1) such that the hip torque redirect the force generated by
the springy leg. It is also compatible with springy leg concept
which seems important in dynamic walking. The difference is
how to define the angle β.
Based on the above analysis, a proper GRF redirecting
controller should aim φ̃ · β̃ < 0, which is represented by the
region without shade in Figure 3 (a). We would like to argue
that if the generated GRF by a suitable redirecting controller
satisfies this condition, any form of control would work. The
simplest form we can propose for a redirecting controller is
the linear relationship as shown in Figure 3 (b).
β̃ = −cφ̃,

Figure 2. Representative possible postures of the VPP model are illustrated.
Among these, in four postures(red, shaded), GRF provides the trunk with
moments in destabilizing direction.

(4)

where c is a positive gain which should be properly designed.
Noting that the speed and the direction of motion of the
planar robot model should also be considered in determining
the direction of the GRFs, we end up with the following control
form for force direction control.
˙
β̃ = −cφ̃ − dφ̃,
(5)
where d is another positive gain which should be properly designed. Corresponding hip torques will be computed to redirect
axial leg force to desired direction with respect to CoM. The
angle between the actual leg and the virtual line from foot to
CoM can be computed from geometric information as well;
denoting this angle as ∠, tan β = tan(β̃ + ∠) can be easily
computed.
C. Feasible Direction of Foot-ground Interaction Force
As the direction of the GRF is a target control parameter,
considering the constraints on the GRF becomes trivial in this
framework. Typical constraints on the ground reaction force are
friction cone and that the force is unilateral, i.e., it can only
push the ground. These constraints put limit on determining
β̃. In other words, the hip torques are uprighting the trunk as
much as possible within feasible region.

Figure 3. In order for analysis, a new variable β̃ and φ̃ are introduced (a). In
the domain of variables, the first and the third quadrant are not allowed (b).
The controlled relation between β̃ and φ̃ must lie within the second and the
fourth quadrant.

in the shaded region will be in clock-wise direction, which
results in a upsetting moment.
From this simple analysis, we end up with several remarks.
First, a single fixed intersection point such as that in the
VPP method is not sufficient for upright trunk. Actually,
experimental findings indeed show that a single intersection
point is not necessary for a VP system and cannot always be
found [21]. Second, the direction of the GRF with respect to
the CoM is what important factor to consider, rather than the
position of the point where the GRF is redirected to, in order
to approach the fascinating VP concept.
B. Proposed Control Strategy
Although the fixed VPP seems not sufficient, the general
argument of the VP concept is still persuasive for us, in that,
the direction of force generated at foot is important in upright
trunk walking. Therefore, we keep the format of the controller
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III. S IMULATION R ESULT
A. Model Description
In order to verify the proposed control method, we use
dynamic simulation. The model configuration is illustrated in
Figure 1 (a). The model parameters are listed in Table I.
The equations of motion of the model can be described as
follows.

P
mẍ = Fx



i
P

mÿ = Fy − mg
(6)
i

P


 J φ̈ = (rf − rCoM ) × F
i

T

where rCoM = [x, y] is the CoM position, rf is the foot-incontact position, φ is pitch angle in sagittal plane simulation.

TABLE I. MODEL PARAMETERS FOR THE SIMULATION
Parameter
m
J
g
k
rh

Meaning
total mass
moment of inertia
gravitational acceleration
leg stiffness
distance between CoM and hip

Value [unit]
80 [kg]
4.58 [kg·m2 ]
9.81 [m/s2 ]
20,000 [N/m]
0.1 [m]
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Figure 4. State transition of each leg.

F = [Fx , Fy ]T is the GRF at the foot in stance and can be
described as

Fx = Fr cos α + Ft sin α
(7)
Fy = Fr sin α − Ft cos α
where α is the angle between leg and the ground. i∈ [left,
right] denotes leg in stance.
The model can have double support, single support, and
possibly flight phase as shown in Figure 4. Transition between
the phase and will not require additional computation nor
changing the form of dynamical equations, because we do not
consider impact dynamics when a swing leg touches down the
ground when the leg is assumed massless. We only need to
choose which leg provides forces to the body, i.e., choose i
properly. State transition of dynamical system is thus determined by the state transition of each leg, of which condition
can be described as follows, where x = [x, y, φ, ẋ, ẏ, φ̇]T denote the state vector and C denote the admissible configuration
space.
SSW→ST = {x ∈ C|yh − L0 sin α0 = 0}
SST→SW = {x ∈ C|Fr = 0}
In other words, swing to stance transition happens when the
swing leg touches down the ground with the predefined angle
of attack α0 , and the stance leg takes off the ground when
ground reaction force becomes zero. Here, yh is the vertical
position of the hip.
B. Sagittal Plane Walking Simulation
The dynamics of the bipedal walking model with trunk
and compliant legs is simulated for 20 seconds. Two methods,
the VPP approach and the proposed control approach, are
compared with the planar walking model in sagittal plane, of
which control parameters are listed in Table II. In Figure 5
(a) and Figure 6 (a), the trajectories of the center of mass
forward (x) and vertial (y) motion and pitch (φ) of the model
are presented. Both methods have periodic solutions, and the
simulation results are started from initial conditions a bit
deviated from the periodic solution. With this initial condition,
the proposed method quickly stabilize the model to its steadystate motion, whereas the model with the VPP method does
not. The method cannot reject this errors. In the proposed
method, pitch motion of the model is directly fed back to
the controller and therefore the pitch stabilization is directly
achieved, whereas in the VPP model, the pitch oscillation is
maintained to some extent.
Figure 5 (b) and Figure 6 (b) present the models with the
same initial conditions but with external force disturbance of
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Figure 5. Simulation results with planar bipedal walking model with the
VPP method on its sagittal plane. The response of the system without (a)
and with (b) disturbance. The trajectories after the moment that force
disturbance is applied are plotted with red.

Fdist = [45, 0]T [N] that is applied at the right foot of the
model during 0.2 seconds. This would affect both translational
motion and rotational motion. Both models could reject small
disturbances in the sense of not falling down, and this value is
chosen to show the difference between the two. It is clear that
the proposed method is more robust in the sense of not falling
down than the VPP method. The pitch motion is immediately
stabilized and at the same time, the translational motion is
indirectly stabilized by the self-stabilizing property of massspring walking system [18]. However, in the VPP method,
destabilized pitch motion induced gait instability.
IV. F UTURE WORK
We investigate the simple reduced-order models and develop the control method in order to build and control a real
bipedal robotic platform. Regarding this, we present interesting
future works of our great interest.
First of all, we consider investigating the role of foot and
ankle is crucial in developing more comprehensive walking

TABLE II. CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR THE SIMULATION
Parameter
rVPP
α0
c
d

Meaning
distance between VPP and CoM
fixed leg touchdown angle in sagittal plane
position-proportional gain
velocity-proportional gain

Value [unit]
0.1 [m]
107 [deg]
5 [·]
1 [s]
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the VP concept and the VPP method. We focus on the fact
that if the direction of the ground reaction force is computed
based on rotational motion of the trunk and the magnitude of
force which is computed based on axial compliance of the
leg, it is possible to realize bipedal walking with dynamic
characteristic of human walking. As for our future work, we
aim to employ the method in controlling articulated robot
simulation. Extending the simple model in 3-D is also of our
great interest.
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]
Figure 6. Simulation result with planar bipedal walking model with the
proposed method on its sagittal plane. The response of the system without
(a) and with (b) disturbance. The trajectories after the moment that force
disturbance is applied are plotted with red.

[7]

[8]

model. In robotics, in order for the task of standing still, the
foot and ankle seem crucial. On the other hand, in biomechanics, the role of foot and ankle have been studied in variety of
perspective, including mechanical advantage of ankle push-off
[26]. In [27], the authors have analyzed the role of ankle and
foot in static posture, based on a similar trunk-upright control
scheme. A similar study regarding dynamic behaviour would
be interesting.
Second, as the model is based on a reduced-order model
with massless legs, implementing the principles gained from
the model onto more realistic articulated model is another
important task. There are many available techniques developed
in existing literatures, for example, readers are referred to [28].
We aim to apply the model to rigid-body articulated robotic
model and develop a detailed control algorithm.
Third, we seek for developing a full 3-d robot in the near
future, and therefore extending the model to 3-d would be
important. we believe that the same control strategy would be
valid in frontal plane (roll motion) balance, as the structure of
the proposed strategy consisting of compliant legs and force
redirecting hip torque is not restrained from sagittal plane
walking. Once planar model in frontal plane is investigated,
combining the sagittal and frontal plane control method in a
single 3-D model would be possible.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel method to stabilize trunk
orientation of bipedal walking. The method is inspired from
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Abstract—We identify a class of context-free grammars, called
the extended LALR(1) (ELALR(1)), which is a superclass of
LALR(1) and a subclass of LR(1). Our algorithm is essentially
a smarter method for merging similar states in the LR(1) state
machines. LALR(1) would merge every pair of similar states.
In contrast, our algorithm merges a pair of similar states only
if no (reduce-reduce) conflicts will be created. Thus, when no
conflicts occur, our algorithm produces exactly the same state
machines as the LALR(1) algorithm. However, when the LALR(1)
algorithm reports conflicts, our algorithm may still produce a
(larger) conflict-free state machine. In the extreme case when no
states can be merged, our algorithm simply returns the original
LR(1) machines. An important characteristic of the ELALR(1)
algorithm is that there is no backtracking. On the other hand,
the ELALR(1) algorithm does not guarantee the minimum state
machines.
Keywords–context-free grammar; grammar; extended LALR
parser; LR parser; LALR parser; parsing

I. I NTRODUCTION
Parsing is a basic step in every compiler and interpreter.
LR parsers are powerful enough to handle almost all practical
programming languages. The downside of LR parsers is the
huge table size. This caused the development of several
variants, such as LALR parsers, which requires significantly
smaller tables at the expense of reduced capability. We identify
a class of context-free grammars, called the extended LALR (1)
(ELALR(1)), which is a superclass of LALR(1) and a subclass
of LR(1) [1]. Figure 6 is an example of an ELALR(1) machine.
The core of the LR parsers is a finite state machine. The
LALR(1) state machine may be obtained by merging every pair
of similar states in the LR(1) machine [6]. In case (reducereduce) conflicts occur due to merging (note that only reducereduce conflicts may occur due to merging similar states) we
will have to revert to the larger, original LR(1) machine. A
practical advantage of LALR(1) grammars is the much smaller
state machines than the original LR(1) machines. However,
any conlficts will force the parser to use the larger LR(1)
machine. The crux of our approach is to merge only pairs
of similar states that do not cause conflicts.
A simple ELALR(1) grammar can be easily created by
sequentially composing an LALR(1) grammar and an LR(1)
grammar, as follows:
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P → U; S
U → ...
S → ...

(LALR(1))
(LR(1) but not LALR(1))

Assume the subset of production rules starting from the
nonterminal U is completely independent of that starting from
S. Further assume the U rules form an LALR(1) grammar
and the S rules form a LR(1) but not LALR(1) grammar.
The sequential composition of the U and S would form an
ELALR(1) grammar. For parsing, we need to use the much
larger LR(1) state machine.
In this paper, we propose a method that can somehow reduce the state machine of a LR(1)-but-non-LALR(1) grammar
because certain parts of the grammar could be LALR(1) and
hence these parts can be handled with the smaller LALR(1)
state machine. The rest will be parsed with the stadard LR(1)
machine.
Our idea is that we start from the LR(1) machine of the
grammar and merge as many (similar) states as possible under
the constraint that no conflict will be created due to merging.
The resulting machine is called the ELALR(1) machine, which
can be used in the standard shift/reduce LR parser.
Our algorithm never backtracks. Once the merging of a
pair of similar states is committed, the pair of states will
remain merged. The algorithm will never undo the merge
later. The contribution of this paper is that we arrange the
order of merging similar states so that no backtracking is
needed. However, our algorithm does not guarantee a smallest
ELALR(1) state machine.
LR(1) parsers are powerful enough to handle most practical
programming languages [8]. The cannonical LR(1) parsers
make use of big state machines. LALR(1) parsers [4] are
deemed more practical in that much smaller state machines are
used. There are several algorithms for computing the LALR
machines and lookaheads efficiently [3][5][10]. None of these
attempted to parse non-LALR grammars. The classical parser
generator yacc [7] is based on the LALR(1) grammars. Yacc
relies on ad hoc rules, such as the order of productions in
the grammar, to resolve conflicts in order to apply an LALR
parser to a non-LALR grammar. In contrast, this paper, which
addresses ELALR(1) grammars, does not employ ad hoc rules.
It is known that every language that admits an LR(k) parser
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Fig. 2. The LALR(1) machine of G1 .
Fig. 1. The LR(1) machine of G1 .

also admits an LALR(1) parser [9]. In order to parse for a
non-LALR(1) grammar, there used to be three approaches:
(1) use the LR(1) parser; (2) add some ad hoc rules to the
LALR(1) parser, similar to what yacc does; and (3) transform
the grammar into LALR(1) and then generate a parser. The
transformation approach may exponentially increase the number of productions [9] and the transformed grammar is usually
unnatural. Our approach provides a fourth alternative: use the
extended LALR(1) state machines.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 will introduce the terminology and explain the extended
LALR(1) grammars with examples. Our algorithm is presented
in Section 3. Its correctness is also discussed there. Section 4
concludes this paper. In this paper, we are concerned only with
one-token lookahead, that is, LR(1), LALR(1), and ELALR(1).
We sometimes omit the “(1)” notation if no confusion occurs.
However, our method may be extended to ELALR(k).
II. BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATION
A grammar G = (N, T, P, S) consists of a non-empty set
of nonterminals N , a non-empty set of terminals T , a nonempty set of production rules P and a special nonterminal S,
which is called the start symbol. We assume that N ∩ T = ∅.
A production rule has the form
A→γ
where A is a nonterminal and γ is a (possibly empty) string
of nonterminals and terminals. We use the production rules to
derive a string of terminals from the start symbol.
LR parsing is based on a deterministic finite state machine,
called LR machine. A state in the LR machine is a non-empty
set of items. An item has the form A → α • β, la, where
A → αβ is one of the production rules, • indicates a position
in the string αβ, and la (the lookahead set) is a set of terminals
that could follow the nonterminal A in later derivation steps.
Two states in the LR machine are similar if they have the same
number of items and the corresponding items differ only in the
lookahead sets. For example, states s1 and t1 in Figure 1, each
of which contains three items, are similar states.
LALR(1) machines are obtained from LR(1) machines by
merging every pair of similar states. For example, Figure 2
is the LALR(1) machine obtained from the LR(1) machine in
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Fig. 3. The LR(1) machine of G2 .

Figure 1 by merging three pairs of similar states: s1 and t1; s2
and t2; and s3 and t3. (Remember two states are similar if they
have the same items, except that the lookahdead sets might
differ. To merge two similar states, we use the same items in
the original states, except that the lookahead set of an item
is the union of the lookahead sets of the two corresponding
items in the original states.) The exact construction of LR and
LALR machines from a context-free grammar is discussed in
most compiler textbooks, such as [2][6].
Consider grammar G1 :
R1
R2
R3
R4

P
U
T
T

→ U$
→ TT
→ aT
→b

The LR(1) machine of G1 is shown in Figure 1. States s1
and t1 are similar states. So are states s2 and t2 and states s3
and t3. The three pairs of states can be merged. The resulting
machine is shown in Figure 2. Since there is no conflict in the
resulting machine, G1 is LALR(1).
Consider grammar G2 :
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11

P → S$
S → (X)
S → [X]
S → (Y ]
S → [Y )
X → ab
Y → ab

The LR(1) machine of G2 is shown in Figure 3. Since there
is no conflict in Figure 3, grammar G2 is LR(1).
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Fig. 4. The LALR(1) machine of G2 , which contains reduce-reduce
conflicts.

There are two pairs of similar states in Figure 3: states
s1 and t1; states s2 and t2. Figure 4 shows the resulting
LALR(1) machine by merging the two pairs of similar states.
Note that there are two reduce-reduce conflicts in state s2/t2
in Figure 4. Therefore, states s2 and t2 should not be merged.
Furthermore, states s1 and t1 should not be merged either
because LR machines are deterministic.
It is easy to combine G1 and G2 into a single grammar, in
which some, but not all, pairs of similar states may be merged
without creating conflicts. For instance, consider grammar G3
below, which is a sequential combination of G1 and G2 .
Prodcution rules R1 and R6 are combined as a single new
rule.
R1
R2
R3
R4
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11

Fig. 5. The LR(1) machine of G3 .

P → U S$
U → TT
T → aT
T →b
S → (X)
S → [X]
S → (Y ]
S → [Y )
X → ab
Y → ab

Grammar G3 is clearly not LALR(1). Hence the larger LR(1)
machine must be used in parsing. However, it is still possible
to reduce the size of LR machine for G3 . Figure 5 shows the
LR(1) machine of G3 . There are five pairs of similar states:
states s1 and t1; s2 and t2; s3 and t3; s4 and t4; and s5
and t5; However, states s5 and t5 cannot be merged due to
a potential conflict. Furthermore, states s4 and t4 cannot be
merged because LR machines must be deterministic. The other
three pairs of similar states may be safely merged, creating
a machine smaller than the standard LR(1) machine. The
resulting machine is shown in Figure 6, which is called the
extended LALR(1) machine of G3 .
Definition. A grammar is ELALR(1) if and only if at least
a pair of similar states in its LR(1) machine may be merged
without creating conflicts.
In other words, a grammar is ELALR(1) if and only if it has
a conflict-free state machine that is smaller than the grammar’s
LR(1) machine.
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Fig. 6. The ELALR(1) machine of G3 .

In determining which pairs of similar states may be safely
merged, trial-and-error is a straightforward method. However,
we can do better.
We will start from a few observations and facts. First note
that the LR(1) as well as the LALR(1) machines are all
deterministic.
Theorem 1: Merging two similar states in LR(1) machines
can possibly create reduce-reduce conflicts, but never shiftreduce conflicts.
For example, in Figure 4, there are reduce-reduce conflicts
in the merged state s2/t2.
Lemma 2: Consider the fragment of an LR machine in
Figure 7. If states s1 and t1 are similar, then (1) states s1 and
t1 have the same number of successor states; and (2) their
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III. A LGORITHM

Fig. 7. A pair of similar states in an LR(1) machine. States s1 and t1 can
be merged only if states s2 and t2 are merged. There will be an edge
(s1, t1) →a (s2, t2) in the similarity graph.

In this section, we explain our algorithm for constructing
the finite state machine for extended LALR(1) grammars. We
will use the following grammar G4 to illustrate our algorithm.
Figure 8 is the LR(1) machine for this grammar.
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5

U → S$
S → pAf
S → qAg
A → abA
A→d

We will start from an LR(1) grammar. Draw the LR(1) state
machine of the grammar. Since the grammar is LR(1), there
is no conflict in the LR(1) machine.

Fig. 8. The LR(1) machine for the example grammar.

corresponding successor states are also similar, i.e., states s2
and t2 are also similar.
Proof. This is due to the construction of the LR machine.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 3: Consider the fragment of an LR machine in
Figure 7. Assume states s1 and t1 are similar (and hence states
s2 and t2 are also similar). States s1 and t1 can be merged
only if states s2 and t2 are merged.
Proof. This lemma is due to the fact that LR/LALR machines must be deterministic. Q.E.D.
Corollary 4: Consider The fragment of an LR machine in
Figure 7. Assume states s1 and t1 are similar (and hence states
s2 and t2 are also similar). If states s2 and t2 are not merged,
then states s1 and t1 cannot be merged.
Due to Corollary 4, we should try to merge s2 and t2 before
we try to merge s1 and t1. In general, when similar states in an
LR(1) machine are merged, the order of merging had better be
from leaves to root. However, the LR(1) machine may contain
cycles and is not a tree in general.
Our algorithm, presented in the next section, will take care
of these details. A directed cycle in a directed graph, such as
states s4 and s5 in Figure 8, is called a strongly connected
component (scc). According to Corollary 4, all states in an scc
in the LR(1) machine must be merged with their respective
similar states simultaneously or none should. In Figure 8,
either both pairs of similar states (s4, s11) and (s5, s12) are
merged or no pair should be merged. Due to this restriction,
we use aggregates, which are sets of pairs of similar states,
to represent two separate sccs that might be merged.
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Then the strongly connected components in the LR(1)
machine are identified. In Figure 8, states s4 and s5 form
a strongly connected component (scc). So do states s11 and
s12. Strongly connected components in the LR(1) machine
can be traced to (direct or indirect) recursive production rules
in the grammar. In Figure 8, the scc is due to the recursive
rule A → abA.
We then find all pairs of similar states. In Figure 8, there
are four pairs of similar states: (s4, s11), (s5, s12), (s6, s13),
and (s7, s14).
We then build the similarity graph. The similarity graph for
the example grammar is shown in Figure 9(a). Initially, the
similarity graph contains only vertices; edges are gradually
inserted into the graph. Each vertex in the similarity graph
denotes a pair of similar states taken from the LR(1) machine.
During the construction of the similarity graph, we may add
vertices of the form (s, s) (i.e., a pair of identical states), which
have no outgoing edges. For each pair of similar states (s1 , t1 ),
either (1) s1 and t1 are exactly the same state, or (2) neither
has a successor state, or (3) they have the same number of
successor states. Each successor state of s1 corrresponds to
exactly one successor state of t1 . Note that the corresponding
successors of s1 and t1 are s2 and t2 if the edges s1 →u s2
and t1 →u t2 carry the same label, which is u in this case.
In case (3), we add an edge from the vertex representing the
pair (s1 , t1 ) to the vertex representing the pair (s2 , t2 ). This
edge is denoted as (s1 , t1 ) →u (s2 , t2 ) in the similarity graph,
which indicates that s1 and t1 may be merged only if s2 and t2
are merged, according to Lemma 3. (Note that a pair of similar
states could be written either as (s, t) or (t, s). In constructing
the similarity graph, we had better fix the order of the pair
of states. The first time the pair is encountered, the order of
s and t is determined from the already constructed part of
the similarity graph. When the pair is encountered again, we
should use the order determined previously. Otherwise, a part
of the similarity graph may be duplicated. Duplication only
makes the algorithm spends more time but has no effect on
the final result.)
Figure 9(a) is the similarity graph for the LR machine in
Figure 8. Note that there may or may not be cycles in a
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Fig. 9. (a) The similarity graph for Figure 8, in which each vertex represents
a pair of similar states in the LR(1) machine. (b) The aggregation graph, in
which each node (called an aggregate) represents a set of pairs of similar
states. The aggregation graph must be acyclic.

similarity graph. Since each vertex in the similarity graph
represents a pair of states, we can switch the order of every pair
of states, that is, from (s, t) to (t, s), resulting in an isomorphic
graph.
Now consider the similarity graph. If vertices (i.e., pairs
of states), say (p1 , q1 ), (p2 , q2 ), . . . , (ph , qh ), form a strongly
connected component in the similarity graph (this implies that
the states p1 , p2 , . . . , ph form a strongly connected component
in the LR(1) machine. So do the states q1 , q2 , . . . , qh ), then
mark these adjacent vertices as an aggregate. Finally, the pair
of similar states which does not belong to any aggregates will
form an aggregate by itself. We may say that the set of all pairs
of similar states are partitioned into aggregates. In Figure 9(a),
the two pairs of similar states (s4, s11) and (s5, s12) form an
aggregate. Each of the remaining two pairs forms an aggregate
by itself. These three aggregates, which are labeled A1, A2,
and A3, constitute the aggregation graph, which is shown in
Figure 9(b). Note that each pair of similar states (i.e., a vertex)
belongs to exactly one aggregate. We say one aggregate, say
Ai , is a successor of another aggregate, say Aj , if there is an
edge Aj → Ai in the aggregation graph. In Figure 9(b), A1
and A3 are successors of A1.
An aggregate is a set of pairs of similar states. These states
are closely related to the strongly connected components in
the LR(1) machine. According to Lemma 3, every pair of
similar states in an aggregate must be merged if any pair of
similar states in the same aggregate are merged or none will
be merged.
Note that the resulting aggregation graph is acyclic. Thus,
we can find a reverse topological order of the aggregates in
the aggregation graph. For each aggregate A in the reverse
topological order, first check if any of the successor aggregates
of A is marked as unmergable. If so, then mark this aggregate
A also as unmergable. Otherwise every pair of similar states
in A are merged. If any conflicts occur due to the merge, then
undo the merge and mark the aggregate A as unmergable. On
the other hand, when no conflicts occur, this means that all the
pairs of similar states in A can be safely merged. That is, the
merge is comitted. We will proceed with the next aggregate
in the reverse topological order.
In Figure 9(b), a reverse topological order is A1, A3, and
A2. So we will merge the pair of similar states in aggregate
A1 first. Then we attempt to merge the pair of similar states
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Fig. 10. The state machine after merging four pairs of states. This is
actually the LALR(1) state machine.

Fig. 11. The similarity graph and the aggregation graph for grammar G3 .

in aggregate A3. Finally we attempt to merge the two pairs
of similar states in aggregate A2. Figures 10 shows the final
state machine, which is actually the LALR(1) machine since
this grammar is LALR(1).
If a grammar is LALR(1), that is, every pair of similar
states can be merged without creating conflicts, our algorithm
will eventually construct the LALR(1) machine. In the other
extreme, if no similar states could be merged without creating
conflicts, our algorithm will not merge any states and simply
return the original LR(1) machine.
Example. The similarity graph and the aggregation graph for
grammar G3 are shown in Figure 11 (a) and (b), respectively.
A topological order is A3, A4, A1, A5, A2. The pair of similar
states (s5, t5) cannot be merged due to a conflict. Consequently, the pair of similar states (s4, t4) cannot be merged
either. The resulting ELALR(1) state machine is shown in
Figure 6.
Correctness of the algorithm. There are only finite pairs of
similar states in an LR(1) state machine. The transitions among
pairs of similar states are also finite. Hence, the similarity
graph is finite and can be built in a finite amount of time. The
aggregation graph is essentially a reduced similarity graph.
Thus, it is also finite and can be built in a finite amount of
time.
All the pairs of similar states in the LR(1) machine are
partitioned into aggregates. Merging similar states is attempted
step by step. In each step, all pairs of an aggregate are merged
(if no conflicts occur) or ignored (otherwise). The aggregates
are examined in a reverse topological order.
The starting point of our algorithm is the original LR(1)
state machine, which is deterministic and satisfies the ViablePrefix Lemma [6]. Let M be the state machine immediately
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Fig. 12. Three similar states for grammar G5 .

before a step and M 0 be the one immediately after that step.
We may make the following claim:
Claim. If M is deterministic and satisfies the Viable-Prefix
Lemma, then M 0 is also deterministic and satisfies the ViablePrefix Lemma.
Let AG be the aggregate considered in the current step. If
no merging is done in the current step, M 0 = M . If some
pairs of similar states are merged in the current step, due to
the reverse topological order of merging, all pairs of similar
states in all successor aggregates of AG in the aggregation
graph have been merged. Therefore, M 0 is still deterministic.
Furthermore, every path in M corresponds to exactly one path
in M 0 and every path in M 0 is a path in M . If M satisfies
the Viable-Prefix Lemma, so does M 0 .
Note that merging starts from an LR(1) machine, which
is deterministic and satisfies the Viable-Prefix Lemma. We
conclude that that the state machine eventually produced by
our ELALR(1) algorithm is deterministic and satisfies the
Viable-Prefix Lemma. Hence we may claim the correctness
of our algorithm.
The ELALR(1) machines produced by our algorithm need
not be minimum. Consider the following grammar G5 :
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9

U → S$
S → pAf
S → pBg
S → qAg
S → qBf
S → rAm
S → rBn
A→d
B→d

If trying all reverse topological orders is out of the question,
we can choose a plausible topological order, as follows: We
assign a weight to each aggregate in the aggragation graph.
The weight of an aggregate A is the total number of pairs
of similar states in all the aggregates that can reach A in the
aggregation graph. For example, in Figure 9, the weights of
A1 and A3 are 3 and the weight of A2 is 2. If there are more
than one reverse topological order, the one in which un-related
aggregates, such as A1 and A3 in Figure 9, are arranged in
decreasing weights is chosen. This implies that we prefer to
visit heavier aggregates first. This is based on the observation
that more pairs of similar states depend on heavier aggregates.
IV. C ONCLUSION
We identify the class of extended LALR grammars and
the associated algorithm in this paper. ELALR is located
between LR and LALR. Our algorithm is essentially a smarter
method for merging similar states in the LR(1) machines. Our
algorithm can be extended to ELALR(k), for any k, in a
straightforward manner.
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Abstract—It is known that the behavior of autonomous systems
affects users’ cognitive and behavioral aspects; however,
further examination of sequential effects is required. We
manipulated instructional information as cognitive guidance
and the degree of behavioral intervention implemented by an
advanced driving assistance system, and then assessed usability
evaluation of the system and changes in user behavior. The
results show that strict intervention reduces subjective
evaluations, and the absence of instructional information
hinders changes in user behavior.
Keywords-usability evaluation; behavioral change; cognitive
guidance; behavioral intervention; human-system cooperation;
advanced driving assistance system.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, many autonomous systems have become
popular. They perform various tasks autonomously and often
take over user activities. However, due to complexity, users
cannot delegate all the activities and are often required to
share activities with systems cooperatively. In automated
driving, four levels of driving from no automation to full
automation are defined [1]. In these levels, drivers and the
system must cooperate closely.
It is known that system intervention influences user
behavior in many aspects. For example, a number of
behavioral changes in driving are observed when an
intelligent speed adaptation system is used. A previous study
reported that driver behavior shifted to both safe and risky
behaviors with various systems [2].
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Why do users exhibit such risky behavior against
guidance provided by such systems? Cognitive factors, such
as user understanding of the systems, may cause these
behaviors. A “black box problem” can arise when using
highly intelligent autonomous systems. With the black box
problem, users cannot recognize which systems operate
internally and understand what those systems are intended to
do [3]. Many experiments have verified this black box
problem. After observing system errors but receiving no
explanation about the errors, users tend to distrust systems,
which reduces their reliability [4]. Adaptive cruise control
systems that share the goal or provide assistance information
are more trustworthy and acceptable than those that do not
share [5].
Usability questionnaires have been used to measure how
users evaluate systems. Recently, a new usability
questionnaire was developed to evaluate autonomous
systems that perform complex information processing. This
questionnaire comprises six elements, i.e., effectiveness,
efficiency, satisfaction, understandability, discomfort, and
motivation. The latter three elements are assumed for
autonomous systems [6].
Previous research has indicated that the behavior of
autonomous systems influences users’ cognitive and
behavioral aspects. However, further inspection is required
to examine sequential effects on users’ cognitive and
behavioral changes while performing tasks.
In the present study, we manipulated two factors that are
expected to determine the automation levels of advanced
driving assistance systems, and we investigated the effects
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on users’ cognitive and behavioral aspects. The first
manipulated factor refers to cognitive guidance that provides
instructional information concerning driving safely. The
second is the levels of automation, where the high level
means strict intervention with user driving behavior and the
low level means moderate intervention.
We address a method for the experiment in Section 2 and
the results in Section 3. Discussion and conclusion follow in
Sections 4 and 5.
II.

METHOD

A. Apparatus
We used a driving simulator equipped with a driving
assistance system in an experiment (Figure 1). The driver can
operate the steering wheel, the accelerator, and the brake in a
same manner as an actual car. This system detects driver
blind spots that can cause accidents. Such risk identifications
are made based on normative behavior of expert driving
instructors. The following two driving assistance stages are
employed [7] [8].
1) Cognitive guidance: This provides information about
the surrounding environment and gives guidance to brake or
turn.
2) Behavioral intervention: This intervenes in driver
braking and steering behavior when cognitive guidance does
not positively affect driver behavior.
The following information is provided when cognitive
guidance and behavioral intervention are performed. Three
stimuli are given: a beep and notification message (e.g.,
“Caution: A Parked Car”) as auditory stimuli; a slowdown
icon, an arrow pointing to the left/right, and an LED light on
the steering wheel as visual stimuli; and steering wheel and
accelerator vibration as tactile stimuli.
The extent of behavioral intervention (i.e., the power of
braking and steering torque) depends on the status of the car
and the safety region monitored by the system. Braking
intervention decelerates the car to a fixed speed when
crossing an intersection and passing a parked car or a
pedestrian. Steering intervention autonomously operates a
steering wheel, but this torque is sufficiently small; therefore,
drivers can turn the steering wheel against the system’s
intervention. This intervention is performed when passing a

parked car or a pedestrian, but not when crossing an
intersection.
This driving assistance system provides information
about potential risks and encourages drivers to change
behavior if necessary. Assistance (i.e., cognitive guidance
and behavioral intervention) is not provided when driving
safely. From an educational prospective, if drivers
understand the system’s intent, they are expected to adopt
safer driving behaviors.
B. Data
In the experiment, we collected the following data.
• Usability evaluations: A usability evaluation
questionnaire measured six elements, i.e.,
effectiveness,
efficiency,
satisfaction,
understandability, comfort, and motivation. Each
element has three questions rated on a five-point
scale.
• Behavioral changes: The driving behavior before
and after run with the assistance system was
measured to confirm its educational effect.
C. Procedure
We manipulated the following two factors of the
system’s behavior.
1) Cognitive guidance: Two cases were considered, i.e.,
whether or not the system provides instructual information.
2) Behavioral intervention: Two cases were considered,
i.e., the system intervenes in driver behavior moderately
(minimum system intervention) or strictly (active
intervention).
Three experimental conditions were employed based on
the above settings. A total of 89 participants were assigned to
one of the three conditions.
• Moderate assistance without cognitive guidance
(MOD w/o GUD): The system intervenes
moderately without cognitive guidance.
• Moderate assistance with cognitive guidance (MOD
w/ GUD): The system intervenes moderately with
cognitive guidance.
• Strict assistance with cognitive guidance (STR w/
GUD): The system intervenes strictly with cognitive
guidance.

Figure 1. Driving simulator used in the experiment (left). The system autonomously provides various information for cognitive guidance (right).
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The length of the driving course used in the experiment
was approximately 500 meters, and the same course was
used in all trials. Participants were required to drive the
course while passing a parked car, at an intersection without
a traffic signal, and beside a pedestrian.
The flow of the experiment was as follows.
• Practice run (two times): To understand the driving
simulator, participants were allowed to drive without
assistance.
• Pre-run (three times): To measure the initial driving
behavior without assistance, participants drove the
course.
• Practice run with assistance (two times): To
understand the assistance, participants were allowed
to drive the course under one of the three conditions
mentioned above.
• Run with assistance (three times): For training,
participants drove the course in the same manner as
the preceding practice run.
• Usability evaluation: Participants answered a
questionnaire (18 questions).
• Post-run (three times): Participants drove the course
in the same manner as the initial pre-run.
III.

A. Usability Evaluation
Figure 2 shows the usability evaluation for each
condition. We conducted a between-participant ANOVA
with one factor (condition: MOD w/o GUD, MOD w/ GUD,
and STR w/ GUD) for the evaluation score for each of the
six elements.
The results show significant main effects for efficiency,
understandability, and comfort (F(2, 77) = 6.81, p < .005;
F(2, 77) = 4.85, p < .05; F(2, 77) = 3.22, p < .05,
respectively), and a marginal effect for motivation (F(2, 77)
= 3.03, p = .054). No significant main effects were found for
effectiveness and satisfaction (F(2, 77) = 1.79, n.s.; F(2, 77)
= 1.26, n.s., respectively). Ryan’s analysis for efficiency,
understandability, and comfort showed the scores in MOD
w/ GUD were higher than those in STR w/ GUD (t(50) =
3.47, p < .001; t(50) = 3.11, p < .005; t(50) = 2.54, p < .05,
respectively). There was no significant difference between
MOD w/o GUD and MOD w/ GUD (all ps > .10).
As a result, we found that a system that intervenes strictly
in user behavior reduces driver evaluation of efficiency,
understandability, and comfort. However, there was no
significant difference between the MOD w/ GUD and MOD
w/o GUD conditions, indicating that cognitive guidance did
not affect usability.

RESULTS

B. Behavioral Changes
Driving with the assistance system is expected to
encourage drivers to adopt safer driving behaviors. We
analyzed changes in driving behavior before and after using
the assistance system. We used a 100-meter interval,
including an intersection, for the former analysis, and a fivemeter interval, including a parked car, for the latter analysis
because the system was most likely to offer assistance in
these intervals.

We excluded nine participants who experienced
carsickness during the experiment. Therefore, 80 participants
were analyzed. We conducted two examinations focusing on
(1) the differences between MOD w/ GUD and MOD w/o
GUD to investigate the effect of cognitive guidance, and (2)
the differences between MOD w/ GUD and STR w/ GUD to
investigate the effect of behavioral intervention.

Evalua%on Score

5
4

MOD w/o GUD

3

MOD w/ GUD

2

STR w/ GUD

1
Eﬀec%veness

Eﬃciency

Sa%sfac%on

Understandability

Comfort

Mo%va%on

0.1

5.0
Changes in margin (m)

Changes in speed (km/h)

Figure 2. Mean of the usability evaluation of the driving assistance system. The error bar represents the standard error of the mean.

0.0
-5.0
-10.0
-15.0

0.0

MOD w/o GUD

-0.1

MOD w/ GUD

-0.2

STR w/ GUD

-0.3
Figure 3. Changes in speed (left) and margin (right) between the pre-run and the post-run.
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Figure 3 shows changes in average speed when crossing
an intersection from the pre-run to post-run, and changes in
average margin between the car and a parked car. A positive
value indicates that the value for the post-run is higher than
that of the pre-run. If drivers follow the guidance of the
system, changes in speed are expected to be negative and
those in margin are expected to be positive.
An ANOVA for changes in speed indicates a significant
main effect (F(2, 77) = 4.61, p < .05). Ryan’s analysis
showed the changes in MOD w/ GUD are greater than that in
in MOD w/o GUD (t(52) = 2.78, p < .01), but there is no
significant difference between MOD w/ GUD and STR w/
GUD (t(50) = 0.37, n.s.). Similarly, the results for changes in
margin showed a significant main effect (F(2, 77) = 4.98, p
< .01). Ryan’s analysis showed a significant difference
between MOD w/o GUD and MOD w/ GUD (t(52) = 3.05, p
< .005), but not between MOD w/ GUD and STR w/ GUD
(t(50) = 0.86, n.s.).
The results reveals that behavioral intervention without
instructional information decreases behavioral changes for
both braking and steering operations compared to when
intervention is performed with instructional information. A
surprising result is that the margin in the post-run was
significantly smaller than that in the pre-run in the MOD w/o
GUD condition (t(27) = 13.75, p < .001), meaning that
participants who were not provided instructional information
adopted risker behavior against the behavioral guidance
offered by the system. The experimental results also show
that, despite strict assistance, behavioral improvements in
both braking and steering operations for the STR w/ GUD
condition were comparable to those for the MOD w/ GUD
condition.
IV.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we manipulated instructional information
provided by an assistance system as cognitive guidance and
the degree of behavioral intervention. In an experiment, we
verified that an advanced driving assistance system affects
usability evaluations and behavioral changes.
The results showed the following findings. First, the
degree of behavioral intervention has a significant effect on
user subjective evaluations of the system; however, it does
not affect behavioral changes significantly. The evaluation
scores for efficiency, understandability, and comfort with the
STR w/ GUD condition were substantially less than those for
the MOD w/ GUD condition. This implies that strict
intervention implemented by autonomous systems makes
users uncomfortable and causes disinterest in understanding
the system. In addition, we found no significant differences
in behavioral changes between the MOD w/ GUD and STR
w/ GUD conditions. It is assumed that users do not intend to
accept all interventions provided by the system due to
discomfort with the systems.
Second, the information provided by autonomous
systems has a significant effect on users’ behavioral changes
but does not have significant effect on their subjective
evaluations. The results showed no differences between the
MOD w/o GUD and MOD w/ GUD conditions for all
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usability elements. It was surprising that cognitive guidance
did not influence subjective evaluations of the system. Even
in such a case, improvements to behavioral changes in the
MOD w/o GUD condition were significantly smaller than
those of the MOD w/ GUD condition. This indicates that the
absence of instructional information provided by
autonomous systems reduces educational effects and, in
some cases, hinders user behavior improvements. It is likely
that users cannot distinguish their own behavior and
normative behavior guided by an assistance system if the
system does not explicitly identify the differences.
For future research, we will consider how different
environments affect drivers’ usability and behavior, and what
drivers understand about the assistance system.
V.

CONCLUSION

We investigated how the behavior of autonomous
systems affects users relative to cognitive and behavioral
aspects. The results showed that the strict intervention
reduces subjective evaluations, and the absence of
instructional information hinders behavioral changes.
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Abstract— The automated recognition of marble slab surface
textures is an important task in the contemporary marble tiles
production. The simplicity of the applied methods corresponds
with fast processing, which is important for real-time
applications. In this research a supervised learning of a multilayered neural network is proposed and tested. Aiming high
recognition accuracy, combined with simple preprocessing, the
neural network is trained with different alternating input
training sets including combination of high correlated and decorrelated input data. The obtained good results in the
recognition stage are represented and discussed, further
research is proposed.

In Section II, the state of the art is represented, together
with a discussion about disadvantages of the listed methods
concerning the obtained results. In Section III, the selected
preprocessing method is explained and the used system
components are described. Section IV contains the
experimental conditions and results, along with comparative
discussions. In Section V, the conclusions and future work
are defined.

Keywords-neural
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network;

I.
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texture;

INTRODUCTION

The automated recognition of marble slab surfaces is a
fudge factor for increasing the production efficiency. The
prerequisite for that is to apply reduced hardware equipment
and simple software methods to obtain fast processing in
real-time work. Taking into account these requirements, the
achieved recognition accuracy is very important especially in
the case of similar marble surface textures. Finding the
appropriate input data transformations would facilitate the
next recognition step. Thus, the choice of simple texture
parametrical descriptions and their interclass de-correlation
in the preprocessing stage is an essential question. The next
one is the right choice of an appropriate trained adaptive
recognition structure.
In this research a simple hardware structure combined
with a supervised learning of a multi-layered neural network
(NN) is proposed and tested. Two different types of texture
descriptions are used for training the network. Aiming high
recognition accuracy, combined with simple preprocessing,
the NN is trained with these alternating input training sets
including combination of high correlated and de-correlated
input data.
The obtained results, when training the network with a
single type and with different types of alternating input
training sets are represented. The obtained good results in the
recognition stage even for similar textures are represented
and discussed. Further research is proposed.
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II.

RELATED WORKS

There are many related research proposals for recognition
of similar, different shaded or hardly distinguishable marble
textures. One of the often investigated proposals for
extraction of texture feature descriptions is the statistical,
instead of structural methods. In [1], the authors represent
texture-based image classification using the gray-level cooccurrence matrices (GLCM) and self-organizing map
(SOM) methods. They obtain 97.8 % accuracy and show the
superiority of GLCM+SOM over the single and fused
Support-Vector-Machine (SVM), over the Bayes classifiers
using Bayes distance and Mahalanobis distance. To identify
the textile texture defects, the authors in [2], propose also a
method based on a GLCM feature extractor. The numerical
simulation shows error recognition of 91%. The authors in
[3], investigate marble slabs with small gradient of colors
and hardly-distinguishable veins in the surface. They apply a
faster version of a Co-occurrence matrix to form a feature
vector of mean, energy, entropy, contrast and homogeneity,
for each of the three color channels. Thus they constitute a
NN input feature vector of 15 neurons and the designed
network presents 15 neurons in the input layer. In this case
the authors claim high-speed processing and recognition
accuracy of 80-92.7%. Another known approach for texture
segmentation and classification using NN as recognition
structure, is the implementation of Wavelet transform over
the image and feeding the network with a feature vector of
Wavelet coefficients [4][5]. Training a hierarchical NN
structure with texture histograms and their second derivative
is also announced as giving good recognition accuracy [6].
Considering the explicated data, we could formulate some
disadvantages of the approaches given above. The use of
GLCM needs high computations and even faster version of a
Co-occurrence matrix as given in [3], needs computations
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multiple times over the whole image for each of the three
colors. The calculation of Wavelets is also a time-consuming
operation. Using hierarchical NN structure, feeding different
NNs [6], with different input feature vectors, would be more
complicated, particularly for real-time applications in
different hardware platforms. The obtained accuracy is not
approaching 100%. Thus, the important source of optimizing
the recognition method lies in the simplifying the
preprocessing stage/the input feature vector and in finding a
more efficient training method along with reducing the NN
nodes.
III.

A. Preprocessing Stage
The experiments are carried out for three marble
tiles/classes with similar textures given in Figure 2. The
color images are transformed to grey level images applying
the method (R+B+G)/3, which will reduce and average the
color channel information. It is a loss of information, but it
will simplify the further calculations. Calculating different
color histograms or any color model parameters (as Hue
color parameters), aiming to prepare different input vectors
for MLP NN, would require a much more complex NN

METHOD AND SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

In this section, a motivation for choosing the proposed
input training sets is given, along with description of the
system components.
A. Selecting a Preprocessing Method
Complying with the finding that NN training would be
more efficient, when applying different types of intra class
input data [7][8], we choose to train a single MLP Backpropagation NN alternating with two types of input vectors.
The first one is the calculated first derivative dH(g)/dg of the
corresponding normalized grey level (g) texture histogram
H(g). As we test marble tiles with similar textures, the
obtained inter class vectors are high correlated, which will
“embarrass” the NN class-separation capabilities. However,
we use this training set because it reflects the vertical H(g)
axis changes. To compensate the high inter class correlation,
we investigated different types of simple mathematical
transformations over the H(g), to find de-correlated input
training vectors. In our case, U = Exp(k.H(g)) gave the best
reduction of the inter class correlation coefficient and was
chosen for second input training set. So, the NN is trained
with these alternating input training sets including
combination of high correlated and de-correlated input data.
B. System Components
The proposed test system includes one smart camera NI
1742(300dpi) with triggered infrared lighting, software
Vision Builder for Automated inspection AI’14 (VB for AI)
and Neuro-System V5.0 - shown in Figure1. The images are
taken at the same distance with the same spatial resolution.
In off-line mode, the captured image contrast quality is
improved in VB for AI applying simple lookup table, the
corresponding preprocessing of the two types of training sets
are calculated. In on-line/test mode the same operations are
performed for each test sample, but the input data only “go”
through the saved (after the training), weight matrix W. The
results are given to VB for AI for visualization and
preparation for extraction through standard interfaces.
IV.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, the details of the preprocessing stage are
given, along with a description of the MLP NN training.
Also, the choice of the NN parameters is explained. In the
end of the section, the achieved results are shown and a
comparative analysis is represented.
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Figure 1. System components

structure. In our case, this loss of information is
compensated by using de-correlated input data as
Exp(k.H(g)). To evaluate the similarity between samples of

a/

b/

c/

Figure 2. Grey level marble tiles – a/-class1, b/-class2, c/-class3

classes i, j for different input NN feature vector descriptions,
the correlation coefficient rij is calculated according to [9].
Points 1 to 4 of X axis in Figure 3, show the correlation
between some exemplars of classes 1 and 2, points 5 to 8 the correlation between exemplars of classes 2 and 3, points
9 to 12 - the correlation between exemplars of classes 1 and
3. As the coefficient rij for H(g) varies in the range (0.24;0.96), it shows very high similarity particularly between
classes 2 and 3. That is the reason for searching additional
transformations over H(g), to achieve low inter class
correlation and better separation between the classes. Thus,
the input training vectors will facilitate the NN generalizing
capabilities. As the normalized H(g)/Hmax(g) variables are in
the range (0;1), the function U= Exp(k.H(g)), where
,
will be suitable, because the correlation coefficient is not
invariant about this transformation. Good separable
descriptions are obtained when choosing proper values for k
(k=10, k=20, k=-10, etc.). With k=100, i.e., for
U=Exp(100.H(g)), we achieve the best de-correlation results,
shown in Figure 3., where rij varies in the range (0.036;0.24). For the normalized H(g) values given in Figure
4, the calculated U are represented in Figure 5. As the
function U has a smoothing effect over H(g), it also
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Figure 3. Correlation coefficient rij for different input training sets

reduces the sharpness of vertical changes in H(g). To
conserve and even increase these informative areas we use
dH(g)/dg as additional NN training set. It also gives better rij
then H(g). The training set of dH(g)/dg is shown in Figure 6.
B. Train Method
The decision plane consists of a 3-layered MLP NN,
trained with well-known Back-propagation algorithm [8].
The input layer has 45 sampled dH(g)/dg and
U=Exp(100.H(g)) values over the histograms, calculated in

Test Samples of Class2

Test Samples of Class3

Exp(100H(g))

Figure 7. Test Exp(100.H(g)) values for the samples of classes1,2 and 3

VB for AI [10]. They are given alternative to the NN input
layer nodes. By training of MLP NN we want to obtain
"softer" transitions or larger regions, where the output stays
near to "1" or "-1" (using tangent hyperbolic as activation
function). The training in off-line was repeated to find the
optimized MLP NN structure according to the method given
in [5]. We obtained the best fitting structure with 18 hidden
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Figure 8. Output neuron values for recognition of class1 samples

Samples of Class3

Figure 4. Normalized histogram values H(g) for samples of classes1, 2, 3
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Figure 9. Output neuron values for recognition of class2 samples
Figure 5. Train Exp(100.H(g)) values for the samples of classes1, 2, 3
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Figure 10. Output neuron values for recognition of class3 samples
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TABLE I. RECOGNITION ACCURACY FOR ALL TESTED SAMPLES

TABLE II. COMPARATIVE RESULTS FOR RECOGNITION ACCURACY AND
REAL-TIME EXECUTION

Recognized classes
Recognition
Accuracy [%]

Case 1-dH/dg
Case
2Exp(100.H(g))
Case 3-alternately
(dH/dg;
Exp(100.H(g))

Method

Number
of hidden
neurons

MSE
[%]

Recognition
accuracy
[%]

Real-time
execution
[ms]

Histogram

50

0.16

85

578

Class1

Class2

Class3

DCT

50

0.01

95

638

5/84.8%

7/ 78.8%

8/ 75.7%

DWT

25

0.16

100

649

3/ 90.9%

5/ 84.8%

6/ 81.8%

Alternately
(dH/dg;
Exp(100.H(g))

18

0.01

97

247

0/ 100%

2/ 94%

1/ 97%

layer neurons and 3 output neurons, corresponding to the
three trained classes. Figures 4 through 7 represent
respectively H(g), train dH(g)/dg, train Exp(100.H(g)) and
test Exp(100.H(g)) values for four samples of each class.
The achieved output neuron values when recognizing
samples of class 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Figures 8, 9 and 10.
The proportion of 60%-7%-33%: 60 train samples, 7
verification samples, 33 test samples of each class) between
training, cross validating and testing set of the general
sample number is used in the research [11]. The 60% of the
samples for each class were randomly given to the MLP NN
for training with 20 samples of each class. To some of the
train exemplars Motion Blur or Gaussian Noise is added.
Motion Blur is added to simulate the effect of smoothing
and blurring the images, when they move on a conveyer
belt. The value of 9Pix Motion Blur corresponds to an
image resolution of 300 dpi or 118 Pix/cm, to 25 m/min
linear velocity of the conveyer belt and to 1/500 sec camera
exposure time. The same conditions but for 1/300 exposure
time correspond to 15Pix Motion Blur and for 1/200
exposure time corresponds to 25 Pix Motion Blur. Gaussian
Noise 2%, 3% or 9Pix Motion Blur to three of the train
samples of each class was added. To five of the test samples
for each class was added Gaussian Noise between 3 and 5%
or Motion Blur between 10 and 15%.
The train process terminated when a Mean Square Error
(MSE) of 0.01 was obtained. The recognition accuracy is
calculated as (1 - Number of false recognized
samples/Number of all test samples of each class) x 100 [%]
and is given in Table I. The results are given for three
different training modes: first case - train the NN only with
dH(g)/dg; second case – train only with Exp(100.H(g)); third
– train alternatively with both dH(g)/dg and Exp(100.H(g)).
The best recognition accuracy between 94% and 100% is
obtained in the third case. The output results are extracted
through VB for AI in different conventional interface formats
as Modbus, RS 232 and GigE Vision Standard. Table II
shows the comparative results concerning recognition
accuracy and real-time execution. They are related to the
research given in [5][6] where the same images were tested,
but applying pre-processing with Wavelets (DWT) and DCT
over grey image histograms. Almost the same recognition
accuracy was achieved as with DWT, but with a simplified
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NN structure (only 18 neurons in the hidden layer) because
of simple pre-processing method providing at the same time
de-correlation of the NN input train data. In the case of
alternately training with dH/dg; Exp(100.H(g), the
execution time is about three times reduced.
V.

CONCLUSION

In this research, a simple method for recognition of
similar marble tiles with high correlated histograms is
proposed and tested for three texture classes. High
recognition accuracy is obtained under very simple
calculations in the preprocessing stage. Calculation of
dH(g)/dg and Exp(100.H(g)) is a very simple single
operation over H(g). Training the MLP NN with both –
slightly de-correlated inter class data as dH(g)/dg, thus
conserving the local changes of H(g) between neighbors g,
and strong de-correlated data as Exp(100.H(g)) is a
prerequisit to obtain very good recognition results. The
choice of only one NN with a relatively small number of
neurons, instead of a hierarchical NN structure and the
simple processing, allows method implementation in realtime systems. In future work, the method will be tested for
more classes with similar textures also for other type of
textures, to generalize the results. It is also interesting to
find analog transformations for good NN input data decorrelation.
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Abstract— In this paper, we designed and implemented the
automotive radar based on Frequency Modulated Continuous
Wave method for Lane Change Assist and Blind Spot
Detection radar system. We also developed digital signal
processing module and a 24 GHz FMCW radar RF module
composed of a single transmitter, a single transmitting antenna
array of five elements and three receivers to measure range,
velocity and angle for LCA and BSD. In order to verify the
developed radar system, we conducted experiments to measure
the detection rate and the range accuracy in the anechoic
chamber and real road environment. The experimental results
show that the developed radar is feasible for use in BSD/LCA
systems for automotive.
Keywords- FMCW Radar; Automotive Radar; BSD; Bind
Spot Detection; LCA; Lane Change Assistance.
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BSD/LCA RADAR SYSTEM DEGIGN

We implemented the FMCW LCA/BSD radar systems at
24 GHz, which has two receiving antennas and analog-todigital converter (ADC) channels. The transmitter contains a
voltage controlled oscillator (VCO), a frequency synthesizer,
and a 26 MHz oscillator. To generate the FMCW source, a
frequency synthesizer controls the input voltage of the VCO.
The source sweeps over the range of 24.0-24.25 GHz.
freq.

Tx signal
Rx signal

PRI

B

INTRODUCTION

Recently, the smart car for autonomous driving has
functions such as lane keeping support, lane change support,
inter-vehicle distance control, etc. This function is based on
radar and vision sensor. It is a precise distance measurement
technology for various obstacles and moving objects is
required. Lane change assist (LCA) and Blind spot detection
(BSD) radars should be able to detect objects approaching at
a medium distance as well as at the rear of the near side.
Because the LCA/BSD system must be able to detect where
the moving target is on the left and right lanes of the vehicle
in the rear of the vehicle and to be able to detect whether
there is a moving target in the blind zone area, the signal
processing technique is needed [1]-[3].
Frequency modulated continuous Wave (FMCW) radar
has been popularly used in automotive radar. It can detect
range and velocity of the moving target, simultaneously. To
overcome ambiguities, the fast ramp based FMCW radar has
been proposed [4][5].
In this paper, we developed an integrated medium - range
radar system with dual function for blind spot detection and
lane change support. To verify the developed radar, we
tested in the anechoic chamber of high frequency band.
This paper is organized as follows. The system design of
the BSD/LCA radar is presented in Section II. To validate
developed systems, experimental results are provided in
Section III. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in Section IV.
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Figure 1. FMCW radar signal (a) the transmitted signal and received
signal (b) beat signal.

Figure 2. Signal processing module and transceiver of the Developed
BSD/LCA radar system
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Figure 1 shows frequencies as a function of time in the
transmitted signals and received signals for a stationary
target. The range beat frequency can be obtained by signal
processing, and then the range of the target can be estimated
using (1).
(1)
R =(C ⋅ PRI ⋅ f b ) /(2 ⋅ B)
where, C is light speed, B is the modulation bandwidth, and
td is the delay time between transmitted and received signals.
The PRI is Pulse Repetition Interval, which is a chirp
period.
The signal processing module and the transceiver are shown
in Figure 2. The detection algorithm based on 2D fast fourier
transform (FFT) using fast ramp was implemented in the
signal processing module. Transceiver consists of a transmit
antenna with five arrays, a receive antenna with three
channels, which has three receiving antennas and four ADC
channels.
III.

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we
tested the detection performance of the developed radar
system using the two-channel FMCW RF module shown in
Figure 2.
TABLE I.

Range (m)
0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.4

Measured
average
range

0.47

0.94

1.41

1.88

2.34

2.81

3.28

Range
accuracy

0.03

0.06

0.09

0.12

0.16

0.19

0.12

Range (m)
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

Measured
average
range

10.5
3

20.6
0

30.6
8

40.7
4

50.8
1

59.9
7

71.4
1

Range
accuracy

0.53

0.60

0.68

0.74

0.81

0.03

1.41

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents experimental results to demonstrate
the performance of the developed BSD/LCA radar in the
anechoic chamber and road environment.
We experimented in chamber with frequency band from
8GHz to 110GHz to obtain the accurate measurement results.
As shown in Figure 3, the dimension is 10m (L) × 5m (W) ×
4m (H).

RANGE ACCURACY

By using the chamber environment, we can avoid the
negative effect of the unknown echoes on the algorithm
performance. We performed the range estimation of the
developed 24 GHz FMCW BSD/LCA radar sensor for single
target, placed at different location in chamber room. We
have captured the beat signal through Ethernet using radar
signal processing module. Range accuracy was measured
1,000 times in the anechoic chamber. The target is located
0.5m to 3m in intervals of 0.5m. We measured the range
changing the distance in 10m intervals from 10m to 70m to
demonstrate the performance of the maximum detection
range. Table 1 shows the measurement results of the range
accuracy. The experimental results show that the measured
average distance accuracy is about 0.11m at distance
between 0.5 m and 3.4 m and about 0.69m at distance
between 10m to 70m respectively.

Figure 3. Photo of the anechoic chamber

In our chamber environment, we performed range
accuracy experiments with multiple targets. Figure 2 shows
the signal processing module and the radio frequency (RF)
transceiver module of the developed LCA / BSD radar.
BSD/LCA radar algorithm is implemented in TI DSP
TMS320F28335 as shown Figure 2. The MS320F28335
processor is a low cost, high efficiency processor that
operates at 150MHz and provides interfaces and signal
processing libraries such as ADC, direct memory access
(DMA), and control area network (CAN). The RF
transceiver module consists of a transmit antenna with five
arrays, a receive antenna with three channels, and an RF
module.
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(b)
Figure 4. Experiment environments (a) radar setup (b) snapshot of the
scenario

Figure 4 shows the experimental environment for the
verification of the algorithm of the developed BSD/LCA
radar in this paper. Figure 4 (a) shows that the developed
radar for the experiment on an actual road environment is
mounted on an experimental vehicle bumper. Figure 4 (b)
shows an experiment in which the radar detects a moving
target. The measured results of the developed radar system
are passed through CAN, and the results are sent to a PC
through a CAN to LAN convertor. The final results were
displayed using a monitoring program as shown Figure 5 and
Figure 6.

The experiments were performed to verify the developed
radar could simultaneously detect the BSD and LCA zones
on urban road environment. The purpose of this experiment
is to verify that the BSD/LCA radar system gives warnings
when required as the target vehicle overtakes the radar
vehicle on real road environment.
Figure 5 shows the experimental results of the LCA zone
of the developed radar on real road environment. The
measured detection results of the LCA zone shows that
developed radar can detect the target vehicle approaching the
radar vehicle at high speed as shown Figure 5. Figure 6
shows the measured detection results of the BSD zone of the
developed radar on real road environment. The detection
results of the BSD zone show that developed radar can detect
the target vehicle in the BSD area within 5m as shown
Figure 6. Figure 5 and 6 show the range, velocity, and angel
of the radar output.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the LCA/BSD radar system was presented.
We developed the radar system to obtain high accuracy
range and velocity for LCA/BSD. The LCA/BSD radar
algorithm is implemented on DSP chip of the developed
signal processing module. We verified the radar sensor
connected with a 24 GHz front-end-module transceiver to
obtain accurate measurement results in anechoic chamber.
And we demonstrated that the developed radar has target
detection capabilities of BSD area (within 5m) and LCA area
(maximum 70m) for BSD/LCA application. Convincing
results confirm the feasibility of the complete system and are
encouraging for further research activities.
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Abstract— Systems and machines must operate under
satisfactory conditions to attest to the quality of its production.
Using Fuzzy Cognitive Maps based in concepts of the Reliability
Centered Maintenance in order to obtain quantitative feedback
to support the decision-making process and maintenance
strategy, as proposed in this research, one can propose great
reliability. This article presents Reliability Centered
Maintenance (RCM) through a generic maintenance checklist for
electric motors. Through fault and / or fault correction
maintenance procedures, a simplified Cognitive Fuzzy Dynamic
Map (sDFCM) that will present a quantitative diagnosis offering
a computational tool to assist in maintenance management,
providing upgrades to the system or machine can model it.

Keywords— Reliability Centered Maintenance, Management
Maintenance, Electric Motors, Fuzzy Cognitive Maps, Quantitative
Analysis.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of the industrial process, from the
Industrial Revolution (seventeenth century), provoked within
the industry, as a whole, the technological evolution. This fact
has changed the importance of maintenance, aiming to provide
greater quality and competitiveness for the manufacturing
sector. This scenario indicates that more and more companies,
to achieve what is called "World-Class Performance", are
demanding great efforts to improve quality, productivity, and
reduce costs, having a direct impact on effective maintenance
[1].
Electric motors are extremely energy efficient. These
devices, in a production system due to their importance, must
have a maintenance schedule. Although engines have highly
efficient parts, like any other equipment, are still susceptible
to failure. When the fault happens, the drive can be sent to be
rewound or a new engine is purchased to replace the faulty
one. Failure of the electric motor may result in loss of capacity
as well as excessive repair and maintenance costs.
By routinely performing corrective, preventive and
predictive tasks, the life of an engine can be extended, and it is
efficiency improved. Some companies describe their
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maintenance procedures so that each maintenance team
follows the same methodology. On the other hand, in most
countries of the world, electric motors consume up about 66%
of the electricity generated. On average, the energy consumed
by an induction motor during its life cycle is 60–100 times the
initial cost of the motor [2].
For Tsang, the evolution of maintenance techniques and
methods needs to prioritize current operational strategies,
expectations of environmental preservation and security by
society, technological changes, increasing environmental and
organizational changes [3]. Thus, the main objective is to
present the methodology MRC - Maintenance Reliability
Centered regarding an analysis in electric motors. The specific
objectives of this work are to present a brief rationale on
Reliability Centered Maintenance, to suggest Fuzzy Cognitive
Maps (FCM) to quantify maintenance reliability and provide
maintenance reliability level feedback. However, the
suggested FCM is still at the level of belief, that is, according
to the view of experts or specialists. So, the need for
maintenance management of this equipment becomes
essential. Conceptually, maintenance is the activity that seeks
to preserve the technical characteristics of an equipment at the
level of its specified performance.
The maintenance of equipment and machinery must include
technical knowledge and administrative procedures to
maintain its characteristics of functionality, safety and
environmental. Otherwise, the maintenance must allow the
equipment to operate ensuring the continuous production of
the company and / or industry, besides preventing failures that
may partially or fully harm the production line involved.
The application of maintenance strategies focuses directly
on the particularities of the aging stage of equipment and
installations. According to the concept of maintenance and
conservation of machines and equipment, it can be mentioned
the Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) methodology,
which is oriented to failures and defects of machines or
systems. In short, RCM, in its classic form, is the application
of a structured method to establish the best maintenance
strategy for a given system or equipment. Thus, the concepts
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of failure and structured analysis will be used in the
development of this research. Even though the proposed tool
is in an initial stage, it can be extended and applied in others
devices, such as electrical transformers with different powers
and specifications.
The main goal of this work is to develop a methodology for
the creation of maintenance indicators in industrial electric
motors, which will be used to achieve strategic planning in
favor of a continuous improvement in the productive process
of goods and services. The specific goal of this work is to
present a brief background on maintenance’s aspects to
suggest the Simplified Dynamic Fuzzy Cognitive Maps
(sDFCM) to quantify the maintenance reliability level.
The structure of this paper is as it follows. Section 2
conceptualizes aspects of maintenance and industrial
maintenance. Section 3 discusses the main aspects of FCM and
sDFCM, and presents the approach towards maintenance
management inspired on RCM applied in electric motors.
Section 4 presents the simulated results, and Section 5
concludes the paper and suggests future works.
II.

MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS

The management of maintenance systems is a complex
activity, especially when there are several contracting
companies acting as executors of planned and emergency
activities. In particular, the maintenance of electrical motors,
due to the need of uninterrupted work in factory floor [4].
In industrial plants, the stoppage for maintenance, in
general, generates concern about the scheduling and production
progress. The organization must be structured with the purpose
of fulfilling the binding requirements, relating technics in the
manufacturing process, the personnel involved with the
product and maintenance of the machines used in the
manufacturing process and the type of product to be
manufactured.
The adaptation of all administrative practices with technical
and supervisory actions, which happens through direct or
indirect equipment processes, shall be aimed at ensuring the
safety and efficiency of the functions and standards required in
the manufacture or service supply in which the equipment was
designed for.
Managing equipment requires a maintenance routine that
must involve several actions that configure the best functioning
and allow reliability in the process in which it is inserted, such
as electrical motors in discharge conveyor. In this context, the
development of a strategy that indicates reliability levels can be
used to help in the management of the maintenance, identifying
points of possible improvements in the quality, e.g. the
technical knowledge of the manpower.
It is not the scope of this work to substantiate the types of
maintenance. Only the concepts required for maintenance
management inspired by the RCM technique by means of an
sDFCM will be aproached.
The types of classic maintenance considered in the
development of this work are:
 Corrective Maintenance: performed when a failure
occurs over certain equipment. It can be planned when
the equipment indicates symptoms that its operation is
not under normal conditions, or that the cost-benefit
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relation to Preventive Maintenance is more interesting
and profitable. It is also identified as unplanned, where
an unexpected failure occurs and a rapid corrective
action is required.
 Preventive Maintenance: indicated when it is necessary
to replace parts or recover the equipment. This type of
maintenance analyzes the best moment for the
maintenance to happen in critical equipment, preventing
the manifestation of failures.
 Predictive Maintenance: it requires a constant
monitoring of the equipment through more
sophisticated instruments, which allows equipment’s
maintenance before a break happens and it stops
working. Some of the main methods used to monitor
equipment, vibration analysis, thermography analysis,
noise analysis, insulation resistance, rolling check
among other potential problems.
The goal of this work is to develop a maintenance strategy
inspired by the RCM through the occurrence of faults and
defects, and predictive and preventive maintenance levels in
industrial electric motors, aiming the construction of a tool to
assist on decision-making process regarding failures and
defects, especially failures. Thereby, it is important to define:
 Defect: an anomaly in equipment that can cause it to
operate irregularly or below its rated capacity. If not
corrected in time, it can evolve and cause the equipment
to fail and be removed from service.
 Fault: an anomaly in equipment that necessarily
requires the interruption of the equipment in operation,
i.e. withdrawing it from service.
Failures and defects can be expanded in more complexity
levels, but the purpose of this work is to develop a tool for
diagnosis by the frequency of their occurrence and not intrinsic
analysis of the causes. Thus, reliability can be defined as the
ability of an item to perform a specified required function over
a given time interval. Failures can be classified by their origin,
speed and manifestation [5].
There are several maintenance management strategies in
the literature [6], among them it is noteworthy citing the RCM.
The RCM is a technique used to develop cost-effective
maintenance plans and criteria so the operational capability of
equipment is achieved, restored, or maintained. Its main
objective is to reduce the maintenance cost by focusing on the
most important functions of the system. There are several
different formulations of RCM processes in the literature. The
RCM analysis may be carried out as a sequence of activities or
steps.
The use of a checklist is usual in maintenance management
for standardization and recording the sequence of the actions to
be performed. The execution frequency of the check list
procedures is of paramount importance, since some inspected
items require annual, monthly, weekly or even daily
monitoring and should be defined by the area experts [7]. The
priority regarding the activity developed in maintenance should
also be determined. Priorities are stipulated according to the
importance and nature of the machine. A priori, suggestions of
the main actions are presented, in a summarized way, adopted
by the authors or specialists. This work’s proposal is to use the
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concepts discussed and associate them to a checklist applied to
electric motors, as presented in Table 1.
It is expected that one of the contributions of this research
is the modeling of a maintenance management strategy, even
though it is necessary to define its frequency of execution
using suitable models. Thus, the development of a cognitive
model that represents the management inspired by the concepts
of Reliability Centered Maintenance prioritizes the
representation of the concepts of potential failure / defect and
functional failure / defect.
TABLE I.
Item

CHECKLIST MAINTENANCE IN ELETRIC MOTORS
Maintenance actions description

Engine board data in the environment.
Check vibrations and noises outside of standard.
Grease bearings.
Measure and record voltage and current between phases.
Check status of lubricant types.
Measure and record the insulation resistance.
Measure and record temperature of the bearings and the
wound elements.
Check and correct the condition of the seals or ring.
Vibration monitoring.
Visual inspection.
Motor circuit analysis.
Grounding situation.
Machine Reliability Level.

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13

Thus, Gonzalo and collaborators recently suggested that the
Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs) are powerful tools for
modeling dynamic systems. FCMs describe expert knowledge
of complex systems with high dimensions and a variety of
factors. An increased interest about the theory and application
of FCMs in complex systems also has been noted. In short,
FCMs are powerful tools for modeling dynamic systems.
Although FCM are considered as neural systems, there are
major differences regarding other types of artificial neural
networks (ANN) [26]. In this way, according [17], the
fundamental difference between FCM and ANN is that all
nodes of the FCM have a strong semantic.
In general, the FCMs can be developed in two different
ways, in an automatic way, through historical data, or manually
[27]. The FCM used in this research was developed manually,
because the causal relationships weights were adjusted
empirically, so that the desired output is a quantitative
diagnosis through the qualitative opinion of the experts.
Further constructions details of the classical FCM with
different mathematical formalisms, inferences types and
applications can be found in [28]. Recently, in [29] presents
different evolutions of the classic FCM model and its new
applications. In this work, especially in chapter 10, an
algorithm based on FCM Ontology [30] is presented as
development steps of an FCM model, as shown in Table 2.
TABLE II.
Steps

III.

DYNAMIC FUZZY COGNITIVE MAPS APPLIED TO
MAINTENANCE QUALITY LEVEL

This research suggests the use of a sDFCM, a variation of
the classic FCM, to assign maintenance quality levels. The
initial version of sDFCM1 is implemented in this paper and its
complete version (sDFCM1 and sDFCM2, in a future work) to
assist decision making in the maintenance management area.
A Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM) is a Fuzzy Inﬂuence Graph
which is a result from the works of some psychologists.
“Cognitive Maps” has been ﬁrst introduced to describe
complex topological memorizing behaviors in the rats [8].
Since the pioneering work of Kosko [9], which extended
Axelrod's Cognitive Maps [10] by the inclusion of Fuzzy
Logic, several applications of FCM have emerged in the
literature in several knowledge areas. Some applications of the
FCM and its variations can be found in the literature in the
areas of artificial life [11] [12], spot detection in images
generated by the stereo camera system [13], mobile robotics
[14], decision making in the medical field [15]. Besides, time
series prediction [16], multi agent systems [17] [18], process
control [19], maintenance management [20], swarm robotics
[21], among others. Recently, some studies are using learning
algorithms to adjust interaction weights among the factors to
overcome drawbacks in FCM [22]. In this way, evolutions of
the FCM has appeared, such as ED-FCM (Event Driven-Fuzzy
Cognitive Maps) applied in autonomous mobile robotics [23],
and DCN (Dynamic Cognitive Networks) on process control
[24] [25]. In [18] a formal adaptation of the original FCM is
presented, this new tool is designated as TAFCM (Timed
Automata Fuzzy Cognitive Maps). These are just a few of
several examples that can be found in the literature.
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1

2
3
4

5
6

FCM ONTOLOGY
Description

Identification of elementary concepts, their roles (input,
output, decision and level) and their interconnections,
determining its causal nature (positive, negative, neutral)
Initial set-up of concepts and relationships. The initial
state values of the map (nodes/edges) can be acquired
from experts, historical data analysis and / or system
simulation
Determination of ontological influence among concepts.
Design of the different ontological views of the system
To each view of the system, design of fuzzy rule bases
and time varying functions computing the values for the
weights of the DFCM fuzzy and/or time-varying relations
Design of management level corresponding to the
development of the rule base that are associated to and
selection relations, and, implementation of algorithm to
on-line learning such as reinforcement learning rules
Model Validation

The DFCM development has 7 steps; the sDFCM has
summarized it down to 6 steps, excluding the step that
addresses information processing and dynamic tuning of the
causal relationships. Thus, the basic difference between the
proposed version and the former one, in this research, is the
application of machine learning algorithms for dynamic tuning
of the DFCM is not necessary. More information on the
development of DFCM can be found in [12], in which it also
discusses aspects of DFCM stability, relevant to the
development of the cognitive model, as the one used in this
research.
Steps 1, 2 and 3 of this algorithm are like classic FCM
development. Step 4 is related to the inclusion of fuzzy
relations that model cause-effect relationships in the graph. The
use of a fuzzy relation allows modeling a relationship with
more than a concept as antecedent and/or consequents and
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therefore a non-monotonic inference engine is represented.
This step is quite common in recent models using FCM [31]. In
step 5 the rule base associated with the strategic decision level
is included. Finally, step 6 corresponds to the model validation.
The FCM inference is made through concepts and their
respective causal relationships. They are updated through
iteration with the other concepts and with their own value. This
is given by the matrix with the causal relations weights, and is
represented by the weight sum, equation (1), similarly used in
[27].. The values of the concepts evolve after the iterations, as
shown by the function of equation (1) and (2) until they
stabilize at a fixed point or in a limit cycle.
n

Ai  f ( ( A j  W ji ) 





the actions to be performed according to the maintenance
information inputs. The initial propose of this research is to
apply the same computational technique to different machines
and / or equipment in the industry, such as electric motors and
transformers. Thereby, it is intended to propose a generic softcomputing technique to contribute in the maintenance
management area. It can be cited some papers that uses softcomputing techniques in maintenance management, ANN in
[33] and in [20] it is used an FCM to assess the risks of
maintenance outsourcing. Fuzzy Logic inference applied in
maintenance management [34], and Mohammadreza’s work
[35] used Fuzzy Logic for strategy in maintenance
management.

j 1
j i

where n is the number of nodes in the graph, Wji is the
arc’s weight that connects the concept Cj to Ci, Ai is the Ci
concept value in the present iteration, and the f function
(equation (2)) is a sigmoidal type function:


f ( x) 

1

1  e  x



The FCM, in some cases, may not stabilize and oscillate, or
even exhibit chaotic behavior [32]. Generally, for well-behaved
systems, it is observed that after a finite number of iterations,
generally a low value, the FCM stabilizes, as shown in Fig. 3;
for the FCM in this work it stabilize after 3 or 4 iterations. The
concepts values reach a fixed equilibrium point or a limit cycle,
presenting a small variation around a fixed value. In [26] it is
analyzed the convergence of the FCM.

Figure 2.

Figure 1.

Maintenance management cognitive model.

Fig. 1 shows an overview of the decision-making sequence
in which sDFCM is part of a maintenance strategy. It is
observed that the FCM inference directly influences the
decision-making, due to the reliability level found by the FCM.
Also, according to Fig. 1, the check list processing determines
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Complete sDFCM (sDFCM1 + sDFCM2)

An important aspect for this work is to characterize some
of these properties come from measurements and are thus
represented by real numbers. However, in many cases (such as
this research), a large amount of information comes from
expert estimates [36].
The complete sDFCM (Fig. 2) is divided in two parts to
contemplate the cognitive model strategy presented in Fig. 1.
The sDFCM1 (red dashed line) uses as input concepts the level
of occurrence and quality of preventive and predictive
maintenance. The established criteria are: when these levels are
above 50% they have a positive influence in the reduction of
the faults and defects, and consequently in the maintenance
quality level; the maintenance quality level has a weak
negative influence on the training and qualification of the team.
Which suggests that when the maintenance level result is under
the 50% criteria, it is needed a higher team qualification, and
vice versa. The selection functions (represented by the red
squares) are used for the inversion of the causality between the
input concepts and the faults and defects occurrence associated
with a rule or condition, in this case the threshold value of
50%. The discourse universe will be established by the
maintenance policy.
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The sDFCM2 (blue dashed line) completes the proposed
strategy with maintenance suggestions according to the input
intensities of related concepts and the maintenance quality
level from sDFCM1. The connections are fuzzy values
obtained through the inference by a set of fuzzy rules. As
example, if the maintenance quality level is high and the
defects levels are low, the sDFCM2 may suggest preventive
maintenance. In short, sDFCM changes its structure according
to variations of the input concepts. As result, after the cognitive
model development, the W matrix in the original definition
reported in [9] is now a time varying matrix which values are
computed per the importance (level) of the modeled
characteristic and the relationship types. Each weight in this
matrix can be also modeled as a tuple:


Ci, Co, r, U, Br)



Where:
Figure 3.

sDFCM initial results, favorable conditions.

 N identifies the layer or level where the relationships
belongs, i.e., a pure causal relationship have N = 0,
since it belongs the lowest layer level.
 Ci represents the input concepts composing the
inference premise.
 Co represents the output concepts of the relationship.
 r is the type of relationship, which can be a causal
relation, a time varying causal relation, a fuzzy relation
or a selection relation.
 U describes the universe of discourse of the
relationship, which can be a numeric value, an interval
or a linguistic variable.
 Br is the index representing the rule base relevant to the
relationship, thus pure causal or time varying causal
relation has Br = 0.
Figure 4.

sDFCM initial results, unfavorable conditions.

IV. INITIAL SDFCM RESULTS
This section will present and discuss the initial sDFCM1
results. It is noteworthy that the results reached a limit cycle,
due to small variations in the output, as can be seen in Figs. 3
and 4. This paper is a work in progress, thus a comparison of
this approach with other methodologies such as classic Fuzzy
will be implemented and presented in future papers.
The initial version of the sDFCM was simulated in two
scenarios, one with favorable conditions and the other with
unfavorable conditions. Fig. 3 shows the initial results for the
favorable conditions, when it is provided to the sDFCM1
considerably high levels of corrective and predictive
maintenance, in which the system infer maintenance quality
level over 89%. It suggests that team training need gets lower,
and consequently, tends to lower faults and defects
occurrences.
On the other hand, when it is provided an unfavorable
condition to the sDFCM (Fig. 4), the maintenance quality level
lowers considerably to around 55%. It suggests a greater need
of team training and higher possibility of fault and defects
occurrence.
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V.

CONCLUSIONS

According to the initial results, the sDFCM corresponded
to the expectations of the work, assigning coherent quantitative
values to the maintenance quality level in a favorable and
unfavorable situation. The possibility levels of failures and
defects occurrence were also coherent, as well the need for
training and qualification of the team. Thus, to validate this
tool, adjustments will be necessary in the model, which may
occur according to different policies of each application.
It is expected to have contributed to maintenance
management area and to Fuzzy Cognitive Maps models with a
computational tool to provide a quantitative feedback for
possible decision making through an initially qualitative
knowledge-based model of the experts.
Future works will address a comparison of the
computational complexity between sDFCM and DFCM, and
the implementation of the sDFCM2. Finally, the application of
the concepts presented in this research in a real case study to
validate the sDFCM, as well the comparative with classic
technique in the literature, such as classic Fuzzy.
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Abstract— This research presents the application of intelligent
techniques to control an industrial mixer. The controller design
is based on Hebbian learning for evolution of Fuzzy Cognitive
Maps. A Fuzzy Classic Controller and Artificial Neural
Network was used to validate the simulation results.
Experimental simulations and analysis in this control problem
was made. In addition, the results were embedded using
algorithms into the Arduino platform.
Keywords-Dynamic Fuzzy Cognitive Maps; Hebbian
Learning; Arduino Microcontroller; Process Control; Fuzzy
Logic; Artificial Neural Network.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In general, some of the difficulties found in acquiring
knowledge in different areas of engineering (such as robotics,
control or process control) are how to recognize the processes
/systems; how to identify important variables and parameters.
In addition, some questions are important: how to classify the
type of physical problem; how to identify the family of
mathematical models that can be associated; how to select the
method and / or tool for the search and analysis of the model.
The ﬁnal output of modern processes is signiﬁcantly
inﬂuenced by the selection of the set points of the process
variables, as they fundamentally impact the product quality
characteristics and the process performance metrics [1]. In this
context, it is possible to define the main goal of this research:
the development of techniques based on knowledge for the
industrial mixer process control, a classic problem of Fuzzy
Cognitive Maps area. It is worth mentioning this work is
inspired by a previous work [2].
The article proposal is a different setup, especially the
initial situation and a comparison with a new controller using
Fuzzy-Logic with ANN (artificial neural network). The
motivation of this research is developments in intelligent
control area, expanding the adaptive concept and studying the
feasibility of an autonomous control in practice.
Intelligent control techniques take control actions without
depending on a complete or partial mathematical model. In
these cases, human beings can deal with complicated
processes based on inaccurate and/or approximate
information. The strategy adopted by them is also of imprecise
nature and usually capable of being expressed in linguistic
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terms. Thus, by means of Fuzzy Logic concepts, it is possible
to model this type of information [3].
In general, Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM) is a tool for
modeling the human knowledge. It can be obtained through
linguistic terms, inherent to Fuzzy Systems, but with a
structure like the Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), which
facilitates data processing, and has capabilities for training and
adaptation. FCM is a technique based on the knowledge that
inherits characteristics of Cognitive Maps and Artificial
Neural Networks [4]-[6], with applications in different areas
of knowledge [7]-[14]. Besides the advantages and
characteristics inherited from these primary techniques, FCM
was originally proposed as a tool to build models or cognitive
maps in various fields of knowledge. It makes the tool easier
to abstract the information necessary for modeling complex
systems, which are similar in the construction to the human
reasoning. Dynamic Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (DFCM) should
be developed to a model that can manage behaviors of nonlinear time-dependent system and sometimes in real time.
Classic FCM has drawback for time modeling [12]. In this
way, examples of different variation of the classic or standard
FCMs [4] can be found in the recent literature, e.g., [12]-[18].
This paper has two objectives. First objective is the
development of two controllers using an acyclic DFCM with
same knowledge as this of Fuzzy and Fuzzy Neural
Controller, and with similar heuristic, thus producing
comparable simulated results. Second goal is to show an
embedded DFCM in the low-cost processing microcontroller
Arduino with more noise and disturbances (valve locking) to
test the adaptability of the DFCM. To reach the goals, we
initially use the similar DFCM proposed initially in [13] to
control an industrial mixing tank. As opposed to [13], we use
the Hebbian algorithm to dynamically adapt the DFCM
weights. In order to validate our DFCM controller, we
compared its performance with a Fuzzy Logic Controller. This
comparison is carried out with simulated data.
This work is developed as follows: Section 2 discusses the
process development; Section 3 presents controllers
development; Section 4 presents the DFCM development;
Section 5 discusses results; Section 6 concludes and
addresses future works.
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II.



DEVELOPMENT

To demonstrate the evolution of the proposed technique
(DFCM) we will use a case study well known in the literature
as seen in [2][5] and others. This case was selected to illustrate
the need for refinement of a model based on FCM built
exclusively with knowledge. The process shown in Fig. 1
consists of a tank with two inlet valves for different liquids, a
mixer, an outlet valve for removal of the final product and a
specific gravity meter that measures the specific gravity of the
produced liquid. In this research, to illustrate and exemplify
the operation of the industrial mixer, the liquids are water with
specific gravity 1 and soybean oil with a specific gravity of
about 0.9.

Concept 2 - State of the valve 2 (closed, open or
partially open).
 Concept 3 - State of the valve 3 (closed, open or
partially open).
 Concept 4 - quantity of mixture (volume) in the tank,
which depends on the operational state of the valves
V1, V2 and V3.
 Concept 5 - value measured by the G sensor for the
specific gravity of the liquid.
Considering the initial proposed evolution for FCM we
use a DFCM to control the mixer which should maintain levels
of volume and mass within specified limits.
The process model uses the mass conservation principle in
incompressible fluid to derive a set of differential equations
representing the process used to test the DFCM controller. As
a result, the tank volume is the volume over the initial input
flow of the inlet valves V1 and V2 minus the outflow valve
V3, this valve V3 and the output campaign was introduced in
this work to increase the complexity original process [20].
Similarly, the mass of the tank follows the same principle as
shown below. The values used for me1 and me2 were 1.0 and
0.9, respectively.

Figure 1. Mixer tank (Source: adapted from [20]).



Valves (V1) and (V2) insert two different liquids (specific
gravities) in the tank. During the reaction of the two liquids, a
new liquid characterized by its new specific gravity value is
produced. At this time, the valve (V3) empties the tank in
accordance with a campaign output flow, but the liquid
mixture should match the specified levels of the volume and
specific gravity.
Although relatively simple, this process is a Two Inputs
Two Outputs (TITO) type with coupled variables. To establish
the quality of the control system of the produced fluid, a
weighting machine placed in the tank measures the (specific
gravity) produced liquid. When the value of the measured
variable G (liquid mass) reaches the range of values between
the maximum and minimum [Gmin, Gmax] specified, the
desired mixed liquid is ready. The removal of liquid is only
possible when the volume (V) is in a specified range between
the values [Vmin and Vmax]. The control consists to keep
these two variables in their operating ranges, as:





Vmin < V < Vmax





Gmin < G < Gmax



In this study, it was tried to limit these values from
approximately the range of 810 to 850 [mg] for the mass and
approximately the range of 840 to 880 [ml] for the volume.
The initial values for mass and volume are 800mg and 850ml
respectively. According to Papageorgiou and collaborators
[21], through the observation and analysis of the process, it is
possible for experts to define a list of key concepts related to
physical quantities involved. The concepts and cognitive
model are:
 Concept 1 - State of the valve 1 (closed, open or
partially open).
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Vtank = Vi + V1 + V2 − V3 



𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 = 𝑀𝑖 + (𝑉1 𝑚𝑒1 ) + (𝑉2 𝑚𝑒2 ) − 𝑀𝑜𝑢𝑡  
III.

FUZZY CONTROLLER DEVELOPMENT

To establish a correlation and a future comparison between
techniques, a Fuzzy Controller was also developed. The
Fuzzy rules base uses the same heuristic control strategy and
conditions.
Fuzzy logic has proved to can provide satisfactory nonlinear controllers even when only the nominal plant model is
available, or when plant parameters are not known with
precision [22]-[24]. Fuzzy Control is a technique used for
decades, especially in process controlling [5].

Figure 2. Fuzzy Controller Surfaces, V1 and V2.

It is a motivation to validate DFCM, so in this study it was
used the same approach for two controllers, with two
different formalisms. It is not in the scope to discuss the
development of the Fuzzy Controller, but, some details of the
structure are pertinent: functions are triangles and trapezoidal
and 6 rules are considered in its base. The surface of this
controller is showed in Fig. 2. Moreover, the rules are
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symmetric and similar by two output valves; in this specific
case the surface of valve 2 is the same as in valve 1. The
examples of base rules are:
1. If (Level is medium) or (Valve Out is medium) then (V1
is medium) and (V2 is medium).
2. If (Level is high) or (Valve Out is low) then (V1 is low)
and (V2 is low).
3. If (Weight is medium) or (Valve Out is medium) then (V1
is medium) and (V2 is medium).
The rules and structure of the Fuzzy Controller used on its
development was based on the DFCM heuristic.
Figure 3 show structure with same variables input and
output like DFCM.

Figure 3. Fuzzy Structure.

A Fuzzy-ANN cascade controller had its ANN (multilayer
perceptron) trained with the output data of the Fuzzy
controller. The topology was empirically chosen by
observing the learning time and output error. Therefore, 200
neurons were used on its hidden layer. Moreover, there were
used 6000 points from inside the control region.
IV.

DFCM DEVELOPMENT

The structure of the DFCM controller is similar to the
developed Fuzzy controller, using same heuristics, e.g., if the
output valve (V3, in accordance to Fig. 1) increases its flow,
the inlet valves (V1 and V2) increase too. In other hand, in
case volume and weight of the mixture increase, the inlet
valves decrease. For example, the relationships W54 and
W53, in the DFCM, are similar in effects or control actions of
the Fuzzy controller’s base rules.
The development of the DFCM is made through three
distinct stages. First, the DFCM is developed as structure,
concepts and causal relationships, similar to a classic FCM,
where concepts and causal relationships are identified through
sensors and actuators of the process. The concepts can be
variables and/or control actions, as already mentioned.
The output valve is defined by a positive relationship, i.e.,
when the campaign increases, the output flow (V3) also
increases, similarly, the input valves increase too; moreover,
when the mixture volume and weight increase, V1 and V2
decrease. In both cases, the flow of the valves increases or
decreases proportionally. The second development stage is the
well-known Genetic Algorithm [25]. The Fig. 4 shows the
schematic graph of a DFCM controller.
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Figure 4. DFCM Controller

In this research, the initial values of causal relationships
are determined through genetic algorithms. The genetic
algorithm used is a conventional one, with a population of 20
individuals, simple crossing and approximately 1% of
mutation. The chromosomes were generated by real numbers
with all the DFCM weights, individuals were random and the
initial method of classification was the tournament method
with 3 individuals.
Finally, the fitness function for simplicity considers the
overall error of the two desired outputs with 60 generations of
the Genetic Algorithm proposed; it stabilizes and reaches the
initial solution for the opening of the valves, approximately
42%.
Table 1 shows initial values of the DFCM weighs.
Different proposals and variations of this method applied in
tuning FCM can be found [16].
TABLE I.

INITIALS CASUAL RELATIONSHIP WEIGHTS

W23

W24

W13

W14

W53

W54

-0.23

-0.26

-0.26

-0.26

0.23

0.15

The third stage of the DFCM development concerns the
tuning or refinement of the model for dynamic response of the
controller. In this case, when a change of output set-point in
the campaign occurs, the weights of the causal relationships
are dynamically tuned. To perform this, function a new kind
of concept and relation was included in the cognitive model.
To dynamically adapt the DFCM weights we used the
Hebbian learning algorithm for FCM that is an adaptation of
the classic Hebbian method [4]. Different proposals and
variations of this method applied in tuning or in learning for
FCM are known in the literature, for example [15]. In this
paper, the method is used to update the intensity of causal
relationships in a deterministic way according to the variation
or error in the intensity of the concept or input process
variable, equations 5 and 6 show this. Specifically, the
application of Hebbian learning algorithm provides control
actions as follows: if the weight or volume of the liquid
mixture increases, the inlet valves have a causal relationship
negatively intensified and tend to close more quickly. In
addition, if the volume or weight mixture decreases, the inlet
valves have a causal relationship positively intensified. The
mathematical equation is presented in (5).


𝑊𝑖 (𝑘) = 𝑊𝑖𝑗 (𝑘 − 1) ± 𝛾Δ𝐴𝑖 
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Where: ∆Ai is the concept variation resulting from causal
relationship, and it is given by ∆Ai = Ai (k)-Ai (k-1), γ is the
learning rate at iteration k.
This version of the Hebbian algorithm is an evolution of
the two proposals of Matsumoto and collaborators [26].
Causal relationships that have negative causality has
negative sign and similarly to positive causal relationships.
The equations applied in this work are adapted of the Hebb
original version.


𝑊𝑖 (𝑘) = 𝑘𝑝 ∗ (𝑊𝑖𝑗 (𝑘 − 1) − 𝛾 ∗ ∆𝐴𝑖 ) 

ranging from 7, 5 and 11 ml/min can be a set-point output
flow (outlet valve). Similarly, the results of the Fuzzy
Controller are shown in Fig. 7. It is observed that the
behavior of DFCM and Fuzzy controllers were similar when
the tank is empty, with a slightly advantage for the Fuzzy
controller that reached the desired result after 230 steps,
while the DFCM needed 250 steps with the adaptation off.



Where: γ=1, and kp is different for every weight pairs. It
has their assigned values empirically by observing the
dynamics of process performance, recursive method, kp =40
for (W14; W23), kp =18 for (W13; W24) and kp =2.35 for
(W53; W54), with normalized values.
The DFCM inference is like Classic FCM [4], and the
inference equations are shown below (equation 7 and 8).
previous

Ai = ∫ (∑nj=1(Aj Wji )) + Ai







j≠i



f(x) =

1
1+e−λx





Fig. 5 shows the results of Hebbian Learning Algorithm for
FCM considering the variations ΔAi of the concepts
concerning volume, weight, outlet valve state, and the weights
of the causal relationship in the process. This figure also
shows the evolution of the weights of the causal relationships
during the process into a range of [-1, 1].

Figure 6. Valver and Results of the DFCM Controller

Table 2 shows that the simulated numeric results of the DFCM
controller had a similar performance compared to the
conventional Fuzzy Logic Controller, and DFCM embedded
in Arduino with small difference in same conditions, with
simulated small noise.
Figure 5. Evolution of the weights in the Hebbian Learning

TABLE II. QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
DFCM

V.

SIMULATED EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results of DFCM are shown in Fig. 6, which shows the
behavior of the controlled variables within the predetermined
range of the volume and weight of the mixture. It is
noteworthy that the controller keeps the variables in the
control range and pursues a trajectory according to a
campaign, where the output flow is also predetermined. In
this initial experiment, a campaign with a sequence of values
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Volume Mix
(ml)
Weight Mix
(mg)

MaxMin
13.6
17.1

DFCMArduino
Max-Min

Fuzzy
Logic
Max-Min

FuzzyANN
Max-Min

16.9

31.2

51.9

14.1

27.5

31.2
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Figure 7. Valves and Results of the Fuzzy Controller

Figure 9. Valves and Results of the Arduino embedded DFCM

Figure 8. Valves and Results of the Fuzzy-ANN Controller
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In order to extend the applicability of this work, the
developed DFCM controller is embedded into an Arduino
platform which ensures the portability of the FCM generated
code. Arduino is an open-source electronic prototyping
platform. Arduino was chosen because it is a cheap
controller, and mainly because of its low processing capacity,
to emphasize the low computational complexity of FCM [16].
The equations for volume and weight are calculated by
Matlab, simulating the process. Through a serial
communication established with Arduino, Matlab sends the
current values of volume, weight and output valve to Arduino
that receives these data, calculates the values of the concept
1 (valve 1) and concept 2 (valve 2) and then returns these data
to Matlab. After this, new values of volume and weight are
recalculated. Details on how this technique can be used are
presented in Matlab Tutorial, Matlab and Arduino codes, by
accessing the link [27]. The cycle of communication between
Arduino to Matlab can be checked in [26].
Fig. 9 shows the results obtained with the Arduino
platform providing data of the actuators, Valve 1 and Valve
2, with Matlab performing data acquisition. The algorithm
switches the sets of causal relations that operate similarly to
a DFCM simulated with noise and disturb in the valve 1. The
noise in Fig. 9 is the sum of the real noise, observed in data
transference between Arduino and Matlab, and a simulated
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white noise. Equation (9) shows the composition of the
experiment noise.

[8]

𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 + 𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑑𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑜−𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑏 
[9]

VI. CONCLUSION
The contribution of this study focuses on the introduction
of Fuzzy Cognitive Maps in the embedded control area. In
simulated data, the results are similar for the three controllers,
with a small advantage for DFCM with or without Arduino,
observed that DFCM controller is adaptive. The results
obtained from both controllers were quite the same.
However, the Fuzzy-ANN did not have any significant
improvement, there was a slightly reduction of the noise
which can be a major factor on industrial plants.
From the data obtained from Arduino microcontroller,
based on the variations of the DFCM embedded in the
platform, it is observed that the controlled variables were in
well-behaved ranges, which suggests that the DFCM codes
have low computational complexity due to the simplicity of
its inference mathematical processing.
Thus, we can emphasize the portability and the possibility
of developing DFCM controllers on low cost platforms. In
short, this work showed that DFCM can be embedded in low
cost microcontrollers.
Future studies will quantify the computational complexity
of the DFCM, for a more general conclusion, results with
real prototype. Finally, other controllers with dynamic
adaptation, like adaptively fuzzy controllers, ANFIS can be
used for the comparison.
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Abstract—This research aims to develop a Fuzzy Cognitive Map
(FCM) and Weighted Classic Fuzzy (WCF) for the satisfaction
level of students at Federal Technological University of Parana,
Campus Cornélio Procópio (UTFPR-CP). The FCM combines
aspects of other intelligent techniques. This tool has inference
capacity through concepts and causal relations among them (the
influence level among the variables of the model). Its
development begins with the determination of the possible areas
that would affect or fit as indicators for satisfaction level in
UTFPR-CP. Through online forms, it was possible to quantify
the influence of the following initially detected areas: professor
training, structures of laboratories and classrooms, habitation,
library and cleaning. In general, educational institutions do not
have tools to provide a critical analysis of its quality. This work
proposes a tool for improving the institution in a few years.
Thus, with the development of the FCM model, it was possible
to identify the positive and negative points that affect the
satisfaction level in UTFPR-CP. Finally, to validate the results a
WCF was used with same structure and heuristic for
comparison with FCM.
Keywords- Fuzzy Cognitive Maps; Quantitative Analysis; Level
of Satisfaction; Operational Research; Weighted Classic Fuzzy.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In Brazil, educational statistics show that only 9% of
young between 18-24 years enrolled in higher education at
the beginning of this decade. As motivation of this work, it is
observed that in Brazil there is an evaluation policy, SINAES
(in Portuguese, Sistema Nacional de Avaliação do Ensino
Superior), National System for the Evaluation of Higher
Education, which since 2004 allowed the participation of
students in the evaluation of their university and graduation
courses. It should be emphasized that the increasing number
of opportunities itself does not guarantee the permanence of
young people in higher education [1]. It is necessary to invest
in the conditions that the student enters in the university,
trying to understand their needs, difficulties and satisfaction.
Currently, the evaluation of higher education, especially
in the engineering area, is an important part of the evaluation
of the existing educational system, which plays a key role in
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strengthening the management of higher education [2]. In
that way, one can observe the capacity of evaluation for
educational standard. So, the purpose of education is to help
students create a modern consciousness to improve the
capacity for innovation and criticism by various means, such
as university, business and government [3].
It is important to remember that despite the large
expansion, many institutional managers do not give
importance to students’ opinions to identify their level of
satisfaction. In the case of public institutions, one has the
impression that this aspect does not deserve attention,
because it is a service provision. It should also be
remembered that public institutions are paid through public
resources, which makes it obligatory for the citizen attended
by them to be heard and helped in their needs.
Developing and testing methods and techniques that can
assess reliability and results of student satisfaction levels is
an indispensable task and a powerful tool for academic and
financial management. Nevertheless, a statistical analysis
cannot be done with the purpose of assessing higher scores of
academic productions of researchers. Such data should be
part of the management agenda of institutions that should
listen to students, teachers and the community.
The preceding paragraphs define the purpose and
justification of this work, which is corroborated with the
construction of a computational intelligence tool that, based
on qualitative information, can quantitatively diagnose and
identify critical points. Moreover, Decision Support Systems
can provide assistance during the process of decision making.
FCMs have been used successfully to develop Decision
Support Systems (DSS). The important advantage of FCMs
is that they can handle even incomplete or conflicting
information. This is essential, where experts should take
many factors under consideration before they can reach a
decision [4].
Among all computational intelligence techniques,
Artificial Neural Networks exceeds by its ability to process
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massive data at the same time [5], or by acquiring knowledge
from one or more experts using Fuzzy systems. About the
Fuzzy Logic, it can be mentioned its ability to reason based
on uncertain data through rules and membership functions
[6].
In Fuzzy systems, Fuzzy Cognitive Maps can be
highlighted by how it abstracts knowledge, mainly, when
structured in graphs [7]. Cognitive maps are the origin of
FCM, and they were first proposed by Axelrod [8] to
represent words, ideas, tasks or different items connected and
radially organized around a central concept. Graphs are
diagrams representing connections among concepts from a
certain theme. Those elements are intuitively arranged
accordingly to its importance in a structured way.
In Franco and Montibeller’s work [9], the goal is not to
reach a consensus, but that the participants agree about the
problem formulation. Throughout this process, the handler
has the important duty of supporting the participants on
exploring their thoughts on the problem and expressing their
perspective.
As mentioned above, in a specific manner, this paper is
focused on estimating the satisfaction level of the university
student body, and, also on identifying critical points or
factors that can be improved in order to achieve better results,
in this paper the university [10].
This work is developed as follows: Section 2 discusses the
fundamentals of computational intelligence systems and
discusses Fuzzy systems applied in correlated areas. Section
3 presents background FCM. In Section 4 is presented and
discussed the results. Section 5 concludes, addresses future
works and finalize the paper.
II. FUZZY SYSTEM APPLICATED ON EDUCATION
Similar works can be found in literature, like the work
proposed in [10], which presents a FCM practical use on
modelling educational success critical factors for Control
Engineering through case study at Istanbul Technical
University (ITU). A survey is applied on eight academics
and, through the results, eight FCMs are extracted and later
aggregated in a resulting FCM. Concepts like academic and
personal profile and teacher’s excessive work load are used
as input concepts, and the output concept is the Control
Engineering program success.
One can also cite the work of Gao et al. [2], which uses a
Fuzzy Logic method to improve the engineering courses
tendencies, having great importance in an engineering
professional education evaluation to reach a global
dimension.
The work in [11] proposes the Fuzzy Analytical
Hierarchy Process (FAHP) to evaluate a case study at
Nanyang Institute of Technology, with the objective of
offering theoretic and practical orientation for the
development of innovative education. In this work, it’s
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proposed an indices’ table for the evaluation of teaching
quality and innovation, which includes four dimensions:
government, society, university and student. In each one of
these dimensions are sub-concepts included and specified.
For the government dimension: fund entry, management
organization, politics and measurements; the university
dimension includes: concept and planning, curriculum
system, professors staff, cultural environment and base
installation; the society dimension consist of: social
reputation and environment, company groups; lastly, in the
student dimension: research fulfillment and capacity,
entrepreneurship and practical activities. The work shown in
[12] uses a Fuzzy Neural Network-based model to estimate
the contribution of different educational levels of human
capital (abilities and expertise). Through Fuzzy Neural
Network (FNN) mapping, four contribution levels of
education in human capital are estimated in China’s three
regions, each one with different knowledge areas and
technology levels. They are: illiteracy and primary,
fundamental, graduation and postgraduate.
The work seen in [13] uses a FNN in students’ emotion
recognition, and it’s applied in smart educational systems that
use facial recognition systems for pre-programmed teaching
strategy adjustment or adaptation in the proposed intelligent
system. The emotion recognition technique uses three
characteristics from the students’ images: facial area,
distance between eyelids, and mouth’s corner.
At last, the work in [14] uses a FNN to map human capital
levels in the university through two methods. According to
the authors, the human capital concept in the university refers
to workman knowledge and abilities, which is formed by the
educational investment, professional formation, health and
migration. More specifically, one can cite the Mendonça and
collaborators work [15], which employs a Classic FCM to
determinate the student´s satisfaction level in the university.
III. FUZZY COGNITIVE MAPS, BACKGROUND AND
DEVELOPMENT
This section presents a FCM background and development
diagnostic using FCM and classic Fuzzy.
A. FCM Background
Since Kosko’s pioneer work [15], which extended
Axelrod’s cognitive maps [8] for the inclusion of Fuzzy
Logic, countless FCM applications are reported in literature
in several areas of knowledge. There are applications in
artificial life [16]-[17], social systems [18], modelling and
decision making in corporate and e-commerce environments
[19], image point detection in stereo camera systems [20] and
decision making in medical area [21]. The works [22]-[23]
apply FCM evolutions in autonomous mobile robotics and
process control, respectively Event Driven – Fuzzy Cognitive
Maps (ED-FCM) and Dynamic Cognitive Networks (DCN).
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In [24] a formal adaptation of the FCM is presented: this new
tool is designed as TAFCM (Timed Automata Fuzzy
Cognitive Maps). In addition, [17] presents a DFCM
(Dynamic Fuzzy Cognitive Maps), an FCM evolution. It is
observed that these works also present semantic variations of
the original proposal, adapting the FCM structure according
to the treated problem.
This work manually develops the FCM, because the
desired output is a diagnostic. Thus, causal relations cannot
be adjusted by genetic algorithms, for example, because
every causal relation has a semantic meaning. The values
were defined by checking the student’s opinion. In another
way, as in robotics and control applications, the FCM
controllers must achieve objectives, as in the specific case of
valve actuation, used in the Mendonça’s and collaborators
works [22]-[23]. The cognitive maps technique is widely
used in structuring complex problems in groups.
To model the problem and obtain qualitative results, it
was decided to use the Classic FCM, which had its structure
modeled by concept definitions and causal relations, in order
to establish influence between them. Thus, specialists’
knowledge was applied in the proposed FCM elaboration,
which has as function to evaluate the student satisfaction
level of the Cornélio Procópio campus of Federal Technical
University of Paraná (UTFPR-CP).
In general, it can be defined that FCM combines Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) aspects [5], Fuzzy Logic [6],
Semantic Nets [25], among other computational intelligence
techniques. In this context, it can be conceptualized that FCM
is a knowledge-based causality methodology to model
complex-decision systems [15]. A FCM describes an
unknown system behavior in concept terms, which represents
an entity, state, variable or system characteristic [26]. A
Classic FCM example is a graph and a synaptic weights
matrix, which can be found in [27].
The FCM concepts can be updated through iteration with
the other concepts and their own value. This is given by
matrix (3), with the causal relations weights, and is
represented by the sum’s weight. The concepts values evolve
after several iterations, as shown in equation (1), until they
stabilize at a fixed point or limit cycle [28].
n

Ai  f ( ( Aj  W ji )  Aiprevious

(1)

j 1
j i

Since k is the iteration counter, n is the number of graph
nodes, Wij are the weight of the arc which connects concept
Cj to concept Ci. Aiprevious are the concept value Ci in the
actual iteration (previous), and f function (equation 2) is a
sigmoid:

f ( x) 
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In some cases, the FCM may not stabilize and oscillate,
or even show chaotic behavior [27]. Generally, for wellbehaved systems, it is observed that after a finite number of
iterations, the concepts values reach an equilibrium point or
a limit cycle. This can be observed in Fig. 4, in which after 4
iterations the previously modelled concept final values stay
fixed. Recently, the FCM convergence is investigated by
[38].
B. FCM Development
This paper is models a classic FCM, similar to Kosko’s,
by identifying the relevant variables of the proposed problem,
and the causal relations are obtained through a survey on
electric engineering students.
The initial development phase is the identification and
construction of the cognitive model using expertise
knowledge and the causal relations obtained from student’s
opinion. Then, the FCM inference equations (2) and (3) are
applied. The next phase consists of obtaining the quantitative
values of the “satisfaction level of the student body” (main
goal of this research), and the values of the other concepts.
And finally, validating those results with the opinion of those
interviewed. To simplify, all concepts started with score zero,
for later evaluation of the FCM inference.
There are many aspects that may have an effect on the
satisfaction level. In this paper, eight aspects were chosen and
the causal relations among them were defined through a quiz.
A sample of students gave a score from zero to ten for each
of the concepts connection that could actuate on the
satisfaction level of the students of UTFPR-CP (Federal
University of Technology – Paraná, Cornélio Procópio
Campus), mainly from the electric engineering and control
and automation engineering.
Since the 1960s, many researches attempted to identify
the students’ satisfaction levels. It’s important to mention that
satisfaction itself is a concept of difficult analysis for being
relative to each student perspective. The vast diversity of
models, scales and methods to asses this concept proves that
complexity. One of the most used methods is the College
Student Satisfaction Questionnaire [29]. More researches
made in Brazil on this topic can be seen in [30] and [31].
Altogether, this paper tries to capture how the students
perceive the course and the education conditions propitiated
by the institutions, that way being of major interest of
manager and teachers.
According to the general statistic theory [32], in the
literature an analysis was made with a sample of 30 students,
from the data acquired, it was obtained a 90% of reliability
and a margin of error of 6.8%, representing a group about 500
students [15]. Considering the Control and Automation
Engineering course still has no graduates and have
approximately 200 students, this same analysis can be
applied, thus, 35 students are used in this research.
The results and structure does not intend to classify nor
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qualify the institution or course. However, because of its
exploratory nature, this paper can be used to give a
quantitative evaluation of the satisfaction level, work and/or
study in the Campus. Another aspect of this approach is
identifying possible improvement points on the variables of
the cognitive model.
Fig. 3 shows the final model with the structure and its
causal relation. It’s noteworthy that the model applied is the
same classic from [15] and so, does not consider time, in
other words, all concepts take place simultaneously. In this
context, there are improvements on FCM that deals with this
“disadvantage”, for example: E-FCM (Extended-FCM) on
[33], RB-FCM (Rule Based-FCM) on [34] and DCN
(Dynamic Cognitive Networks) on [35]. There is a recent
review of the last 10 years about other improvement
applications and training of FCMs. The concepts chosen for
the FCM model are shown on table I:
TABLE I.

0.18
0.50

0.28
0.10

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

In order to validate the FCM proposed and establish a
possible comparison with the same heuristic, it was opted to
use in this research a classic inference system through a
Fuzzy system, but it’s not in the scope of this paper to
demonstrate its development details; more information of can
be seen in [36].

FCM CONCEPTS RELATIONS

Student Satisfaction Level
Professor’s Capacitation/Performance
Pedagogic Structure - Library
Habitation
University Restaurant Quality
Cleaning - Accessibility
Leisure and Sports Activities

C1:
C2:
C3:
C4:
C5:
C6:
C7:

Figure 2. Fuzzy structure

Figure 1. Student satisfaction level FCM

Fig. 1 shows all variable involved on obtaining the
satisfaction level of the students. The equation (4) shows the
cause and effect relation among the concepts. Thereby,
according to the intensity of the causality among the
concepts, the final values are changed, especially the C1 –
output concept of the satisfaction level.

W=

0
0.85
0.85
-0.20
0.20

0.46
0
0.65
0
0

0
0.5
0
0
0
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0
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0.20
0
0
0

0.20
0.1
0
0
0
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(4)

Figure 3. Fuzzy example surface

Fuzzy systems are universal approximators, with
applications in many areas, as seen on [6] and [37]. It was
opted to use a Weighted Classic Fuzzy with weights given to
each rule in order to vary their influence on the Fuzzy
inference, and a similar structure of FCM.
The Fuzzy inference method chose was Mandani’s with 6
input and 1 output concept. Each variable had 5 membership
functions, triangular and trapezoidal ones, and a total of 21
rules were used, for the simplicity of the developed Fuzzy
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system according to the FCM values. The Fig. 2 shows the
structure and figure 3 shows an example of its surface.

IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After modeling the concepts, especially the numerical
values of the causal relations voted by the students, the model
is calculated by equations (3) and (4) and it evolves to the
final values, which are the objective of the work. It is
observed that the initial values of the concepts were
considered zero.
The Fig.4 shows the results and evolution of each of the
concepts modeled in a scale from zero to ten, with emphasis
on the output concept (level of satisfaction in UTFPR-CP).

drawback of not modeling dynamical systems, because the
causal relations are constant [7].
The results are initial, therefore researches that take into
account students' perceptions, identifying their satisfaction,
are important tools that have the potential to diagnose
problems and propose solutions ranging from structural
aspects, such as the availability of current titles in the library,
to pedagogical aspects. In this context, and according to the
obtained results, it can be affirmed that the satisfaction level
of UTFPR-CP students had a significant final mark of
approval, among the items chosen using FCM and Classic
Fuzzy.
V.

The results obtained from both proposals were similar
with approximately 80% of the level of student satisfaction.
The result was satisfactory and expected due to the relation
with the Brazilian Ministry of Education’s evaluation of
UTFPR engineering courses that obtained four stars in a
domain of discourse from zero to five. To corroborate the
final result found, a sample of 45 students was consulted to
assign a final grade to UTFPR and the result found was
approximately 8.45 on a scale from zero to ten.
The techniques used the same logic or heuristic in their
respective structures, and the objectives were reached by the
results obtained from qualitative data of a research done with
a sample of the university students. Future works addresses
new checking in other UTFPR courses, apply in other
universities or institutes. And finally, compare this approach
with other intelligent techniques, such as ANFIS.

Figure 3. Results by Fuzzy Cognitive Maps

It is observed in this FCM that it stably evolved reaching
a critical point (a short variation around the final result). It
can also be observed that there were some critical points in
the research and construction of the model, such as the
parking conditions in places near the University, Quality of
the university restaurant in relation to the small physical
space for the demand of students causing delays in the classes
after lunches and breaks, and others. This is due to its rapid
growth in the last ten years and should be reviewed by its
managers with government officials for future
improvements. However, the final grade of this research was
relatively good, close to eight, with possibilities for
improvement with treatment of the critical points identified
in this research.
Since this work addresses a situation of static or time
invariant diagnosis, it does not make sense to present an
evolution curve of the fuzzy system, only the output with the
inputs based on the values of the weights of the FCM causal
relations. Thus, the output of the WCF was approximately
79%. It is emphasized that the classic version of FCM has the
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
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Abstract— Among the soft computing techniques that can be
used effectively to model decision tasks in autonomous robotics
are Fuzzy Cognitive Maps. Dynamic Rule-based Fuzzy
Cognitive Maps (DRBFCMs) are a Fuzzy Cognitive Map
variant that allows modeling of dynamic causal maps, where
influence weights are determined dynamically at simulation
time using Fuzzy Inference Systems, in order to adapt to new
conditions. We aim in this work to compare and contrast
DRBFCM to a conventional Fuzzy Cognitive Map in application
of cotton yield in precision farming. The cotton yield model
shows the relationships between soil properties like pH, K, P,
Mg, N, Ca, Na and cotton yield. DRBFCM was evaluated for 360
cases measured for three years (2001, 2003 and 2006) in a 5 ha
experimental cotton field. The results revealed an accuracy of
predictions of 85.55%, 87.22% and 73.33%, against 73.80%,
67.20% and 69.65% for the conventional FCM model, and
against 75.55%, 68.86% and 71.32% for the FCM model with
the Nonlinear Hebbian Learning algorithm, for the years 2001,
2003 and 2006 respectively. DRBFCM proved, in this case study,
to predict more accurately the yield while being faithful to the
real world model.
Keywords— fuzzy cognitive maps; fuzzy inference systems;
dynamic rule-based fuzzy cognitive maps; cotton yield prediction

I.

INTRODUCTION

A Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM) is a soft computing
technique and semi-quantitative technique that can be used as
an intuitive elicitation tool to transfer individuals’ tacit
knowledge into a causal network. FCMs can be used
effectively as an approach to bridge the gap between the
design of causal loops and their effective use in any decision
making process. FCM’s graph structure facilitates causal
reasoning to study systems’ dynamics in complex problems.
FCMs also inherently support vagueness and ambiguities, and
causal reasoning in FCMs allows handling of feedback loops.
Moreover, FCM models produced by different individuals or
groups can be combined to produce a larger and more reliable
knowledge base, which can help solving knowledge
inconsistencies
by
generating
aggregated
system
complexities, using multiple participants or experts. FCM
simulations can model the evolution of scenarios over time,
and produce projections by evolving forward and letting
concepts interact with one another.
FCMs have been applied successfully in many scientific
fields, including autonomous robotics. For example the
authors in [1] used FCM causal inference as a mechanism to
derive required control values from the FCM’s motion
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concepts and their interaction. The authors in [2] used a new
FCM variant, named Event Driven-Fuzzy Cognitive Maps
(ED-FCM), to model decision tasks in autonomous
navigation. The authors in [3] [4] proposed Hybrid-Dynamic
Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (HD-FCM) which incorporate
different types of concepts and causal relations able to
circumvent the main drawbacks of FCM modeling. In a recent
work [5], the authors propose Dynamic Fuzzy Cognitive Maps
(DFCM), with a multi-agent approach to develop an
autonomous navigation system that has skills for learning,
self-adaptation, behavior management and cooperative data
sharing. A general review on FCMs’ research during the last
decade can be found in [6].
Many implementations of FCMs exist in the literature, but
most of them focus on depicting causalities between system
variables, rather than cause and effect relationships, and FCM
inference allows drawing conclusions about what is caused
and what is not caused, which is a major limitation in dynamic
systems where reasoning is characterized by magnitudes of
change and effects. Another shortcoming with FCMs is that
the links’ weights are forced into a static value in the range [1, 1]. In dynamic systems, the weight should be a function of
other factors’ influences, which allows modeling of nonmonotonic, nonlinear and dynamic relationships; in fact the
effect of a variable X on Y should depend on the value of X.
Moreover, variables in real models map to a universe of
discourse within their minimum and maximum state limits;
however, in FCM models, a threshold function normalizes all
values between 0 and 1.
A Dynamic Rule-based Fuzzy Cognitive Map (DRBFCM)
is a FCM extension that allows reasoning in terms of
deterministic magnitudes of effects. A major difference
between DRBFCM and a conventional FCM model is that the
weights are not fixed prior to running simulations, but are
rather adapted dynamically during every step of a simulation,
by using Fuzzy Inference Systems (FISs) [7].
In this work, we will validate DRBFCM numerically, and
compare the accuracy of its predictions to a conventional
FCM model in application of cotton yield in precision
farming, by building on the work of Papageorgiou et al. [8].
The cotton yield model shows the relationships between
soil properties, like Nitrogen (N), Phosphorus (P), Potassium
(K), Sodium (Na), Clay (Cl), Sand (S), Calcium (Ca),
Magnesium (Mg), pH, Electrical Conductivity (EC), Organic
Matter (OM), and Cotton Yield (Y). DRBFCM is evaluated
for 360 cases measured for three years (2001, 2003 and 2006)
in a 5 ha experimental cotton yield.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a
general background about FCM models, FCM models with
Fuzzy Weights, and DRBFCM models. In Section III, we
describe the cotton yield DRBFCM model, and we discuss the
results of predicting cotton yield and compare them to the
conventional FCM model. We highlight some conclusions
and directions for future work in Section IV.
II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this section, we introduce the FCM soft computing
technique, we also give background about the DRBFCM
extension that leverages Fuzzy Logic inference to compute the
system variables’ states, using quantified perturbations
produced by FISs.
A. Fuzzy Cognitive Maps
At the structural level, a FCM is a directed graph where
nodes represent system concepts or variables, and links
represent perceived causal relationships (caused or not)
between concepts. According to Kosko [9], all the values are
fuzzy; each edge between two concepts Ci and Cj is associated
with a weight wij, which varies from -1 to 1. There are three
different types of possible causalities between two concepts Ci
and Cj:
 A positive weight reflects an excitation relation.
 A negative weight designates an inhibition relation.
 A weight of zero indicates that Ci and Cj do not exert
any influence on each other’s.
These causal links (also called FCM connections) and
their respective weights can be encoded into an NxN (N being
the number of concepts) matrix, which is referred to as the
Connection or Weight Matrix E.
FCM’s graph structure facilitates causal reasoning; it is a
decision support system where calculations can be made to
perform an assessment of the consequences of a specific
system state. FCM forward inference is very close to Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) mechanisms, Kosko calculates each
subsequent value of the causal state using previous state and
weight matrix multiplication [9]. The concepts take values,
which are also called activation levels, between 0 and 1, where
zero means the concept being deactivated or not important,
and 1 being activated or important. The State Vector of
activations evolves in time according to the influences
between concepts. By feeding the FCM with an initial
stimulus S(t) (state vector at time (t)), it can model the
evolution of a scenario over time by evolving forward and
letting concepts interact with one another.
The next state of the system S(t+1) is produced by
multiplying previous state vector S(t) by the graph’s weight
adjacency matrix E. In auto-associative ANNs, neurons are
considered to have a memory with a self-feedback link weight
of 1.
The next state value of each concept Ci is hence
elaborated, during simulation, by retrieving its value at the
previous iteration, and adding it to the propagated weighted
values of all concepts Cj that have a direct influence on the
concept according to (1).


Ci(k+1)  F (Ci(k)  ∑ Cj(k)  wji)
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where Ci(k+1) is the activation value of concept Ci at iteration
k+1, Ci(k) is the value of node Ci at iteration k, wji is the weight
of the cause-effect link between Cj and Ci, and F is a threshold
function like sigmoid used to normalize the values within the
range [0, 1] as shown by (2) [10].
𝑆 (𝑥) =

1
(1+ e(−x) )

(2)

In order to generate projections based on a given simulated
scenario, a series of vector-matrix multiplications is
performed, until a fixed point attractor; that is the vectormatrix multiplication yields an equilibrium state, where the
same vector is repeated over a number of iterations [9].
B. FCM Approach with Fuzzy Weights
A variant of FCMs was proposed by Papageorgiou et al.
[8]; it consists in generating weights using fuzzy linguistic
terms, extracted from rules collected from domain experts.
The approach consists in pooling domain knowledge from
experts in the form of Fuzzy Rules [11] from experts for each
interconnection of the FCM model. Thus, a number of
linguistic weights are obtained for each interconnection by
considering the consequent of the rule only, ignoring hence
the antecedent part [8].
In order to build the FCM weight matrix, the linguistic
weights, obtained from all experts, are combined using Fuzzy
Logic operators [12]. For every link connecting two concepts,
the linguistic terms are aggregated by typically using the fuzzy
Union operator [11]. The membership function of the Union
of two Fuzzy Sets A and B, defined over the set X, with
membership functions  and respectively is defined by a
T-conorm mapping. One of the most common used mappings
is the maximum as shown by (3):

xmaxxx
Then, a defuzzification method is employed to calculate a
single numerical weight value of the link. Several methods
have been used in practice for defuzzification, the most
popular method is the “centroid” method [11], which
calculates the center of gravity of the aggregated fuzzy set as
shown by (4):
CoG =∫xx dx÷∫xdx
Thus, a numerical weight (wij) is calculated for the link
between every pair of concepts Ci and Cj, prior to starting
simulations. To demonstrate how the linguistic terms are
aggregated, let us consider the relation between K (Potassium)
and Y (cotton yield) using expert knowledge:
1st Expert
“IF K IS med THEN Y IS med. Infer: influence
IS med”

2nd Expert
“IF K IS med THEN Y IS high. Infer: influence
IS high”

3rd Expert:
“IF K IS high THEN Y IS very high. Infer:
influence IS very high”
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The linguistic influence terms (‘med’, ‘high’ and ‘very
high’) are summed and an overall weight is produced,
transforming hence the influence into the numerical constant
weight WK-Y = 0.65. The process of aggregation and
defuzzification for this example is shown by Figure 1.
Membership
function
1

Expert knowledge map

Experts

First Expert

Link

Low

influence

Membership
function

Fuzzy Inference System
Knowledge base

Second Expert

Low

Medium

Medium

High
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function
1
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Medium

High

Centroid

Sum

Centroid =0.65

Rule 2

EC

Low

Medium

High

Very High

Rule n
VAR

High

Rules

Fuzzification

Figure 1. Aggregation and defuzzification of the three linguistic variables.

In [8], FCMs were also enriched with the unsupervised
Nonlinear Hebbian Learning (NHL) algorithm. The technique
was used to overcome inadequate knowledge of experts or
non-acceptable FCM simulation results. The weight
adaptation procedure is based on the Hebbian Learning rule
proposed in [13]. The nonlinear Hebbian-type rule for ANNs
learning has been adapted and modified for FCM models as
proposed by the authors in [14].
C. Dynamic Rule-based Fuzzy Cognitive Maps
In this work, we build on the work of Mourhir et al. that
proposes DRBFCM as an alternative to System Dynamics,
using FCMs and Rule-based Systems [7]. DRBFCM models
have three main properties. First, the fuzzy set theory adds true
fuzziness to DRBFCM, and resolves ambiguities and
subjectivity usually faced in complex real world problems
[12]. Another main property is that the weights represent
deterministic real values and not fuzzy binaries. The most
fundamental property of a DRBFCM model is the ability to
depict dynamic causalities between concepts, the influence
induced on a given concept is not static, but depends on the
initial state of influencing nodes. DRBFCM can adapt the
weights dynamically by describing causal relationships using
FISs.
In DRBFCM, concepts represent causes or effects that
collectively characterize a system state at a given time. Each
concept, analyzed by experts in the model, is divided into a
number of intervals to determine linguistically descriptions
corresponding to threshold intervals, or possible states it can
exist in using membership functions [11].
A general Fuzzy variable called “Variation” is used
consistently to represent the influence between concepts. The
variation variable has the fuzzy sets like positively or
negatively ‘low’, ‘medium’, ‘high’ or ‘very high’. DRBFCM
model structure is shown by Figure 2.
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Figure 2. DRBFCM model structure.

The concepts’ set of linguistic terms is used to describe the
causal relationships and links between input concepts and
outputs using fuzzy “if-then” rules. A link between two
concepts Ci and Cj, depicted by a connection in a DRBFCM
model is represented by a FIS [11]. Each FIS is described
using the Fuzzy Control Language (FCL) [15]. In FCL, a FIS
inference system is usually composed of one or more Function
Blocks (FB). In DRBFCM models, each FB has one input
variable, and an output variable as well as a Rule Block (RB).
The rule block is composed of a set of rules, as well as the
aggregation, activation and accumulation methods [11]. In
DRBFCM, the rules have a single antecedent related to a
concept state a or concept’s variation, and output the variation
strength which represents a perturbation in the target concept:
IF Ci is A THEN Variation is Vij ON Cj
IF Variation is Vi IN Ci THEN Variation is Vij ON Cj

Since FCL supports only rules that map input concept
states to output concepts states, the authors modified the FCL
grammar to cope with rules describing concept variations by
adding two clauses to the condition part and the conclusion
part: (i) an in_clause: IN^ ID in the subcondition, that is used
to specify the causal variation, where “IN” is a keyword and
ID is the cause variable, and (ii) an on_clause: ON^ ID in the
subconclusion, that is used to specify the effect variation,
where “ON” is a keyword and ID is the effect variable.
Inference is carried according to an algorithm for
combining effects on a given concept and dealing with
feedback. In a given scenario, the concepts are activated with
their real deterministic values.
To run a simulation, the DRBFCM model is fed with the
initial stimulus for a given scenario, and while the system does
not converge or does not reach a minimum number of
iterations, the inference algorithm is executed to update the
activation value of each concept.
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To update the state value of a given concept, all the
incoming connections on that concept are retrieved, and then
the variation induced by every incoming connection is
evaluated. Since every connection between two concepts is a
FIS, fuzzy inference is used to compute the output variation.
DRBFCM models make use of the Mamdani’s fuzzy
inference process [16]. The implication method used is the
“Min”, the aggregation method is “Max”, and the
defuzzification method used to quantify the variation is
Centroid [11]. Once the different variations are obtained, the
state of the concept is updated by using the sate vector and
weight matrix multiplication. Concepts are considered to have
memory with a self-feedback link weight equal to 1, so the
activation value of the concept is updated by recalling its old
value, and adding it to the summation of weighted input
activations.
Since DRBFCM models operate on real deterministic
values, concepts are considered to have a maximum and a
minimum state value. So when these are exceeded, the
concept value is set to the maximum or the minimum value.
III.

NUMERICAL COMPARISON OF FCM AND DRBFCM
MODELS IN A COTTON YIELD APPLICATION

In this section, we compare and contrast DRBFCM to a
conventional cotton yield FCM model, developed by
Papageorgiou et al. [8] in a precision farming application.
A. DRBFCM Cotton Yield Model
We developed the cotton yield model, following the
DRBFCM approach described in the previous section.
However, in our work, although we use crisp real values to
determine the influence, we stimulated the FCM model using
normalized values in order to generate results that can be
Retrieve the aggregated
fuzzy cognitive map

More
records ?

yes

contrasted and compared consistently to the approach
proposed by the authors in [8]. The initial values of concepts
are transformed into the range [0,1] using a linear
transformation based on the universe of discourse of fuzzy
variables as shown by (5).
𝐶𝑗𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 =

Cj −Cjmin
Cjmax – Cjmin

Moreover, since there are no feedback loops in the cotton
yield model, we simplified the inference algorithm by
generating the weight matrix once for every record. Hence,
simulations are carried according to the algorithm of Figure 3.
The knowledge and data were obtained from the work of
Papageorgiou et al. [8] to predict cotton yield data. Three
experts contributed to the development of the cotton yield
map, one experienced cotton farmer, and two experienced soil
scientists, one from Technological Educational Institute of
Larissa, Greece, and the other from the Laboratory of
Regional Soil Analysis and Agricultural Applications of
Larissa, Greece [8].
The experts stated that there are elven soil parameters that
can be used to determine cotton yield (t/ha) in precision
farming, which are: Soil shallow Electrical Conductivity
(mS/m), Magnesium (ppm), Calcium (ppm), Sodium (ppm),
Potassium (ppm), Phosphorus (ppm), Nitrogen (ppm),
Organic Matter (%), pH, Sand (%) and Clay (%).
The experts described the soil parameters and their
threshold values using membership functions as depicted in
Table I. The experts were also requested to define the degree
of influence exerted by one concept on another, using “ifthen” rules, representing the causal relationships between soil
parameters and the cotton yield.

Generate weight matrix

Consider one record of cotton
yield data: (C0, C1, ..C11, Y=0)

More influencing
concepts
on Y ?
yes

Generate the weight
matrix

Normalize concept values using the universe of
discourse of fuzzy variables:
Cj=(Cj-Cjmin )/(Cjmax – Cjmin )

no

(5)

Compute variation weight Vji of Cj
on Y using FISCj->y based on
Mamdani’s inference

Update the concept value using:
Ci(t+1) = Ci(t) + ∑ Cj(t) * Vji
Yield classification

Equilibrium?
Squash the result between 0 and 1
using sigmoid function:
𝑆 (𝑥) =

yes

Y>=0.85 ?

1
(1+ e (−x ) )

Classify the yield as ‘high’ or ‘low’

no
Yield category is
low

yes
Yield category is
high

Figure 3. Cotton yield inference algorithm.
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The list of fuzzy rules aggregated from the three experts is
shown in Table II, where “VAR” is the variation fuzzy
variable.
TABLE I.
Concept
C1: Shallow
EC (EC)

CONCEPTS’ MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION PARAMETERS.

TABLE II.
Concept

If-then rules

C1: Shallow
EC (EC)

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

Membership functions
VL := TRAPE 0 0 7.5 15;
L := TRIAN 10 18 25;
M := TRIAN 25 28 35;
H := TRIAN 30 38 45;
VH := TRAPE 40 45 100 100;

C2:
Magnesium
(Mg)

VL := TRAPE 0 0 60 120;
L := TRIAN 60 140 240;
M := TRIAN 160 290 360;
H := TRIAN 300 500 1400;
VH := TRAPE 700 950 1400 1400;

C3: Calcium
(Ca)

VL := TRAPE 0 0 455 1000;
L := TRIAN 545 1273 2000;
M := TRIAN 1363 2455 3000;
H := TRIAN 2637 3909 5000;
VH :=TRAPE 4000 4380 5000 5000;

C4: Sodium
(Na)

VL := TRAPE 0 0 26 59;
L := TRIAN 32 70 123;
M := TRIAN 80 140 200;
H := TRIAN 156 250 600;
VH := TRAPE 350 450 600 600;

C5:
Potassium
(K)

VL := TRAPE 0 0 24 65;
L := TRIAN 30 81 135;
M := TRIAN 88 152 230;
H := TRIAN 190 275 600;
VH := TRAPE 300 470 600 600;

C6:Phosphor
ous (P)

VL := TRAPE 0 0 5 10;
L := TRIAN 5 12.5 20;
M := TRIAN 12.5 22 31.5;
H := TRIAN 25 38 50;
VH := TRAPE 40 45 50 60;

C7:Nitrogen
(N)

VL := TRAPE 0 0 3 8;
L := TRIAN 5 8 17.5;
M := TRIAN 12 20 27.5;
H := TRIAN 22 32 45;
VH := TRAPE 35 40 45 45;

C8:Organic
Matter (OM)

L := TRAPE 0 0 0.6 1.1;
M := TRIAN 0.5 1.5 2.5;
H := TRAPE 1.8 2.1 3 3;

C9: pH

VL := TRAPE 0 0 4 5;
SL := TRIAN 5 6 7;
L := TRIAN 4 5 6;
M := TRIAN 6 7 8;
SH := TRIAN 7 8 9;
H := TRIAN 8 9 10;
VH := TRAPE 9 10 11 11;

C10: Sand
(S)

L := TRAPE 0 0 15 30;
M := TRIAN 20 45 70;
H := TRIAN 60 75 90;
VH := TRAPE 80 90 100 100;

C11: Clay
(Cl)

L := TRAPE 0 0 12.5 20;
M := TRIAN 10 22.5 35;
H := TRAPE 30 37.7 60 60;
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COTTON YIELD FUZZY RULES.

C2:
Magnesium
(Mg)

C3: Calcium
(Ca)

C4: Sodium
(Na)

C5:
Potassium
(K)

C6:Phosphor
ous (P)

C7:Nitrogen
(N)

C8:Organic
matter (OM)
C9: pH

C10: Sand
(S)

C11: Clay
(Cl)

EC IS VL THEN VAR IS PVL ON Y;
EC IS M THEN VAR IS PL ON Y;
EC IS H THEN VAR IS PM ON Y;
EC IS H THEN VAR IS PH ON Y;
EC IS VH THEN VAR IS PH ON Y;
EC IS L THEN VAR IS PVL ON Y;
Mg IS VL THEN VAR IS NL ON Y;
Mg IS L THEN VAR IS NL ON Y;
Mg IS M THEN VAR IS NM ON Y;
Mg IS H THEN VAR IS NM ON Y;
Mg IS VH THEN VAR IS NM ON Y;
Ca IS VL THEN VAR IS PM ON Y;
Ca IS L THEN VAR IS PL ON Y;
Ca IS M THEN VAR IS PM ON Y;
Ca IS H THEN VAR IS PM ON Y;
Ca IS VH THEN VAR IS PM ON Y;
Ca IS VH THEN VAR IS PL ON Y;
Na IS VL THEN VAR IS NVH ON Y;
Na IS VL THEN VAR IS NH ON Y;
Na IS L THEN VAR IS NM ON Y;
Na IS M THEN VAR IS NL ON Y;
Na IS H THEN VAR IS NH ON Y;
Na IS VH THEN VAR IS NH ON Y;
Na IS VH THEN VAR IS NVH ON Y;
K IS VL THEN VAR IS PVL ON Y;
K IS L THEN VAR IS PVL ON Y;
K IS M THEN VAR IS PM ON Y;
K IS H THEN VAR IS PM ON Y;
K IS VH THEN VAR IS PM ON Y;
K IS VH THEN VAR IS PH ON Y;
P IS VL THEN VAR IS PM ON Y;
P IS L THEN VAR IS PM ON Y;
P IS M THEN VAR IS PM ON Y;
P IS H THEN VAR IS PM ON Y;
P IS VH THEN VAR IS PM ON Y;
N IS VL THEN VAR IS PVL ON Y;
N IS L THEN VAR IS PL ON Y;
N IS M THEN VAR IS PL ON Y;
N IS H THEN VAR IS PL ON Y;
N IS VH THEN VAR IS PM ON Y;
N IS VH THEN VAR IS PL ON Y;
OM IS L THEN VAR IS PL ON Y;
OM IS M THEN VAR IS PL ON Y;
OM IS H THEN VAR IS PM ON Y;
Ph IS VL THEN VAR IS PVL ON Y;
Ph IS L THEN VAR IS PVL ON Y;
Ph IS SL THEN VAR IS PVL ON Y;
Ph IS M THEN VAR IS PVL ON Y;
Ph IS SH THEN VAR IS PVL ON Y;
Ph IS H THEN VAR IS PVL ON Y;
Ph IS H THEN VAR IS PL ON Y;
Ph IS VH THEN VAR IS PM ON Y;
S IS L THEN VAR IS NM ON Y;
S IS M THEN VAR IS NM ON Y;
S IS H THEN VAR IS NM ON Y;
S IS VH THEN VAR IS NH ON Y;
Cl IS L THEN VAR IS PM ON Y;
Cl IS M THEN VAR IS PM ON Y;
Cl IS H THEN VAR IS PM ON Y;
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The degree of variation induced by one concept on another
one is elaborated through the fuzzy variable “Var” of Figure
4, with the following fuzzy sets (“VVH: very very high”,
“VH: very high”, “H: high”, “M: medium”, “L: low”, “VL:
very low”, “VVL: very very low”). The influence can be
positive or negative.

Figure 4.Variation fuzzy variable.

B. Results and Discussion
The used data consists of 360 entries measured for the
years 2001, 2003 and 2006, as collected in a 5 ha field at
Myrina, Karditsa prefecture, Central Greece. The FCM model
has been developed based on raster data GIS approach, i.e.,
the data are stored in a two-dimensional matrix that represents
the spatial distribution of every factor in the field. Each cell of
the matrix corresponds to an area of 10 x 10 m, which is the
spatial resolution of the yield data model. Measurements were
collected in soil depth 0–30 cm.
FCM simulations were run on cotton yield data till the
model reached convergence. In order to discriminate between
the different yield categories, we used the threshold of 0.85 as
in [8]. If the estimated yield value is less than 0.85, which
means that the yield production is less than the 85% of desired
cotton production, then yield is categorized as ‘‘low”. If the
estimated yield value is higher than 0.85, then yield is
considered as ‘‘high”.
It can be seen from Table III that the predictions made by
DRBFCM are actually better than the ones obtained by
Papageorgiou et al. [8], even when the NHL algorithm is used.
The results of DRBFCM inference revealed an accuracy of
predictions of 85.55%, 87.22% and 73.33%, against 73.80%,
67.20% and 69.65% for the conventional FCM model, and
against 75.55%, 68.86% and 71.32% for the FCM model with
the NHL algorithm, during the years of 2001, 2003 and 2006,
respectively.
TABLE III.

PREDICTION ACCURACY RESULTS

Year

2001

2003

2006

Conventional FCM accuracy

73.80%

67.20%

69.65%

FCM with NHL algorithm

75.55%

68.86%

71.32%

DRBFCM accuracy

85.55%

87.22%

73.33%

The DRBFCM modeling approach can hence enhance the
results obtained by FCM modeling, while taking into
consideration the ambiguities intrinsic to this type of
applications. From the results of this case study, it can be also
concluded that the simulations have proven DRBFCM to be
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more faithful with regards to the real world model structure.
Indeed, in the traditional FCM, parts of the gathered rules are
omitted. The antecedent of a rule would just be ignored, and
the only thing that is used to draw a conclusion about the
influence is the consequence: is the influence “high”,
“medium” or “low”? Only those are used to generate weights.
This results in building a complex dynamic model with
nonlinear relationships, and not fully exploiting it in
simulating the real world system. The DRBFCM model, on
the other hand, is very authentic to the knowledge that has
been aggregated. The consequences of the rules are also used,
provided that the antecedent is fulfilled: which concept affects
the yield, and to what extent?
The differences in predictions are attributed to the
generated weights. A recapitulation of weights for the
traditional FCM model and DRBFCM are shown in Table IV,
where we can clearly see that the influence of Potassium (K)
is much lower in DRBFCM (WK-Y =0.22 ± 1.88E-04)
compared to the traditional FCM (WK-Y =0.6).
TABLE IV.

FCM AND DRBFCM WEIGHTS

Cotton yield (Y)
FCM
Concept
DRBFCM a
EC
0.25
0.22 ± 2.04E-04
Mg
-0.4
-0.48 ± 4.27E-02
Ca
0.5
0.48 ± 3.15E-02
Na
-0.7
-0.7 ± 2.00E-15
K
0.6
0.22 ± 1.88E-04
P
0.5
0.49 ± 5.24E-02
N
0.4
0.35 ± 1.51E-02
OM
0.4
0.35 ± 8.23E-03
pH
0.1
0.26 ± 2.37E-02
S
-0.6
-0.5 ± 7.07E-16
Cl
0.5
0.5 ± 5.47E-16
a
Mean values shown with standard deviation obtained
using the 360 cotton yield cases.

The low influence produced by DRBFCM seems to make
sense as Potassium produces a ‘high’ variation when it is ‘very
high’, nevertheless by looking at the 360 cases of cotton yield
data, Potassium was classified as either ‘medium’ or ‘low’ all
the time. Hence, DRBFCM seems to generate weights that are
coherent with the model structure and collected knowledge,
since it produces predictions that can be interpreted by tracing
the rules that contributed to the results.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
DRBFCM is a rule-based FCM, where relationships
between concepts are expressed in the form of fuzzy “if-then”
rules that dynamically determine the influence of one concept
on another one, while running a simulation for a specific
scenario. In this work, we evaluated DRBFCM numerically
using cotton yield knowledge and data. We used 360 entries
of measured data, collected during three years in an
experimental cotton field in Central Greece. The results
revealed an accuracy of predictions of 85.55%, 87.22% and
73.33% for the years 2001, 2003 and 2006, respectively.
In comparison to the conventional FCM approach with
Fuzzy Weights, DRBFCM proved, in the cotton yield case
study, to predict more accurately the yield while being faithful
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to the real world model. The knowledge collected from the
experts is fed into a standard inference system to map
adequately the input space into the output space. Hence, the
generated projections are more coherent with the model’s
collected knowledge, and the use of rules improves
interpretation of the produced results.
In this study, we used the inference parameters and
membership functions as defined in [8]. As a future work, we
would like to perform an uncertainty and a sensitivity analysis
to gain insights into the factors that would have an impact on
the produced predictions, and to attribute the uncertainty in
the output to the uncertainties in the input.
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Abstract— This paper presents an approach for online outlier
detection over multiple data streams based on Complex Event
Processing (CEP) to enable driving behavior classification.
Driving is a daily task that allows people to move around faster
and more comfortably. However, more than half of fatal
crashes are related to recklessness behaviors. Reckless
maneuvers can be detected with good accuracy by analyzing
data relating to the driver-vehicle interaction, abrupt turnings,
acceleration and deceleration, for instance. In this paper, we
investigate if off-the-shelf smartphones can be used to an
online detection of driving behavior. To do so, we have adapted
the Z-Score algorithm, a classical outlier detection algorithm,
to perform online outlier detection as a data stream processing
model, which receives the smartphone and in-vehicle sensors
data as input. The evaluation of the approach was carried out
in a case study to assess the algorithm. Our results indicate
that the algorithm’s performance is fairly good in a real world
case study since the algorithm’s accuracy was 84% and the
average processing time was 100 milliseconds.
Keywords-Online Outlier Detection; Complex Event
Processing; In-Vehicle Sensing; Online Driving Behavior
Detection; Smartphone.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Driving is a daily task that allows people to travel more
quickly and comfortably. However, a study on road safety
conducted by the American Automobile Association [1]
reported that 56% of fatal crashes between 2003 and 2007
involved one or more unsafe behaviors typically associated
with reckless driving, such as speeding, improper lane
changes, making improper turns and weaving in and out of
traffic [2][3]. Reckless driving is a particular type of driving
behavior defined by Tasca [3] as a behavior that
“deliberately increases the risk of collision and is motivated
by impatience, annoyance, hostility or an attempt to save
time”.
Nonetheless, current Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS) still rely on an infrastructure composed of static
sensors and cameras installed on roads, making it difficult to
collect, aggregate and analyze the data, especially in real
time [4]. Moreover, due to the high cost of installation and
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maintenance, they are usually restricted to certain roads or
neighborhoods. In contrast, Internet of Things (IoT) aims to
pervasively connect billions of things or smart objects, such
as vehicles, sensors, actuators and smartphones. IoT poses an
even more complicated challenge in a multi-stream
environment where multiple data streams are competing for
the available memory and processing resources, especially in
resource-constrained systems, such as sensors and mobile
devices [5].
Current approaches, such as [2][6][7], use the
smartphone to understand and evaluate the driver's driving
behavior. Mobile Sensor Platform for Intelligent Recognition
Of Aggressive Driving (MIROAD) [2] is a driving style
recognition platform that uses only the smartphone as a data
source and processing unit. MIROAD uses the Dynamic
Time Warping algorithm, originally developed for speech
recognition, to classify the maneuvers (driver events)
performed by the driver. Join Driving [6] proposes a scoring
mechanism to quantitatively evaluate maneuvers and
passenger comfort level based on ISO 2631-1-1997 [8].
Quintero, Lopez and Pinilla. [7] use Fuzzy Logic and Neural
Networks - the output Fuzzy variables are inserted in a
neural network properly trained to classify the behavior of
the drivers. However, as the neural network is on a remote
server, all Fuzzy variables outputs need to be sent to the
remote server that performs the offline analysis and
classification of driver behavior. These approaches use
models/techniques (e.g., in Neural Network, Fuzzy Theory
and Hidden Markov) with good accuracy [9]. In addition,
they were not designed for data stream processing [10], and
according to Lin et al. [9], they have low processing
performance, need a long training phase, require artificial
assumptions or require prior knowledge to formulate rules.
Moreover, since these approaches are static, they have
difficulty to recognize the parameters quick and accurately
[9], for instance, neural networks have subjective methods
for adjusting their topology (numbers of layers and neurons)
and requires a fixed number of input parameters.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents an overview of the key concepts. Section III
highlights the definitions and planning of the study case.
Section IV addresses the study case operation. Finally,
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Section V reviews and discusses the central ideas presented
in this paper, and proposes lines of future work on the
subject.
II.

FUNDAMENTALS

This section presents the main concepts about complex
event processing, as well as outlier detection algorithms.
A. Complex Event Processing
Complex Event Processing (CEP) is a set of techniques
and tools that provides an in-memory processing model upon
the asynchronous data stream, in real time (i.e., minimum
delay) for online detection of situations of interest [11]. CEP
offers [11]: (i) situation awareness through the usage of
continuous queries that correlate data from different sensor
data streams, (ii) context awareness by subdividing data
streams into different views, such as temporal windows or
key partitions, and (iii) flexibility since it can specify events
at any time, that is, the specification of events may be
changed dynamically while the system is running (i.e., onthe-fly).
The CEP central concept is a declarative Event
Processing Language (EPL) to express the event processing
rules (continuous queries and patterns). These rules are based
on event-condition-action triad, and use operators (e.g.,
logic, counting and temporal) on the input events, searching
for correlations, exceptional conditions and pattern
occurrence. The CEP central task is to provide mechanisms
for Event Pattern Matching, i.e., from hundreds or even
thousands of events, to identify significant patterns in the
application domain [12]. The event processing and pattern
detection are made by so-called event processing agents
(EPAs) that process the events’ stream. Basically, an EPA
filters, separates, aggregates, transforms and synthesizes new
complex events from simple events. To be able to detect the
pattern of the maneuver, it is necessary to use an important
CEP concept called Time Window (or just window). A
window is a temporal context that defines which portions of
the input data stream are considered during the EPL rule
execution [13], e.g., events in the last 30 seconds.
B. Outlier Detection
Commonly, outlier detection technics typically assume
that outliers in data are rare when compared to normal
instances and when outliers do occur, these are observations
that deviate significantly from the rest of the sample [14].
However, “meaningful” constitutes a subjective judgment to
consider an instance as outlier. For instance, the main
grouping pattern are extremely similar in Figure 1(a) and (b).
However, there are significant differences outside these
major groups. In Figure 1(a), the point A clearly deviates
significantly from the rest of the points and therefore it is an
outlier. However, Figure 1 (b) is much more subjective, since
point A lies in a sparse region of data. Thus, it becomes more
difficult to state with confidence that this data differs
significantly from the other points. It is quite likely that this
data point represents randomly distributed noise. This is
because point A seems to fit a pattern represented by other
randomly distributed points.
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Therefore, although noise detection/removal is important
for several application domains, it is not always possible to
classify an instance as normal, noise or outlier precisely and
choices depend on the specific criteria of each application. In
this way, noise can be modeled as the semantic limit between
normal and anomalous instances [15]. Thus, some authors
use the term weak outlier (noise) and strong outlier to
distinguish them [16]. In this paper, the term outlier refers to
an instance that can be considered an abnormality or noise.

Figure 1. Difference between noise and anomaly. Adapted from [15].

Most anomaly detection algorithms uses scores for
measuring the “outlierness”, such as density, nearest
neighbor clustering or statistical inference [15][17]. Thus,
outliers usually have a higher score than the noises [15].
However, Aggarwal and Yu [16] emphasize that approaches
based on clustering and density have an expensive
computation and are not appropriate for data stream
environments.
Statistical approaches were the earliest algorithms used
for outlier detection and they assume that normal instances
occur in high probability regions, while outliers occur in low
probability regions of a stochastic model. The Standard
Score (commonly referred as Z-Score) is a simple statistical
technique that enables one-pass computation over a data
stream to identify outliers. Z-Score describes raw score’s
location in terms of how far above or below the mean is
when measured in standard deviation. A Z-Score of zero
means that raw data instance is equal to the mean. Z-Score
computation creates a unitless score that is no longer related
to the original units (e.g., km/h and m/s²) as it measures
number of standard deviation units and therefore can more
readily be used for comparisons. After computing the ZScore for each data instance, the algorithm calculates the Zdistribution, i.e., the relative frequency of the raw Z-Scores
of a population or sample.
III.

DEFINING AND PLANNING OF THE CASE STUDY

In this section, the case study is presented with the focus
on the definition and planning of the objective.
A. Drivers’ and route selection
Due to the difficulty of recruiting drivers and the costs
associated with assessing driving behavior, the process of
driver selection was a matter of convenience and sampling
was completed by quota. However, it was tried to establish a
sample that represented the universe of drivers, preserving
the same behavioral characteristics. Thus, 25 drivers were
chosen for the study. Sixteen were male and nine female,
theirs age ranged from 20 to 60 years. Another important
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issue is the drivers’ experience. In our sample, drivers’
experience ranged from 2 to 42 years. Finally, all drivers
were familiar with local traffic condition and regulations.
This is important so that during the assessment of the drivers,
the behaviors reflect the daily behaviors.
Regarding route selection, we defined a paved route
comprising streets and avenues ranging from one to three
lanes with approximately 14.5 km in Aracaju-SE, Brazil. In
addition, the route contains roundabouts, traffic lights,
pedestrian crossings and turns. The speed limit on the route
was 60 km/h. A pilot study was conducted on the chosen
route, and this provided insights about driver’s behaviors.
B. Instrumentation
The instrumentation process started with the
implementation of the Z-Score algorithm, through CEP rules.
The algorithm was implemented in EPL, an structured query
like language (SQL-like) where streams replace tables as the
source of data with events replacing rows as the basic unit of
data for running in ASPER, a CEP processing engine based
on ESPER and adapted for Android. ESPER is an open
source complex event processing engine.
A Brazilian version of manual Citröen C3 was equipped
with a Samsung Galaxy SIII 1.4 GHz Quad Core with 1GB
of RAM and Bluetooth OBD-II device. Our prototype was
installed on the smartphone running the online Z-Score
algorithm.
C. Measurement Metrics
We calculate five performance metrics, shown in Table I,
which will be used to evaluate the algorithm. In addition, as
quality metric, we use the average execution time, that is,
the arithmetic mean of execution times for a given algorithm
and algorithms’ average resources consumption, i.e.,
Central Processing Unit (CPU) usage and memory
consumption.
TABLE I.

PERFORMANCE METRICS

Metric
Accuracy is the percentage of instances (evidences) correctly
classified.
Recall is the percentage of instances that were correctly classified as
positive.
Precision is the percentage of instances classified as positive
(evidence) that are actually positive.
F Measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, that is, it
combines the precision and recall.
Error Rate is the proportion of instances that are incorrectly
classified.

IV.

OPERATION OF THE CASE STUDY

This section describes the preparation and execution of
the real world case study.
A. Preparation
For the evaluation, we used the open dataset provided by
Bergasa [18]. The dataset provides three axis accelerometer
data labeled (as cautious and reckless) based on thresholds
given by Paefgen, Kehr, Zhai and Michahelles [19] for
acceleration, braking and turning. This dataset contains
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driving data of six different drivers and vehicles in two
different routes, one is 25km in a road with normally 3 lanes
on each direction and 120km/h of maximum allowed speed,
and the other is around 16km in a secondary road of
normally one lane on each direction and around 90km/h of
maximum allowed speed. For each driver data, a 3-fold
cross-validation was performed, where each driver’s data are
randomly divided into two pieces of 35% for training and
one piece of 30% for testing and checking the subset of data
that generated the best results the algorithm. For the Online
Z-Score algorithm, the best results were achieved
considering a data instance as outlier based on the threshold
(Z-score greater than the modulus of three) proposed by
Chandola, Banerjee and Kumar [17].
Aiming to be operational in a mobile device, applications
need to vary data rates based on available computation
resources. Therefore, the Online Z-Score needs to adapt its
behavior to perform the outlier detection with good accuracy.
Thus, based on this scenario, we define two setups. First, we
set the sensor data sample rate to be h = 100Hz and time
window Δ = 10s (setup 1). Second, we set the sensor data
sample rate to be h = 50Hz and time windows Δ = 20s (setup
2).
B. Intrinsic Evaluation of The Knowledge Model
In this subsection, we present the results for the training
using the open dataset aforementioned. We repeated each
evaluation 5 times and the confidence level for all results is
95%. Table II shows the average Z-Score Online
performance. Despite the good overall performance, the
Online Z-Score stood out with an average accuracy greater
than 98%. In respect to the precision, the Online Z-Score had
an expressive result with an average precision of 99.31%.
This means that Online Z-Score classifies correctly cautious
data instances that are really cautious in an average of
99.31%. Online Z-Score achieved an excellent recall
performance in both setups. This means that, on average,
Online Z-Score reached true positive rates greater than 99%
in setup 1 and greater than 98% in setup 2. Regarding the F
Measure, Online Z-Score stood out with the average F
Measure greater than 99% in both setups.
TABLE II.

OLINE Z-SCORE PERFORMANCE METRICS
Setup 1

Setup 2

h = 100Hz and Δ = 10s

h = 50Hz and Δ = 20s

Accuracy

98.07%

98.70%

Precision

98.72%

99.90%

Recall

99.33%

98.78%

F-Measure

99.02%

99.33%

Metric

Table III shows the Online Z-Score quality metrics. In
order to check the algorithms’ resource consumption in both
setups, we firstly verify the smartphone’s memory (in
megabytes) and CPU (in percentage) usage in two situations:
in standby and collecting data from smartphone’s own
sensors and OBD-II device, however, without processing
them. Through the Table III, it is possible to note that only
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collecting data increases memory consumption by 12.54%
and CPU usage by 60.83%. However, the Online Z-Score
consumed only 6.15 and 6.40 MB of the 830 MB available
on the smartphone. Disregarding CPU usage for collecting,
Online Z-Score used only 3.01% and 3.86% of the CPU in
setups 1 and 2, respectively. Moreover, a larger time window
resulted in a higher memory consumption and processing.
TABLE III.

Z-SCORE OLINE QUALITY METRICS
Setup 1

Metric

instance, in the maneuver one and two, the total of outlier
evidences are 17% and 23.5% respectively. The Online ZScore algorithm identified quite a different distribution for
reckless maneuvers, as shown in Figure 4. For instance, the
maneuvers 1 and 2 had respectively 32.67% and 31.14% of
evidences classified as outliers.

Setup 2

RAM
(MB)

CPU
(%)

Time
(s)

RAM
(MB)

CPU
(%)

Time
(s)

Standby

4.53

1.41

-

4.53

1.41

-

Collecting

5.18

3.60

-

5.18

3.60

-

Z-Score
Online

6.15

6.61

101.6

6.40

7.46

99.58

C. Execution
The smartphone was installed in the center of the vehicle
windshield. The OBD-II reader device was connected to the
OBD-II port of the vehicle and reads a variety of data from
the vehicle bus. The OBD-II device sends the data streams
via Bluetooth to the smartphone. Thus, the execution of the
case study consisted of performing the process of outliers’
detection from driving data streams of each driver volunteer.
The driver behavior data were collected in seven sunny
days and the drivers drove between 9am and 8pm. Each
driver made one trip on the chosen route. Thus, a total of
362.5 km were covered comprising 12.5 hours of driving.
Then, the chosen route was explained in detail and it was
asked to the driver drives as usually. The driver volunteer
also was informed that a driver expert with 15 years of
experience would follow him\her during the case study –
similar to an expert-based test administered in initial tests to
judge driver performance – but we emphasize that our goal
was to analyze and classifies driver’s behavior in cautious or
reckless and not approve or disapprove him/her. This
classification served as a ground truth.
The prototype collects data from smartphone sensors
(i.e., accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetic compass and GPS)
and from vehicle sensors (i.e., speed, revolutions per minute
and throttle position in percentage) through OBD-II device.
These sensor data streams are sent to the smartphone via
Bluetooth connection. The connection between the
smartphone and OBD-II device was performed using a
generic mobile middleware [20] for short range
communication.
D. Extrinsic Evaluation of the Knowledge Model
Unlike the results obtained by Hong, Margines and Dey
[21], both cautious and reckless drivers have substantial
differences regarding speed. Through an online analysis, it is
possible to identify reckless maneuvers that result in
significant changes in Z-distribution, as shown in Figure 2.
Cautious maneuvers follow the normal distribution.
Figure 3 shows the average revolutions per minute (rpm)
Z-distribution. There is a notable Z-distribution difference in
reckless maneuvers while performing an online analyzes. For
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Figure 2. Speed maneuvers Z-distribution comparison

Figure 3. RPM maneuvers Z-distribution comparison

Figure 4. Throttle position maneuvers Z-distribution comparison

Analyzing 3-axis accelerometer data it should be noted
that aggressive events Z-distribution is practically equal to
the normal curve, as shown in Figure 5. Unlike other studies
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that consider only the lateral and longitudinal acceleration
[21], we decided to consider the 3-axis since in Brazil many
of the roads have poor quality. Thus, we believe that an
analysis considering the 3-axis depicts more faithfully the
Brazilian scene. However, to our surprise and going against
the results of several studies, such as [21], evaluating the
driver behavior, it was not noticed considerable changes in
acceleration Z-distribution in reckless maneuvers as shown
in Figure 5. Unlike the data aforementioned, maneuvers 1
and 2 had, respectively, only 9.37% and 7.86% of evidences
classified as outliers. However, based on parameters
established in ISO 2631-1-1997, which evaluates the effects
of human exposure under acceleration, to measure the level
of passengers comfort/discomfort. Considering that in our
case study a stopped vehicle had acceleration equal to 9.8
m/s², so passengers felt comfortable while acceleration was
within a range from 8.9 to 11.2 m/s². Nevertheless, reckless
drivers’ events, such as sudden lane changes, abrupt
accelerations/deceleration and jerks, generated much more
uncomfortable feelings for passengers once 75% of the
outliers were out of comfortable this range.

Thus, the iofd of a rare outlier evidence is high, whereas
the iofd of a frequent outlier evidence is likely to be low. In
order to weighting each outlier evidence in a time window,
we combine the definition of outlier frequency and inverse
outlier frequency (ofiof) as given by 2 , where e is the
outlier evidence value and d is the dimension. Therefore, a
driver’ trip score is given through the weighted average of
sum of all ofiof, as shown in 3 , where t is the number of
time windows during the trip.

ofiof e,d  of e,d * iof d
 t

Score  average  ofiof e,d 
 i 1





Figure 6 shows the drivers’ score. For this case study,
drivers with scores greater than 50 were classified as
reckless. This threshold was chosen by analyzing data from
six other drivers. These drivers drove on the same chosen
route, but for three of them were asked to drive cautiously
and the others recklessly. The maximum score for cautious
drivers was 35 and the minimum one for the reckless was
65. Therefore, we consider the threshold of 50 as the upper
bound in the classification of the cautious drivers and as the
lower bound in the classification of reckless one. Comparing
the algorithm classification with the ground truth, it should
be noted an excellent performance, as shown Table IV.

Figure 5. Acceleration Z-distribution comparison

E. Scoring Driving Behaviors
In order to score the drivers’ behavior, it is necessary to
consider that (i) sensors have different acquisition rates. For
instance, in this case study, the OBD-II device and the
smartphone’s accelerometer average acquisition rate was 8
Hz and 140 Hz, respectively. Thus, during the data stream
processing, we will have 17.5 times more evidences of
acceleration than speed and (ii) certain evidences may have
little power for discriminating driver behavior. To this end,
we adapted a statistical mechanism used in document
mining to evaluate how important a word is to a document
in a collection, called inverse document frequency [22], to
identify how important a outlier in a data stream.
We defined an outlier frequency (ofd) as the number of
outliers that occurs in a dimension d. Furthermore, we
defined the inverse outlier frequency (iofd) of a data instance
in dimension d as shown in .

 N
iof d  log 
 of d
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Figure 6. Drivers’ score during case study
TABLE IV.

OLINE Z-SCORE PERFORMANCE

Metric

Value

Accuracy

84.00%

Recall

76.47%

Precision

100.00%

F-Measure

86.67%

Error Rate

16.00%

RAM

6.35 MB

CPU

7.24%
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V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we introduced an online outlier detection
for driver behavior detection approach. Unlike many works
that aims to provide a faster outlier detection and to adapt
algorithms to perform a distributed processing, our proposal
performs an online outlier detection in mobile devices, such
as smartphone, with limited computational resources. The
main contributions of this paper are (i) a classical offline
outlier detection algorithm adapted to perform online outlier
detection. In addition, this algorithm is operational on mobile
devices and able to adapt their behavior based on available
computational resources, that is, change sensors’ refresh rate
and time window without varying the algorithm accuracy,
(ii) a prototype to identify driver behavior based on online
outlier detection and (iii) assessment that validates and
demonstrates the performance of our proposal.
More research is still needed with this approach.
However, considering the encouraging performance results,
we are confident that our approach can be used in several
others IoT scenarios. For the future, we expect to advance
our work along the following lines: (i) perform a comparison
with other related works, (ii) adapt the algorithm to scenarios
where energy consumption is critical, (iii) perform a
distributed online outlier detection, (iv) analyze the effect
that different types of windows may generate in the
correctness of algorithms and devices’ resource consumption
and (v) regarding to driver behavior, identify behaviors that
precede accidents and to identify the relationship between
driving behavior, fuel consumption and air pollution.
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Abstract—Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SME) see
themselves confronted with constant challenges. Globalization,
volatile markets and international competition require a focus
on key topics such as customer satisfaction and delivery
reliability. Key requirements for achieving these aims are lean
and reactive business processes, which are obtained through
horizontal and vertical networking. To network these business
departments a lean shop floor information system, consisting
of Smart Devices and a production application is developed.
The aim of the system is the recording and needs-based
communication of component modifications and technical
drawings in SME special machine manufacturers. With the
system, reduction of cycle time in projects, timely feedback of
errors from the shop floor to the top floor, reduction of
mistakes carried over to new projects and reduced time for the
completion of the customer documentation can be achieved.
Keywords-Lean Manufacturing Tool; Production-App;
Smart Devices; Industry 4.0; Value Chain Digitization

I.

INTRODUCTION

Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SME) are facing
many challenges and have to overcome these, in order to
persist in the international competition [1], including
challenges such as the individualization of the products and
shorter product life cycles [2]. In response to these
challenges in production, lean and reconfigurable processes
are applied as a solution [3]. The required ability to react
more frequently and flexibly can only be achieved, on
correct and timely information [4].
Verbal and paper-based information exchange is the most
widely accepted form of communication in SMEs even
today. In particular, SMEs must accept these challenges,
open themselves to new technologies and take advantage of
it [11]. The introduction of new technologies is particularly
difficult for SMEs, due to non-existent IT capacities and
their high specialization in manufacturing and assembly
processes of their daily business. In order to be able to react
adequately to time-intensive factors, such as production
changes and disturbances, it is necessary to develop lean
solutions and find new ways to optimize and to digitize
production based on existing IT facilities in SMEs.
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The article focuses on the connection of shop floor and
top floor, especially the connection of design/development
department with production entities such as manufacturing
and assembly. The presented industrial use case is the change
of technical products and drawings during production in
special engineering companies. Therefore, a production-app
in combination with smart devices and lean processes was
developed. Use case and procedure as well as the technical
solution are mainly related to SME – machinery and plant
engineering companies. Especially companies, which
produce individual and special machines, mostly with batch
size one, are designated for using the system.
The presented research and development is part of the
research project NeWiP. In four different use cases the
project analyses industry-related problems and develops
solutions for the connection of company departments and
production entities. Moreover, solutions for the connection
between companies and information exchange are
developed.
This paper is structured as follows: in Section II, an
overview of related work is given. Furthermore, Section II
describes the use case in detail and concludes with the
advantages and aims of the presented procedure and the
technical solution - the shop floor information application
(SIA). Section III describes the procedure and used tools
during the analysis of the initial situation. In Section IV the
resulting requirements are described. Both analysis and
requirement were taken into account during the development
of the optimized process and the design of the production
application. Optimized process and technical solution are
finally outlined in Section V. It leads to the description of
main functionalities of the developed production-app in
combination with the smart devices in Section VI. Finally,
Section VI concludes with a summary and gives an outlook
on future work.
II.

RELATED WORK AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Efficient management of flexible processes is hardly
possible without supporting systems and the provision of
decision-relevant information [3]. Cyber-Physical Systems
(CPS), Manufacturing-Executive-System (MES) and
Enterprise-Resource-Planning (ERP) systems are designed to
bridge the media gap between the physical and virtual world,
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providing up-to-date and comprehensive information.
Components equipped with sensors, actuators and computing
capacities can transfer information about themselves and
their environment from reality to IT systems [5]. These CPS
offer an opportunity to close the gap between the real world
and the virtual world [6]. CPS gather physical data via
sensors, control processing units and communication devices
[7] [8]. By linking barcode, quick response code or RFID,
the media gap between the object and information level can
mostly be reduced [6].
The technologies associated with Industry 4.0 have not
yet taken a comprehensive approach to production,
especially in SMEs [9].
During industrial production, a variety of information,
e.g., product-, process-, and project-related information
occurs. For these types of information, there are several
methods and systems of information gathering and exchange.
At the shop floor area, information is transferred via verbal,
written or computer-related communication. Production Data
Acquisition (PDA), Machine Data Acquisition (MDA), Shop
Floor Programming (SFP), Computerized Numerical Control
(CNC) and Tool Management Systems (TMS) are the most
frequently used computer-related applications in the shop
floor area. Some systems have grown historically as isolated
applications, without suitable interfaces that enable the
integration of further systems. In addition, these systems are
stationary and often not very intuitive. Declared goal of
research and industry is a consistent shared use of data and a
complete integration of all systems, as well as a uniform
structure of information to ensure data exchange among each
other [10].
The usage of CPS and digitalization is providing up-todate and comprehensive information, which help to optimize
the production process, to support employees in various
company departments and to close media gaps between the
physical and virtual world along the value chain. The focus
is on socio-technical systems, in which people and machines
are networked at different levels. Information are collected
by means of suitable technical systems and software
solutions. These are distributed to the respective specialists
in a context-based manner so they are able to make their
decisions.
A. Problem Description
The use case for the communication tool is the
connection of shop floor and top floor departments in SMEs
special machine manufacturers, where the transmission and
recording of information is still largely paper-bound. The
customer-specific special machines are planned in the
design/development
department.
Then,
they
are
manufactured, assembled and commissioned in the
company’s shop floor facility and later at the customer’s
plant.
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During the execution of a project (development to
commissioning of a special machine), a large number of
employees of various business departments are involved.
Main subject of the use case is the change process of
technical drawings. For clarification, the process as it is
today is described in the following: the design/development
department creates the technical drawings, which are
forwarded to the shop floor upon approval of the project
leader in analogue form. Occasionally, design and drawing
mistakes occur, which have to be corrected both on the
product itself and the CAD data (3D and 2D data). Certain
employees in the shop floor are qualified to make these
alterations if it becomes necessary. These are handwritten on
the technical drawings. At the end of the production process,
all technical drawings of a project are transferred to the
design/development department, in order to create the
complete project and customer documentation. Since all of
these technical drawings are received in the
design/development department at the same time and after
completion of the special machine, they have to be updated
successively. This procedure is personal intensive and causes
delays.
Moreover, handwritten changes on technical drawings
increase the risk of media breaks between shop floor and
design/development. During these projects, mistakes and
errors have to be reported and corrected timely, so that they
are not repeated in new projects. The result is that these
mistakes might be carried over to new projects running in
parallel, if the incorrect machine modules have not been
updated in CAD programs in time. Figure 1 shows the initial
situation and the aim of developing and implementing a
production-app.
B. Objective
The objective of the communication tool SIA is the
reduction of media breaks in the presented use case. On the
technical side, this becomes possible by using Smart Devices
and a production-app to digitize changes on technical
drawings and modules. Furthermore, there are
changes/adaptations of the business processes.
If technical changes and process adaptations are
combined, new change/business processes become possible
so that the design/development department is enabled to
update (modules) changes simultaneously to the production
process. This reduces the time until changes are noticed and more important - corrected. So design mistakes on machine
modules can be updated timely to their detection in shop
floor, resulting in a reduced probability of repeating an error
in new projects. Besides, it also improves the planning of
required personal capacities in the design/development
department.
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Design/Development

(1) Initial Situation
Design/Development

Manufacturing

Assembly

Commissioning

(2) Future Situation after SIA introduction
Design/Development
 Creation of the complete documentation in parallel to production processes
 Timely creation and verification of the documentation
 Better overview of necessary changes in Design/Development
 Controlling of project progress
 Reduction of design faults which are carried over to new projects

Creation of the complete
documentation /
maintenance of changes

Changes

Design/Development

Manufacturing

Assembly

Start-Up

Project Duration

Reduced Cycle Time

Figure 1: Advantages by using the shop-floor-information-application (SIA)

By directly digitizing technical drawings on the shop
floor, media breaks are avoided. The shop floor information
application (consisting of Smart Devices and productionapp) provides necessary functionalities with the following
advantages:
 Reduction of cycle time of a customer project
 Timely feedback of errors from shop floor to top
floor
 Reduction of mistakes carried over to new projects
 Improved planning capacity in development and
design/development department
 Reduced time for the completion of the customer
documentation
III.

ANALYSIS OF THE INITIAL SITUATION

In the development and production of special machines,
interdisciplinary project-teams are involved. Especially in
interdisciplinary teams, it is not guaranteed that all
participants will understand a statement in the same way.
Therefore, a uniform understanding of the initial problems
and requirements is necessary. A starting point is constituted
by a user-story. In the development phase, the project
objective is divided into definable and independent subgoals,
which are described in an easy and understandable way [12].
Acceptance criteria should be identified and named, in order
to increase the willingness of users for technological change.
Acceptance criteria are for instance ergonomics, mobility,
robustness and tolerance. During the development of the
technological solution, these acceptance criteria must be
noted and their degree of performance should be checked. In
addition to these criteria, quality requirements should be
identified and named. These requirements describe the
features of the system to be developed according to ISO /
IEC 9126. Characteristics such as functionality, reliability,
usability, efficiency, maintainability and transferability have
to be considered.
Nowadays, information should be provided at the right
time, in the right place and in sufficient quality to the user.
Therefore, lean and smart production processes and short
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information flows within the organization are needed [13].
Real improvements in business-, core-, support- and
management processes can only be achieved if current
processes and information flows are analyzed. The main
reasons for modeling of the actual state are following:
 The modeling of processes is the starting point for
the detection of weak points and the elaboration of
improvements.
 Without an accurate understanding of the actual
process, fault causes and possible potentials for
improvement cannot be localized precisely.
 The documentation of the actual state generates
process knowledge, which is available to all project
participants.
 Media breaks can be better recognized.
The scope of analysis is always project-specific. There
are among others four survey methods for analyzing the
actual situation. In advance, by viewing and analyzing all
process relevant documents, a high degree of information
can be generated. Often, documents are created regarding to
certifications DIN EN ISO 9001 and are already existing. By
analyzing the value chain, beginning from shipping area on
to receiving area, further process relevant information is
gathered through observation and interview of the process
owner. In team workshops, more detailed information about
specific production processes and information flows can be
acquired. Open questions and further issues can be discussed.
In specific single interviews with employees, remaining
questions can be answered and high detailed knowledge
about processes, production as well as information and
material flow can be collected.
A variety of different languages for process modelling
are available. Common modelling languages are for instance
Event-driven Process Chain (EPK), Unified Modeling
Language (UML) or Business Process Execution Language
(BPEL) or Business Process Modeling Notation 2.0
(BPMN2.0). BPMN2.0 was chosen for the use case because
it is suited for the requirements of a structured and
formalized mapping of business processes and information
flows. In this language, activities, gateways and events are
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represented by BPMN basic elements. Primary goal of the
BPMN2.0 is to provide a notation, which is easy to
understand for all participants in business process
management [14]. During analysis of the initial situation, the
BPMN2.0 was used to document the current business
processes in an understandable way for the project team.
With an analysis of the important business processes for the
project, the future business process was developed in
BPMN2.0, so everyone in the project team got a clear view
of the future business process and the requirements and
functions for the production-app. Moreover, the
documentation in BPMN2.0 is understandable and
expressive enough to be used in future DIN EN ISO 9001
documentations.
Following the analysis of the current state, the
requirements for the system and the app as well as the Smart
Device are derived.
IV.

REQUIREMENTS TO THE SYSTEM

The following fields of action, such as the mastery of
information and communication technologies, the economic
introduction of new technologies and processes, the
involvement of employees in this new form of industrial
production, have become key success factors.
Challenge - Information Technology: IT-systems are
developed to support business processes and production
processes. Due to constantly changing influencing factors, an
adaptation of these systems is indispensable. However, it is
difficult for producing SMEs to cope with necessary changes
in complex programs and architectures because of their own
limited resources and their high specialization in
manufacturing and assembly. This circumstance has resulted
in isolated applications that are optimally suited to the
execution of a specific business process, but can only be
integrated into the IT infrastructure of the company in a
highly resource-intensive manner [11]. Therefore, a
requirement of the developed system and application was the
integration into an existing architecture without endangering
other systems.
Challenge - Cost-Effectiveness: The key factors of
production, labor, land and capital, are some of the input
factors of any industrial production. The output, on the other
hand, is e.g., simply valued over the product price. The
desired transparency and responsivity, a key target of
industry 4.0, is achieved only on the basis of information.
Information as such is not quantifiable and does not
represent a typical characteristic for the economic
consideration of an investment project in producing SMEs.
Collection of context-related information on the shop floor is
the main function of the developed system. For the economic
assessment of the system, quantifiable factors such as
improved personnel utilization, reduced error avoidance of
the same components and a shortened project running time
can be mentioned.
Challenge - Employees: Industry 4.0 introduces a
paradigm shift to an enhanced network of intelligent
production technology. The main focus of this development
is the human being, as a link between process and
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equipment. This human-machine interface requires a
rethinking of all existing forms of work organization and
efficient workplace design. In order to meet the requirements
of an efficient workplace design, factors such as user
characteristics,
environmental
factors,
social
and
organizational environment, factors of work tasks, as well as
factors of work equipment were taken into account in the
development of the system [15]. On the basis of this, a
prototypical conceptual design (drawing, low-fidelity
prototype and high-fidelity prototype) took place. Particular
attention was paid to the creation of an ergonomic humanmachine interface and a lean integration of the system into
existing business processes as well as a lean design of main
functionalities for the multimodal gathering of information.
In the design of the main functionalities, the seven principles
of dialogue design, task adequacy, self-describability,
controllability, expectation conformity, fault tolerance,
individualization and learning support according to DIN EN
ISO 9241-110 were considered. Further methods like
discussion-, simulation-, version-, and prototyping methods
can be of use for the participation of users in software
development and increasing the willingness for using the
new system. In order to evaluate the design, functionality
and content in an early phase of the project, the solutions are
implemented in different prototypes. With increasing project
progress, the prototypes change in kind of their build effort.
Therefore, low-fidelity prototypes were developed at the
beginning of the project. This type of prototyping is
relatively resource saving and allows short and low time
consuming changes in the design [16]. The design was
developed with the standard software Microsoft Visio. Even
before programming the app, all responsible users could
discuss the rudimentary functions. In further iterative loops,
the design and functions could be changed with low effort.
After the rough plan period, the application was build up in
detail. These are high-fidelity prototypes and illustrate
precise functionalities and structures as well as the design of
the application. Therefore, the prototype software Axure was
used.
V. CONCEPT OF THE COMMUNICATION TOOL
After an initial state- and requirements analysis a concept
for networking shop floor and top floor area was developed.
By using the system, employees can be supported during
their daily work, without additional burden or additional
processes, physical and ergonomical restrictions. The
developed system and its application in the business process
are shown in figure 2. The optimized process in business
departments of the treated use case follows steps (1) to (6):
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3.1

3.2

Production
Evaluation of the
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Production
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Figure 2. Optimised process by using the production application

(1) In design/development department, an auto-ID code
(QR-Code and Dot-Paper) for the technical drawing has to
be generated. The printed pattern consists of small dots
whose diameter is 100
. By the combination of these
points and their position at the intersections of a four-sided
right angle grid, coordinates can be formed. This allows the
Smart-Pen to determine position on the paper [17]. In SmartPen a camera is integrated, which record and protocol
movement of the Smart-Pen. The generation of the QR-Code
is done automatically. This is achieved by a developed plugin for computer aided design programs (e.g., Solidworks,
NX, Inventor, AutoCAD). The QR-Code contains relevant
information such as the drawing number, project number,
name and index of the drawing and is used for identifying
the technical drawing via Smart Device. By means of the
QR-Code, which is printed onto the analogue technical
drawings on the shop floor, analog technical drawings can be
digitized by reading the machine-readable code with the
Tablet-PC without much effort.
(2) The approved technical drawings are stored in the
operational data management system and provided to the
work preparation as a PDF file. In the work preparation
department, the technical drawings of a project are still
printed out and placed in a project folder. The analogue
version is often still a must-have in shop floor. With this
restriction several ways to document a virtual twin are
possible, see chapter VI. This analogue project folder runs
through the production and serves as a sole work instruction
for the worker. The digital twin of the technical drawing is
stored and can be used any time after QR-Code scan.
(3) Hand-picked employees are equipped with the Smart
Device (Tablet-PC), Smart-Pen and the production-app.
When the employee makes a change to the components and
to the technical drawing, as described in the application
scenario, he/she has several functions to document the
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changes. After a personalized log-in to the application, the
operator scans the QR-Code with the camera of the TabletPC. The QR-Code scan loads the digital twin and further
information of the technical drawing. The application
provides the employee with four multimodal functionalities,
to document the changes on the parts or technical drawings:
Smart-Pen, Tablet-Pen, Take Picture, 3D-Model.
After documentation, there are an analogue and digital
twin of the technical drawing. The analogue version runs
further with the modified part through production, whereas
the digital version is forwarded to the design/development
department for documentation and correction.
(4) The employee finishes the changes and sends the
digital technical drawing with its changes to the
design/development department by using a predefined mail.
(5) In the design/development department, the incoming
information includes the technical drawings as well as a
description of the problem and the priority. These are sighted
by the manager of the department and arranged according to
their urgency. With this information, he/she is able to
improve capacity planning and can direct the changes to
employees according to priorities and available capacities.
(6) The design/development department maintains the
modifications. After this, a new release of the mechanical
drawing and CAD data is stored in the Operational Data
Management System. The work preparation department has
now access to the blueprint`s PDF-version and is able to
attach a printed copy of it in the project`s file folder.
Furthermore, all relevant changes are done and CAD data is
updated for new projects.
VI. FUNCTIONALITES OF THE APPLICATION
To achieve the above mentioned change process, the
production-app is developed, offering several functions,
which are described below:
Through specifications and requirements as stated in the
previous sections, several functionalities like Tablet-Pen,
Take Picture, Smart-Pen and 3D-Model were included in the
production-app as shown in Figure 3. After a first log-in of
the employee on the app, the secondary function QR-Scan
(1) is executed. The employee moves the Tablet-PC over the
QR-Code on the technical drawing. After identification, a
data download of the digital technical drawing (the virtual
twin) from a server to the temporary memory of the TabletPC is carried out. As a result, the previously analogue
drawing is loaded and visualized on the Tablet-PC. At this
point, the user has the option to choose between the main
functionalities (2) Tablet-Pen, (3) Take Picture, (4) SmartPen and (5) 3D-Model. After the information has been
completed by one of the main functions, the changes noted
on the technical drawing are sent to the development/design
department. The transmission of the information is
performed by the secondary function (6) Send Email.
(1) Scan QR: The QR-Code is used to digitize analogue
technical drawings on the tablet by reading the code on the
drawings. The QR-Code is generated in the
development/design department. It is associated with the
technical drawing and has information about the project,
drawing, etc.
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(2) Tablet-Pen: With the functionality, the employee can
process the technical drawing using a Tablet-Pen. Via a
Tablet-Pen, the employee can perform the following
elementary tasks according to DIN EN ISO 9241-420:2011:
drawing, accurate pointing, fast pointing, selecting and
pulling. After the completion of the information gathering,
the technical drawing, including all changes, is sent to the
design/development department via email.

1

1

2

3

4

digitize

3

SURFACE PEN
2

SMART PEN
4

TAKE PICTURE

3D-MODEL

(4) Smart-Pen: Handwritten changes on an analogue
drawing are immediately digitized by the Smart-Pen. When
the change has been completed, the specialist can view the
change on the Tablet-PC. In turn, the digital twin can be
further prepared with the surface pen and sent to the
development and design department. The Smart-Pen is based
on a common ballpoint pen. When the pen is placed on the
paper, the ink mine leaves an ink trace on the paper.
Simultaneously, the data is recorded as soon as the Anotopatterned paper is being written on. The pencil records each
stroke and point as it is made by the employee, and then
transfers the data to the processing system [17]. The data is
stored on the pen until it is transferred to an FTP server via a
docking station. If there is a need for a change in the drawing
by the employee, the changes on the technical drawing are
recorded (drawing is provided with Dot-pattern) with the
Smart-Pen. After completion of the handwriting modification
with the Smart-Pen, a digital twin of the analogue technical
drawing is generated on the Tablet-PC.
(5) 3D-Model: This is a functionality to provide the
employee with additional information of the machine
component in manufacture or assembly. This function loads
a 3D-Model of the component onto the Tablet-PC. The
model can be changed in size and orientation by the
employee.
(6) Send Email: Communication between the employee
and the developer/designer takes place via the standard email account (Microsoft Outlook) of the employee. A
content system is integrated into the function module in
order to spare the employee the writing of an email and to
ensure a standardized information content of the email. The
employee is given the opportunity to define the responsible
persons, the originator of the changes and the urgency of the
change by means of two dialog windows. With this
standardized information system, the employee can finish
and send his report with three clicks in the production app.
The email is received by the design/development department
manager. The information gives him an overview on changes
in the project. Considering all information and current
projects, he can perform his capacity planning for his team.
In the future, the production-app shall be extended with a
capacity planning tool.
VII. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

multimodal tools for data-gathering and
visualization

Figure 3. Main functionalities of the production-app

(3) Take Picture: The Take Picture function module
allows the employee to capture images from the technical
drawing. It is conceivable that he takes a snapshot of a
component that is still in production. The image of the
component can thus be coupled with the technical drawing.
After confirming the suitability of the recording, the image
appears on the Tablet-PC's user interface. The picture is
automatically provided with the recording date and time.
Thus, a later termination of the recording is possible.
Analogous to the Tablet-Pen function, alphanumeric
information can also be recorded here.
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The presented shop floor information application, which
consists of Smart Devices and a production-app is developed
to gather changes on the shop floor in real time and
communicate these to organizational departments.
The system targets at first the design/development, in
which a QR-Code is generated. The QR-Code is copied on
the digital technical drawing by a plug-in in the four
software-supported CAD programs used. The QR-Code is a
qualifier to digitize the analogue technical drawings on the
shop floor without much effort. In addition, a so-called dotpaper is created in the design/development. By the dot-paper
a further form of digitization is provided via the Smart-Pen.
Accordingly, the technical drawing is provided with two
auto-ID codes for digitization. In production planning, the
analogue technical drawing is printed for the run through
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reduction. If the employee has to make a change to the
components or to the technical drawing, he uses a Smart
Device (Tablet PC) to scan the QR-Code. A lean developed
application is installed on the Tablet-PC, which provides the
employee with four functionalities for gathering and
communicate changes to the components. The aim of SIA is
the reduction of media breaks between shop floor and top
floor. The digitization results in improvements by timely
creation and verification of the device documentation and
reduction of design faults, which are carried over to new
projects. Furthermore, creation of the complete
documentation in parallel to production processes and
controlling of project progress will be possible.
The shop floor information application will be
implemented in future in the company. During
implementation phase, the system and processes will be
evaluated and adapted iteratively. Results and experiences of
the use case will be used to develop the system further and to
refine methods for networking and digitizing of the value
chain.
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Abstract—Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have been applied
in many fields such as military, traffic management, natural
disaster prevention and assistance, and agriculture. Due to their
characteristics, they are natural candidates to integrate the
Internet of Intelligent Things (IoIT), a network composed of
devices that are autonomous and mobile and have both sensing
and action taking capabilities. The insertion of UAVs into IoIT
infrastructure brings new dimensions to UAV applications and at
the same time introduces new challenges. In this paper, we outline
some opportunities and challenges brought by the insertion of
UAVs into IoIT.
Keywords–Unmanned Aerial Vehicles; UAV; Unmanned Aircraft
Systems; UAS; Internet of Intelligent Things; IoIT; Challenges

I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to the development of processing, sensing and communication technologies, many once simple devices are now
able to perform more complex tasks and communicate with
other devices or systems. This is the base of the Internet of
Things (IoT) paradigm, whose core concept revolves around
ubiquitous, uniquely identifiable everyday objects equipped
with sensing, networking and processing capabilities that communicating with each other to achieve a common goal [1][2].
The IoT paradigm is being applied in several study fields; it
is easy to find in the literature many applications in healthcare,
industry, smart farms and cities, environmental monitoring
and others. In some cases, application-specific networks are
considered IoT branches, such as the Internet of Vehicles [3]
or the Internet of Mobile Things [4]. The Internet of Intelligent
Things (IoIT) is said to be composed of devices that are
autonomous and mobile and have both sensing and action
taking capabilities [5].
Popularly known as drones, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) are natural candidates to integrate with IoIT. Their
integration with other vehicles and systems enables more
complex missions, in which acquired data is up-to-date and
intelligent actions can be taken either remotely or locally in
cooperation with other devices — all with remote supervision. This integration, however, brings new challenges to be
addressed regarding public safety and privacy, standardisation
and technical aspects.
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In this paper, we present some UAV applications that can
be boosted by being integrated with IoIT, as well as new
opportunities brought by connected UAVs, and challenges
that need to be addressed so that the integration can be
done seamlessly. Section II brings background information
on UAVs and IoT. Section III present some related work.
Section IV presents the opportunities in inserting UAVs into
IoIT. Section V outlines some challenges that arise by UAV
and IoIT integration. Finally, Section VI presents the paper
conclusion.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, some background concepts covering Unmanned Aircraft Systems, Flying Ad hoc NETworks and the
Internet of Things are presented.
A. Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS)
UAVs are gaining popularity in both military and civilian
segments, with the technology being successfully used in
applications such as surveillance, disaster control and response,
infrastructure and environmental monitoring, among others.
Usually, an Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) is composed
by UAVs, the Ground Control Station (GCS) and the communication links [6][7]. Despite UAVs being usually considered
resource-constrained devices, they also benefited from technology development and are now able to provide more complex
functionality that lead to more sophisticated missions.
In recent years, the use of multi-UAV solutions in civilian
applications has increased [8] since it presents numerous
advantages. Multi-UAV systems have higher scalability (larger
covered area) and survivability (the mission can still be performed even if one UAV fails), usually complete missions
faster than a single UAV and have lower acquisition and
maintenance costs [8][9][10].
Establishing efficient communication in a multi-UAV system, however, is a major challenge. Opposed to single-UAV
systems, in which the communication can easily be done
through a GCS or satellite connection, multi-UAV systems
that use the infrastructure for inter-vehicle communication can
experience disturbances in link maintenance due to environmental conditions or terrain topology, and the mission target
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area is limited by the network coverage. Therefore, an ad hoc
approach is generally applied for multi-UAV systems, forming
a Flying Ad hoc NETwork (FANET) [11][10].
B. Flying Ad hoc NETworks (FANETs)
An ad hoc network is a collection of nodes forming
a temporary network with no infrastructure or centralised
administration that is able to operate stand-alone or connected
to the Internet. When nodes are mobile, the network is called
MANET (Mobile Ad hoc NETwork). In this case, network
topology is dynamic and may change as the nodes (or routers)
move. If nodes are vehicles, the network is called VANET
(Vehicular Ad hoc NETwork), and, if vehicles are UAVs, the
network is called FANET.
Even though they may seem similar, FANETs have some
characteristics that differ them from other types of ad hoc
network [10]. Firstly, node mobility is usually much higher in
FANETs due to node moving speed. Also, nodes in a FANET
are usually kilometres apart and may have their course altered
due to UAV movements, environmental changes or mission
updates, resulting in a very uncharacteristic mobility model.
All these facts contribute to a more frequently topology change
due to UAV loss or UAV injection or even because of variations in the communication link/channel quality. Finally, some
FANET protocols may need accurate localisation data faster
than the one provided by a GPS (Global Positioning System).
In these cases, the UAV must have other means to acquire
this information (for instance, an Inertial Measurement Unit
— IMU). Also, when considering small UAVs, computational
capabilities and power consumption constraints must be taken
into account. Routing and administration protocols must be
energy-efficient to prolong the network lifetime [8].
C. Internet of Things (IoT)
Even though the Internet of Things theme has been vastly
explored over the last few years, it still lacks a wide-accepted
definition. The general idea of IoT is a large amount of
everyday objects pervasively integrated in our environment,
equipped with identifying, sensing, networking and processing
capabilities, and able to communicate among themselves in
order to complete a common task [1][2]. This results in a very
distributed network system composed by entities that both provide and consume data from the physical world through sensors and actuators [12]. The application realm of IoT is really
large, including areas such as health-care, smart environments
(smart homes, factories or cities), environmental monitoring,
and disaster alert and recovering [1][2][13][14][15].
Different technologies are involved in enabling IoT systems. Identifying techniques are crucial for uniquely address
each connected device, ensuring the identification reliability
and persistence. Communication technologies in general play
a major role in these applications. New protocols and network
strategies are necessary so that devices with both power
and computational resources constrains can be integrated into
the IoT. Middleware systems will be necessary to make the
abstraction of all devices or things and make them available
to users and applications. Also, it is expected that IoT systems
will generate a large amount of data, making data storage
a key technology for IoT and Big Data strategies essential
for knowledge extraction [1][16][17]. Cloud platforms are
being considered an important part of IoT systems and have
gained interests in research recently [16][18]. The merge of
IoT with cloud computing provides easy access to virtually
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unlimited processing and storage capabilities on demand and
at a low cost, enhancing IoT scalability and performance
[13][18]. Given its portability, the cloud is very suitable for
IoT architecture, being able not only to aggregate, analyse
and distribute collected IoT data continuously and securely
but also to remotely manage and control systems. Moreover,
it can concentrate services from different providers and bring
them to the users in an easy, intuitive way [13][19].
Considering the amount of aspects and technologies involved, it is not surprising that IoT technology also comes
with many challenges. Scalability can be considered a very
onerous task given the large number of connected devices.
How to locate, identify, authenticate, use and maintain them
in a reliable manner is a hard problem to solve [12][16][20].
Interoperability issues will also arise due to a variety of devices
supporting different protocols and platforms, or very resourceconstrained devices that do not support any communication
protocol. These problems must be considered by both developers and manufacturers since system inception so that
device integration is done without compromising performance
[12][16]. Data sharing policies among different applications
also have to be considered. Deciding which data will be
available to which application, as well as who has the higher
priority has to be done carefully in order to ensure system
trust and avoid application conflicts [12][20]. The lack of
standardisation of both architecture and protocols is a major
obstacle for IoT implementation, preventing both universal
integration of devices — creating a “Babel Tower Effect”
among them — and the creation of a competitive market
in which all-size players can provide quality products for
customers [16]. Security and trust of communication and
data are a key challenge to address not only to guarantee
system functionality, but also to have it accepted by the
general public [12][16][20]. The integration with the cloud
also brings its own challenges: the cloud must support a
large number of users, providing at the same time real-time
responses that meet system requirements; be prepared to deal
with contextual and non-structured data, as well as resourceconstrained devices and unreliable connectivity; and offer easy
means for developing and deploying IoT applications. Data
and communication security must also be addressed, as well
as standardisation of IoT-supporting architecture, and device
virtualization [16][17][18].
III. R ELATED W ORK
The integration of UAVs and the Internet/cloud is a fairly
recent research topic and is primarily focused in providing
UAV telemetry information though a cloud platform or a
service-oriented architecture that virtualizes UAVs and make
them accessible through a cloud/IoT infrastructure. Some
examples are discussed in this section.
In [21], a cloud-supported UAV application framework
in which a client hosted at the UAV responsible for image
acquisition, which are sent to a server in the cloud for image
processing and data storage. The results are sent to a control
centre to be evaluated by a human operator.
Authors in [22] propose an emergency-management service. A cloud platform manage UAVs that can be invoked by
threatened citizens through a smartphone app. When the UAV
reaches the person, a real-time video streaming is provided to
security authorities, which can remotely operate the UAV in
order to assess the danger and take necessary actions.
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In [23], a cloud-based architecture for mission control
called Dronemap is proposed. The cloud infrastructure is used
to realise UAV virtualization and perform resource-demanding
computations. In this architecture, the user requests a mission,
performed by one or more UAVs selected by the user or
automatically by a cloud manager. While the mission is being
executed, relevant data are reported real-time to the user.
Authors from [24] present a framework to offer UAV as a
Service (UAVaaS), in which UAVs are hired by a different
set of users trough an Internet interface to execute a task.
While waypoints and video feeds are available to the users,
control and navigation functionality are handled by UAV’s
on board flight controller. A cloud coordinator handles all
communication between the users and UAVs in order to
provide better security and optimize resource usage.
In [25], the authors propose a technique to control UAVs
using the Cloud — the user inputs only the state of the
flight (for instance, altitude, direction and speed) and the
system makes the necessary control adjustments so that user
requirements are met. The communication between UAVs and
the cloud is made by the remote ground station, which has
the ability to connect to the cloud through Internet and to the
UAVs using a wireless communication link (radio system).
Authors in [26] propose an UAV-Cloud platform in a
Resource-Oriented Architecture in which UAVs act as servers
whose resources can be accessed by APIs, applying a broker
architecture for scalability. A proof of concept is provided
using Arduino devices as UAVs and RESTful APIs to access
their resources.
The work presented in [27] present a softwarization of
the network so that the UAV infrastructure is decoupled from
control. A controller layer virtualizes the infrastructure to the
higher layers, while an orchestration layer manages the mission. A loosely coupled architecture is used to connect UAVs
and sensors, with a middle layer managing the cooperation
between the two.
IV. UAV S INTO I O IT: O PPORTUNITIES
So what happens when we integrate UAVs into IoIT and
connect them to the cloud? First of all, UAVs will have at
their disposal the virtually unlimited cloud processing and
storing capabilities, allowing the use of smaller, cheaper UAVs
in missions. One must be careful, however, about how much
processing will be done within the cloud. Processing primary
tasks as obstacle avoidance remotely will bring a latency for
the system not acceptable for aircraft [28]. Therefore, the cloud
must be used for tasks that demand high computational power
and can afford a quasi-instantaneous response.
Also, UAV telemetry and captured data will be available to
the user through the cloud, making new data readily available
and enabling real-time operations and decision making from
any location. Thus, the cloud can also be used for the execution
of machine learning techniques and algorithms, improving the
overall operation by using the acquired experience.
The connection of UAVs will also be boosted. Aircraft will
be able to communicate among themselves and share data,
network resources, and services even with no line-of-sight
(LoS), enhancing UAS collaboration and cooperation.
UAVs are likely to be considered as systems of systems.
Every internal aircraft module necessary to fly (e.g., motors,
actuators) or perform missions (e.g., cameras, thermal sensors)
can be considered a single system. Such a view leads to a nextlevel-approach where every aircraft module is a thing on an IoT
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network that is fully capable of providing real-time information
and take actions. The UAV can be considered a network of
things (1st order) connected to the IoIT infrastructure, and
the UAV itself would also be a node on the IoIT network
(2nd order). Moreover, such modules can be considered not
simply things, but also smart and intelligent things that can be
connected as an independent network node and even provide
cloud-based services to users nearby, e.g., local sensing, computation and decisions capabilities or remote resources. That is
a potential achievement that inherits important characteristics
from the fly by wireless paradigm [29].
The integration of UAVs and IoIT and the consequent UAV
availability to other systems in real-time can enhance UAV
performance in many situations, as described in this Section.
Moreover, the possibility of moving a set of sensors (such as
a vehicle) to an area that lacks in IoIT coverage will provide
more precise services delivery, improved Quality of Service
(QoS) and better sensors positioning.
Regardless of the application, UAVs as intelligent things
are able to perform self-diagnosis in order to verify whether
they are capable of performing the required task or providing
the requested service. If unexpected events during the mission
generate failure or unavailability, the IoIT redundancy offers
replacement possibilities.
A. Emergency Applications
Emergency situations are always a trial for the city infrastructure. In some cases, the situation happens in an area of
difficult access, delaying the emergency personnel response
and in some cases jeopardising the victim’s medical care. IoIT
can improve emergency response by integrating UAVs and
other devices in emergency situations.
UAVs in particular can be used to perform a first assessment sense and detect victims, specially in areas of difficult
access such as mountains or very large areas like the ocean.
Once the victim is located, the UAV can send through IoIT
infrastructure the precise victim location to the emergency
response team together with video feed for a quick evaluation
of the situation. If needed, the same UAV or a different one can
be used to deliver supplies such as bottled water or first-aid
resources for immediate use until emergency personnel arrives.
Victim rescue can also benefit from IoIT. The UAV positioned near the victim can send weather conditions and terrain
topology data so that the emergency response infrastructure
can decide in advance if the rescue will be done by air or
ground, optimising the emergency resources usage. In case of
ground rescue, the UAV can also scout the area in order to
identify blocked roads and other access difficulties, aiding the
team to decide which path to take to reach the victim.
UAVs and other IoIT participants can also be used to
improve the communication network in case it suffered damage
during the emergency. Papers such as [30] and [28] propose the
use of UAVs to build a temporary, mobile network infrastructure to be used by emergency personnel or the population in
general until communication services are operating normally.
B. Smart Cities Applications
Smart Cities are becoming a topic of great interest in
research. The objective of Smart Cities is to provide better
quality of life with efficient infrastructure at reduced costs
by integrating multiple assets such as transportation systems,
power plants, law enforcement and others [31].
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Figure 1. Smart Farm applications taken to the next level: (A) Surveillance
in real-time; (B) Services integration; and (C) Identification of unexpected
issues.

UAVs can perform several tasks in a smart city when
connected to the IoIT. They can monitor in real-time the city
infrastructure such as power lines, bridges, roads and railroads,
reducing maintenance costs. Law enforcement can also be
aided by patrolling, monitoring crowds or following a person
of interest during a chase. They can also monitor the traffic
flow and communicate the Intelligent Transportation System
(ITS) about road accidents, as well as providing video images
for emergency personnel. Finally, UAVs can also function as
network infrastructure for city areas in which the connection
link is limited, integrating them to the rest of the city and
expanding the range of smart services.
C. Industry & Retail Applications
Industries have a lot to benefit from IoIT and its interface with other connected devices. The integration of smart
machines in smart factories, smart storage facilities and smart
supply chains will allow to automate the entire product chain,
from production to delivery. For instance, a smart storage can
detect if the sales of a particular product have increased and
trigger a higher production so that this specific product is
always available. In retail, smart supply chains will be able to
provide real-time information for both suppliers and costumers,
increasing the efficiency and customer experience.
In industries, UAVs can be used for real-time supervision
of outdoor areas of the factory or for infrastructure inspection
such as building structures or transportation ducts in oil and
gas industry. When considering retail, UAVs are already being
used in delivery of goods for major players such as Amazon
[32], and can provide great customer experience by notifying
the delivery and allowing it to be supervised in real-time.
D. Smart Farm Applications
Smart Farms also have great benefit potential from IoIT.
The use of autonomous vehicles together with ubiquitous
sensors for planting, monitoring crops and cattle and harvesting
can increase efficiency of production by reducing its costs.
Figure 1 presents examples of smart farm applications such
as: (A) Surveillance in real-time; (B) Services integration; and
(C) Identification of unexpected issues.
UAVs in particular can be used in many different ways in a
smart farm [31]. UAVs can monitor farm borders for intruders
or wildlife predators, promptly sending an alert for farm owner
and calling law enforcement through IoIT infrastructure if
necessary or dispersing the animals before they damage the
crops or cattle. Monitor tasks can also extend to fields and
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cattle conditions, triggering suitable actions if a problem is
encountered. They can also search for missing cattle and
inspect the farm infrastructure such as silos or barn roofs.
In plantation process, UAVs have been used for chemicals
spraying, which can be optimised by the use of soil data
gathered by IoIT connected sensors in the ground.
E. Government Applications
Border protection and surveillance is a task performed
by different means, from human surveillance to walls and
monitoring cameras. With the use of IoIT, this task can be
automated and performed by unmanned vehicles (ground,
aerial and aquatic) in cooperation, responding real-time to a
remote control station that can perform the necessary protocol
when an anomaly is detected. Specifically, UAVs can also be
used to monitor forests and areas of environmental protection
to identify problems such as forest fire or areas of illegal
logging and notify the competent authority so that proper
actions can be taken.
F. Vehicular Sensors as a Service
The integration of mobile objects (flying, driving, floating,
rolling, diving, walking, etc.) to IoIT networks will provide
means of moving sensors to the right place at the right
time. That leads to the possibility of enabling modules as
potential providers of cloud-based real-time services to nearby
networks and users, improving targeted information delivery.
This approach has great potential on providing flexible intelligent mapping, efficient goods delivery, and search and rescue
services with high precision.
G. Environmental monitoring
Environmental monitoring is another promising domain for
unmanned vehicles connected to the IoIT. There is a growing
necessity to monitor great barrier reef or pole ice regarding
climate changes. The application of Unmanned Underwater
Vehicles (UUV) and Unmanned Surface Vehicles (USV) directly connected to satellites or somehow supported by UAVs
will provide IoIT connectivity that can improve such activities
with real-time information and services both ways.
V. UAV S INTO I O IT: C HALLENGES
As seen before, the integration of UAVs into IoIT brings
a lot of opportunities. However, there are many challenges
that need to be overcome — some of them well known by
the unmanned vehicle community, others emerging due to the
connection of vehicles to an infrastructure such as IoIT. In
general, these challenges are classified in three categories:
public safety and privacy, standardisation and technical.
A. Public Safety and Privacy Challenges
Confidentiality issues regarding the data acquired by UAVs
is a major concern — particularly if there is critical information
being collected — and will play a starring role in public
acceptance of the technology. There is a tendency to store as
much data as possible into the UAV main memory in order to
ensure availability [33], which ends up being a critical security
weakness [34]. If the UAV is stolen or has its control taken, it
can be used as a gateway to probe sensitive information from
the secured network it is authenticated in. IoIT could improve
security by transferring sensitive data to the cloud. However,
providing data distribution in a secure manner on UAVs or
other resource-restricted devices is another challenge.
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Another concern for the general population would be
snooping — a UAV can take unauthorised video or photos
and share them online, making them nearly impossible to
be removed and very difficult to identify the perpetrator.
It is likely that governments will enact legislation to UAV
registration and to prevent privacy invasion, as done in some
states in the US [35]. Moreover, providing vehicular sensors as
a service will increase risks, leading to the demand for more
precise information security approaches.
B. Regulation & Standardisation Challenges
Certification is a must for insertion of UAVs into the
airspace and prevent the technology of being used for nefarious
purposes, such as physical assault, drug smuggling and others
[36]. UAV safety plays a major role in this regulations, since
a UAV out of control can cause damage to property or harm
people. Because of that, many regulation agencies such as FAA
[37] and EASA [38] have started to regulate the UAV market.
As with IoT, standardisation is also a major challenge for
IoIT, and must involve both the industry and governments.
From a technical point of view, standardisation is necessary to
ensure all devices are able to communicate, preventing a “Babel Tower Effect” in which devices become split into disjoint
subsets (for instance, all devices from the same manufacturer)
that can only talk to others from the same subset. From a
social and economic point of view, standardisation will favour
the entrance of small and medium companies in the market,
stimulating entrepreneurship and competition, benefiting the
final customer and spreading the use of the technology.
C. Technical challenges
There are many technical issues in UAVs being integrated
into IoIT. For starters, UAVs are resource-constrained devices.
Hardware and software design must take into account limited
memory, storage and processing capabilities, as well as a
limited power source. Thus, algorithms and communication
protocols must be as energy-efficient as possible. This aspect
demands a local intelligence to decide how to partition computation and data over local and remote resources that can also be
temporally unreachable because of wireless connection outage.
Also, IoIT will be formed with a variety of devices developed for various platforms and using different communication
protocols, which can lead to compatibility and interoperability
issues. Furthermore, the inclusion of vehicular sensors as
things on the IoIT network will increase the complexity of the
entire system, since the communication links can be performed
directly from sensors belonging to different vehicles. This heterogeneity will also extend to the acquired data, that will most
likely be non-structured. How data is gathered, distributed,
stored and recovered has to be planned carefully in order to
ensure real-time and security requirements.
Apart from certification, there is also a rising concern
with GPS security. GPS spoofing attacks have become more
frequent. Such attacks can cause the aircraft to completely lose
control, which is a very critical issue. The GPS spoofing may
help attackers to hijack UAVs, another issue that is strongly
related to man-in-the-middle attacks.
Security is always a challenge in any communicating
system and relate to all other aspects aforementioned. Limited resources demand efficient security algorithms that do
not compromise performance or resource/power consumption;
heterogeneity defies the idea of implementing a global security
policy for all devices and data storage must also be covered
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by security in case the communication is interrupted or the
physical integrity of the device compromised. Therefore, security solutions must permeate all layers of the architecture —
reducing the breaches throughout the layers will consequently
reduce the overall chances of attacks to the network.
Safety is another important aspect for the devices, which
must be able to determine the “health” and the authenticity of
both its internal and external components [11] — something
even more challenging if the internal components are also
connected wirelessly.
VI. C ONCLUSION
IoIT is a network composed of autonomous and mobile
devices equipped with both sensing and action taking capabilities. UAVs are natural candidates to be integrated into IoIT,
which enable a new degree of collaboration between devices
and real-time supervision of missions. One promising opportunity is the use of vehicles and sensors as services allowing
a better integration of all things, leading to an environment
composed by everything, updated every-time and available
everywhere. This integration, however, introduces new challenges to be addressed regarding public safety and privacy,
standardisation and technical aspects. Despite the challenges,
the integration of UAVs into IoIT is a promising research topic
with high chances of applicability. In this paper, we presented
how UAV integration to IoIT can improve applications, as well
as the current challenges.
By proposing solutions to the identified challenges, the
development of IoIT integrated with autonomous vehicles
should be facilitated in order to achieve relevant advances in
this research area. Moreover, the challenges presented here
are only a sampling of potential issues that might be faced
in this new paradigm. Besides the number of challenges, the
several different missions and applications pointed out that can
be performed in the near future are exciting. This is why not
only the military but also the civilians, the academics, and the
industry are enthusiastic about novel uses and applications of
autonomous vehicles and IoIT.
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Abstract— While many data stream systems have to provide
continuous (24x7) services with no acceptable downtime, they
also have to cope with changes in their execution environments
and in the requirements that they must comply (e.g., moving
from on-premises architecture to a cloud system, changing the
network technology, adding new functionality or modifying
existing parts). On one hand, dynamic software
reconfiguration (i.e., the capability of evolving on the fly) is a
desirable feature. On the other hand, stream systems may
suffer from the disruption and overhead caused by the
reconfiguration. Due to the necessity of reconfiguring (i.e.,
evolving) the system whilst the system must not be disrupted
(i.e., blocked), consistent and non-disruptive reconfiguration is
still considered an open problem. This paper presents and
validates D-Joseph, a non-quiescent approach for dynamic
software reconfiguration that preserves the consistency of
distributed data stream processing systems. Unlike many
works that require the system to reach a safe state (e.g.,
quiescence) before performing a reconfiguration, the proposed
approach enables the system to smoothly evolve (i.e., be
reconfigured) in a non-disruptive way without reaching
quiescence. The evaluation indicates that the proposed
approach supports consistent distributed reconfiguration and
has negligible impact on availability and performance.
Furthermore, the implementation of the proposed approach
showed better performance results in all experiments than the
quiescent approach and Upstart.
Keywords-Online Dynamic reconfiguration; Adaptability;
Software adaptation; Data Stream Processing.

I. INTRODUCTION
Many stream processing systems have to provide services
for 24x7, with no acceptable downtime [1]. However, they
commonly have to cope with changes in their execution
environment (e.g., moving from on-premises architecture to
cloud architecture or changing the network technology) and
in the requirements that they must comply with [2] (e.g.,
adding new functionality or modifying existing parts). The
authors [2] further emphasize that changes are hard to predict
at design time. The continuous service execution makes it
difficult to fix bugs and add new required functionality onthe-fly as this requires non-disruptive replacement of parts of
a software version by new ones [3]. Ertel and Felber [3]
further explain that prior approaches to dynamic
reconfiguration (a.k.a. dynamic adaptation, live update or
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dynamic evolution) require the starting of a new process and
the transfer of states between the components being swapped
[4]. However, some authors argue that the cost of redundant
hardware may be considerable high [5].
Despite extensive research in dynamic software
reconfiguration, safe reconfiguration is still an open problem
[1]. A common approach is to put the component that has to
be updated into a safe state, such as the quiescent state [6],
before reconfiguring the system [7]. Thus, a safe
reconfiguration must drive the system to a consistent state
and preserve the correct completion of on-going activities
[2]. At the same time, dynamic reconfiguration should also
minimize the interruption of the system’s service (i.e.,
disruption) and the delay with which the system is updated
(i.e., its timeliness) [6]. Furthermore, coordinating (i.e.,
orchestrating) the restart of all the exchanged or added
components is very challenging if the system’s service must
not be interrupted [3].
Aligned with the aforementioned requirements,
applications in the field of data stream processing require
continuous and timely processing of high-volume of data,
originated from a myriad of distributed sources, to obtain
online notifications from complex queries over the steady
flow of data items [8]. Intelligent Transportation Systems,
Network Monitoring, Stock Exchange, Smart Cities, Smart
Energy management and logistics are some examples of
application areas that require processing data streams. Thus,
while dynamic reconfiguration is a desirable feature, such
systems shall not suffer performance degradation due to the
potential disruptions and overhead caused by the
reconfiguration.
In order to enable dynamic software reconfiguration for
stream based systems, our work allows the concurrent
execution of multiple versions of a software component.
Concisely, the proposed approach is based on the idea that a
tuple (a.k.a. message) has to be entirely processed by a
specific version of each component. However, there is no
problem in updating a component C while a tuple T traverses
the system as long as the system keeps the previous and the
new versions of C (and of its dependent components) until
all previous' version tuples are flushed (i.e., draining the
tuples between the source and sink nodes).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents an overview of the key concepts and
system model used throughout this work. Section III delves
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into details D-Joseph. Section IV summarizes the main
results of the assessment conducted to evaluate the proposal.
Finally, Section V reviews and discusses the central ideas
presented in this paper.
II.

FUNDAMENTALS

This section presents the main concepts about data
stream processing, as well as our system model and related
works.
A. Data Stream Processing
Data stream processing is a computational paradigm [9]
that is focused at sustained and timely analysis, aggregation
and transformation of large volumes of data streams that are
continuously updated [8]. Data stream is a continuous and
online sequence of unbounded items where it is not possible
to control the order of the data produced and processed
[10][11]. Thus, the data is processed on-the-fly as it travels
from its source nodes downstream to the consumer nodes,
passing through several distributed processing nodes [12],
that select, classify or manipulate the data. This model is
typically represented by a graph where vertices are source
nodes that produce data, operators that implement algorithms
for data stream analysis, or sink nodes that consume the
processed data stream, and where edges define possible data
paths among the nodes (i.e., stream channels).
In order to cope with the high processing demand, stream
processing systems typically employ Single Instruction,
Multiple Data (SIMD) parallelism and use multiple instances
of an operator (i.e., processing units), where each operator
instance is responsible for processing a subset of the data
stream independently of the remaining data stream, and
hence without need to manage communication or
synchronization among those operators [13]. Therefore,
many stream processing systems are inherently distributed
and may consist of dozens to hundreds of operators
distributed over a large number of processing nodes [12],
where each processing node executes one or several
operators.
B. System Model
Our notion of a stream processing system is a directed
acyclic graph that consists of multiple operators (i.e.,
components) deployed at distributed device nodes. More
formally, the graph G = (V, E) consists of vertices and edges.
A vertex represents an operator and an edge represents a
stream channel. An edge e = (v1, v2) interconnects the output
of vertex v1 with the input of vertex v2. Vertices without
input ports (i.e., without incoming edges) are referred as
source vertex. Correspondingly, vertices without output ports
are called sink vertices. Finally, vertices with both input and
output ports are called inner vertex. A tuple t = (val, path*)
consists of a value (val) and an execution path (path*) that
holds the operators, and their versions, that a tuple t traveled
through G. For instance, a tuple t that traveled from source
vertex SO1 to sink vertex SI1 via operators O1 and O2 holds
path = {SO1, O1, O2}. The tuple’s val field is transformed
(i.e., processed) along the graph. A stream s = (t*) between
v1 and v2 consists of an ordered sequence of tuples t* where
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t1 < t2 represents that t1 was sent before t2 by a node n1. A
vertex is composed of fselect, foutput and fupdate functions. When
a vertex v1 generates a tuple (i.e., sends it via the output
port), its succeeding vertices (i.e., the vertex that receive the
stream from v1) receives such tuple via the function fselect,
which is in charge to select, or not, this tuple to be processed
by the function fupdate.
In order to standardize the terms and notations used
throughout this work, an operator (a.k.a. graph vertex) [14]
will be generically referred to as a component. A node is any
physical device node (e.g., desktop and smartphone) that
executes a component. A Processing Node (PN), in turn, is a
node that holds at least one inner operator (i.e., an operator
with input and output ports). Furthermore, as data stream
systems must be elastic to adapt to variations in the volume
of the data streams [15], we consider that some PNs share
their workload [16].
Taking into account that many current distributed
systems follow the mobile-cloud architectural paradigm
[17][18], our model is composed of Client Nodes (CNs),
which may be mobile or stationary nodes, and PNs deployed
in the cloud. The CNs are interconnected to the cloud
through a Gateway (GW), which in turns forwards the
stream to the PNs. Considering that we model our system as
distributed data stream system, some software components
are concerned with communication issues, while other are
concerned with processing issues (i.e., the analysis,
aggregation and transformation the data stream). The GW,
for instance, is a node in charge of forwarding the data
stream from/to the CNs to/from the PNs and interconnecting
the CNs to the Reconfiguration Manager (RM). Conversely,
a CN has some communication component for enabling the
interaction with the GW while CN may also have a
processing component that performs some pre-processing on
the produced data before sending the stream to the cloud.
In addition to these nodes, the RM manages software
component deployments, and coordinates the execution of
the reconfiguration by the nodes. The RM is responsible for
coordinating (i.e., initiate and orchestrates the execution of
all the operations that encompass a distributed
reconfiguration) the system-wide reconfiguration process
(e.g., deployment of new software components) on many
CNs. For example, if the reconfiguration is the deployment
of a new component version, the RM sends the code that
implements the new component to the nodes and then verify
whether all of them successfully deployed it. The red dashed
lines represent the reconfiguration control channel between
the RM and the other nodes, while the black lines represent
the system data flow. Thus, all reconfigurations performed at
the nodes are driven and orchestrated from the RM.
C. Related Work
Software reconfiguration at runtime is a research topic
that combines issues and approaches from areas, such as
software engineering, programming languages and operating
systems. However, a common problem is the identification
of states in which the system is stable and ready to evolve
[2]. The authors Ertel and Felber [3] propose a framework
for systems that are modeled using (data)flow-based
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programming (FBP) [19]. The idea behind FBP is to model
the system as a directed acyclic dataflow graph where the
operators (vertices) are functions that process the data flow
and the edges define de input and output ports of each
operator. Since the messages are delivered in order, this
proposal forwards special messages informing when a
component (a.k.a. operator) is safe to be reconfigured [3].
Despite the advantages, the problem with the work is that
either all components will perform the reconfiguration or
none of them can proceed with the reconfiguration, similar to
a transaction.
The seminal work by Kramer and Magee [6] proposed
and proved that the quiescence criterion guarantees the
system consistency over the update process. Their model
represents the distributed system as a directed graph whose
nodes interact by means of transactions (i.e., a sequence of
messages that should be atomically executed). The weakness
of their work is that it causes a high disruption since it blocks
all potentially dependent computation during system
evolution.
III. D-JOSEPH
This section presents D-Joseph, our approach to enable
dynamic reconfiguration in distributed stream processing
systems. Differently from other works, D-Joseph does not
need to wait for the system to reach a quiescent state (or safe
state) to reconfigure a fupdate function.
Each component has one or more fselect, fupdate and foutput
functions and components have interdependencies. The
advantage of enabling a component to have more than one
fupdate function executing concurrently is that, in face of a
reconfiguration, the new function is able to process part of
the data stream while the old one is still in use and thus
cannot be deactivated. Accordingly, when a tuple T is
received by an fselect function, it has to choose the right fupdate
to process T. To do so, the fselect function verifies the path of
T when there is more than one fupdate, otherwise there is no
need to verify the path since there is only one fupdate. The fselect
and foutput represent the input and output ports, respectively,
of a component, whereas the fupdate is the algorithm in charge
of processing the transformation on the incoming data
stream. Thus, we are able to reconfigure the algorithms that
process the data streams (i.e., fupdate functions) and the
system’s topology by means of reconfiguring the fselect and
foutput functions.
A. Management of Multiple Versions
In the example of Figure 1, the fselect function of the
Processor component has to know the version of the fupdate
applied at the Pre-Processor component in order to avoid
inconsistency. Figure 1 shows the partial data flow of a tuple
T when the system has the fupdate functions A1, D1 and E1 of
Pre-Processor, Processor and Post-Processor components,
respectively. Figure 2 shows that the versions A2, D2 and E2
were added to the system and that Processor D1 (i.e., the
fupdate function of Processor D1) and Post-Processor E1
transformed the tuple T in order to maintain the system
consistency. Thus, when T arrives at the fselect function of the
Processor component, the fselect function verifies that T
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comes from Pre-Processor A1 and then uses the Processor
D1 to transform T. The same happens at Post-Processor
component. Thus, every component has to be aware of its
dependency to be able to choose the right fupdate function.

Figure 1. Teste Partial data flow of the motivating scenario where data is to
be received by Receiver C1

Figure 2. Execution path of the data in a partially reconfigured system

The dependencies can be managed using two approaches,
static or dynamic dependency management. The former,
which is the simplest one, does not take into account the
“downstream” dependent components to generate the
execution path of a tuple. Thus, whenever a component
processes a tuple T, the fupdate function’s version of such
component is added into the tuple’s execution path, as
illustrated by Figure 1 and Figure 2. Finally, when T arrives
to a downstream component, such as the Processor
component, its fselect function verifies the execution path of T
to decide which is the correct fupdate function to process T. To
do so, each component has a list of all its upstream
dependent components. Conversely, the latter approach
verifies if there is any dependent component before adding
the version of the fupdate function into the execution path. If
there is no dependent component, the version is not added
into the execution path. Furthermore, at each component, the
execution path is evaluated to check and discard the versions
that have no more dependent components. In Figure 3, for
instance, G1 is removed from the execution path at the PreProcessor component since there is no dependent component
of Data Gathering after Pre-Processor.

Figure 3. Execution path using the dynamic management

The advantage of applying the static dependency
management is that it is simple, has a low execution cost and
the dependency changing (e.g., insertion or removal of
components) does not affect the system since the execution
path field holds all components that a tuple traversed. Thus, a
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reconfiguration is performed in a simpler and faster way.
However, if the execution path grows in size (i.e., there are
numerous inner components between the source and the sink
nodes), it may degrade the system’s performance due to the
network and memory costs. On the other hand, the dynamic
dependency management has the advantage that does not
waste network and memory since the execution path field
holds only useful information, which is an advantage for
huge paths. The weakness is the complexity introduced to
keep the execution path field as short as possible. At each
component, all downstream dependency has to be evaluated
to remove the unnecessary information in the execution path
field.
B. Distributed Reconfiguration
If one (e.g., the system administrator) needs to change
the Pre-Processor and Processor component types for some
reason the new Processor instances must be deployed before
the new Pre-Processor instances. Thus, the reconfiguration
execution of all instances has to be coordinated by the RM.
Whenever the system administrator needs to replace some
components, the administrator uses the RM to start the
dynamic software reconfiguration. To replace the PreProcessor and Processor component types, the RM first
deploys the new version of such component on the affect
nodes and then activates the instances. After that, it
deactivates and removes the previous instances.

Figure 4. Partial consistent reconfiguration

Figure 4 shows that the servers must have both versions
(i.e., Processor B1 and B2) while the system is partially
reconfigured because some clients are not yet reconfigured.
As soon as the clients are reconfigured, and there are no
tuples in transit from Pre-Processor A1, the Processor B1
instances are removed from the servers at step A and the
reconfiguration terminates. Therefore, our approach
guarantees that the servers are able to handle data stream
from any client, reconfigured or not.
IV. PERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we present the evaluation of D-Joseph.
We also have measured the update time and the disruption
caused by our reconfiguration approach varying the number
of CNs and rate (i.e., frequency) of tuple production, as well
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as the overhead in terms of throughput imposed by our
approach.
Our hardware test was composed of six Desktops Intel i5,
4GB DDR3 and gigabit Ethernet running Windows 7 64 bit,
and a gigabit switch. We used three computers to emulate the
CNs, and the other three computers to run the PNs and the
RM. Our prototype application used for evaluation has been
implemented using the Java programing language and
Scalable Data Distribution Layer (SDDL), a middleware for
scalable real-time communication [20].
Our evaluation scenario consists of a hospital that
monitors patients. Each patient has a mobile equipment,
composed of some sensors, that continuously monitor each
patient vital signs (e.g., temperature, blood pressure,
respiratory rate and systolic blood pressure). The mobile
equipment sends the patient’s vitals (i.e., tuple) to the
hospital servers every second where the tuples must be
processed as seamless data flow [21][22] in order to generate
timely alerts to the medical staff. The success of such
application depends on the continuous and timely monitoring
of the patients [23].
In order to measure the update time and the service
disruption, we varied the number of CNs from three to 300
and the system’s tuple production rate from 150 tuples/s
(tuples per second) to 15,000 tuples/s, using static and
dynamic dependency management. The JAR file that
encapsulates each deployed component has nearly 4
kilobytes (KB). The first reconfiguration performed is
optimizing the system to discard the tuples that do not meet a
criterion (i.e., if the patient vitals do not meet the SIRS
criteria, they also will not meet the other criteria) and the
second one is changing the temperature unit from Fahrenheit
to Celsius.
Regarding consistency of the reconfiguration approach,
all reconfigurations were performed consistently. This means
that all tuples were properly processed exactly once by the
right fupdate. Thus, we were able to achieve global system
consistency while the system is being reconfigured.
A. Update Time
The update time experiment measured the Round-trip
Delay (RTD), which encompasses the time interval from the
instant of time the RM sends the reconfiguration to the nodes
until it receives an acknowledgment informing that all nodes
completed the execution of the reconfiguration. In other
words, it is the time from the first message sent by the RM
until all components are reconfigured correctly (i.e., the
system has gone from a version v1 to v2). The tuple
production rate informs the production rate of the entire
system, and not for each CN (i.e., the system has the same
production rate in the first three scenarios of Table 1). In the
case of 30 CNs and 150 tuples/s, for instance, each CN
produces five tuples each second (i.e., the tuple production
rate of each CN is 5 tuples/s).
As expected since our approach does not need to wait for
a safe state to proceed the reconfiguration, the update time is
considerably stable. It ranges from 24.07ms in the scenario
with three CNs, production rate of 150 tuples/s to 26.69ms in
the scenario with 300 CNs and 15,000 tuples/s, both using
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the static dependency management. On the other hand, with
the dynamic dependency management, the update time
ranges from 24.07ms to 26.48ms in the same scenarios.
TABLE 1. UPDATE TIME FOR EACH SCENARIO

# CNs

Tuple Production
Rate (tuples/s)

3
30
300
3
30
300
3
30
300

150
150
150
1,500
1,500
1,500
15,000
15,000
15,000

Static
Dependency
Management
Update Time
(ms)
24.29
24.18
24.88
25.18
24.60
25.62
25.05
26.87
26.69

Dynamic
Dependency
Management
Update Time (ms)
24.07
25.20
24.75
25.2
21.36
23.62
25.63
26.27
26.48

B. Service Disruption
In the service disruption experiment, we measured the
impact that a reconfiguration causes on the system’s
throughput and latency, i.e., the time interval between the
tuple being sent by the source node until it is received by the
sink node. In order to measure the service disruption, we
assess the throughput and the latency with 300 CNs and a
tuple production rate of 15,000 tuples/s. We performed two
reconfigurations, at moments T1 and T2, and at each of
them, we compared the throughput of the system with the
throughput a second before these reconfigurations took
place.
According to our experimental results, the service
disruption related to the throughput was negligible. The
throughput for the static dependency management had a
minor increase at the reconfiguration time T (i.e., the
moment in which the reconfiguration was performed) when
compared with T – 1 (i.e., one second before the
reconfiguration), from 14,795 tuples/s to 15,019 tuples/s at
reconfiguration T1 and from 14,869 tuples/s to 14,924
tuples/s at reconfiguration T2. For the dynamic dependency
management, the throughput varied from 15,060 tuples/s to
15,030 tuples/s at reconfiguration T1 and from 15,073
tuples/s to 15,043 tuples/s at reconfiguration T2. In both
dependency management, the throughput was not
significantly affected by the reconfiguration, i.e., the
experiments demonstrate that our approach causes just a
marginal decrease (lower than 0.2%) in the system’s
throughput.
The reconfiguration may affect the latency when the
system has a considerable high workload (e.g., high CPU –
Central Processing Unit – usage). In both static and dynamic
dependency managements, the reconfiguration T1 from v1 to
v2, which reduces the system’s workload by discarding the
tuples that do not meet some criteria, interfered the tuples’
latency for a short period. However, after optimizing the
system and thus reducing its workload, the reconfiguration
T2 had minor impact on latency (≈ 2ms) in both cases.
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C. Overhead
We also measured the overhead that D-Joseph imposes
on the prototype application when no reconfiguration is
performed. To do this experiment, we assessed the time
required by the application to generate and process 100,000
tuples, as well as the throughput and latency, with and
without the reconfiguration mechanism. Concerning the
required time to complete the computation of all tuples, the
static dependency management imposed 3.83% of overhead
while the dynamic one imposed 8.98%. The throughput was
reduced by 2.38% and 2.84% using the static and dynamic
dependency management approaches, respectively. Finally,
the latency was impacted by 6.57% and 12.50% % using the
static and dynamic dependency management approaches,
respectively. Thus, for such prototype application, the better
choice is the static dependency management.
D. CN Disconnection
Due to the possibility of disconnections of mobile CNs,
we assessed the amount of time required to complete a
reconfiguration after an MN becomes available again. To do
so, we have forced a CN to disconnect before the
reconfiguration and reconnect after the reconfiguration. The
reconnection time encompasses the time interval from the
instant of time the CN reconnects until it completes the
execution of the reconfiguration. As the number of CNs and
the tuple production rate has minor impact on the update
time (see Section 4.1.1), we conducted this experiment with
1,000 CNs and 1,000 tuples/s. As soon as the CN
reconnects, it took 31.50ms to complete the reconfiguration.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed and validated D-Joseph, a
non-quiescent approach for dynamic reconfiguration that
preserves global system consistency in distributed data
stream systems. Unlike many works that require blocking the
affected parts of the system to be able to proceed a
reconfiguration, our proposal enables the system to smoothly
evolve in a non-disruptive way.
We are aware that more work and research is still needed.
However, considering the encouraging preliminary
performance evaluation, we are confident that our approach
can be used for development of reconfigurable data stream
processing systems. In a scenario with 300 CNs and 15,000
tuples/s, our reconfiguration prototype was able to
reconfigure the entire system in 24.07ms, while the service
disruption in terms of throughput was lower than 0.2% due
to a reconfiguration. On the other hand, the tuples’ latency
may increase due to a reconfiguration. When comparing the
reconfigurable with the non-reconfigurable version of the
application prototypes, the reconfiguration capabilities
imposed an overhead of only 3.83% and 8.98% on the
latency using the static and dynamic dependency approaches,
respectively. Our prototype middleware reduced at most
2.84% of the system’s throughput and increased at most
12.50% the system’s latency when compared to the
corresponding system without reconfiguration support.
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Problems such as parametric variability and
reconfiguration making, which is responsible for deciding
when an reconfiguration is required, which alternative best
satisfies the overall system goal, and which reconfigurations
are needed in order to drive the system to the next state (i.e.,
an optimal state or state with a new functionality), are not
covered by our research. Security is also an important
concern for many real systems, particularly for distributed
systems since nodes are potentially exposed on the Internet.
Therefore, authenticity, integrity and confidentiality emerge
as key aspects. Thus, ensuring that only the system
administrators, or the system itself, have the ability to drive
a software reconfiguration will avoid unauthorized
component deployments, such as viruses, on the nodes.
However, security aspects are beyond the scope of our
current work.
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